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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

HERITAGE
Individual heritage places
A total of four (4) places are significant at the local level. These are listed below. Refer to
Appendix D for the individual heritage place citations and curtilage maps
• House, 5 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• House and front fence, 20 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• House, 18 James Street, Ringwood
• House, 22 James Street, Ringwood

New heritage precincts
The following heritage precincts are significant at the local level. Refer to Appendix D for the
new precinct citations and curtilage maps.
• Haig Street Precinct
2-34 and 3-31 Haig Street, Ringwood
• Kendall Street Precinct
20-32 and 21-35 Kendall Street, Ringwood

Extensions to existing HO precincts
The existing HO98 Ellison Avenue Precinct is recommended for extension of its current
curtilage. The extension is to include numbers 4, 14,16,18 Ellison Street. Refer to Appendix
D for the revised citation and curtilage map.

Not significant at the local level
Individual places

Two (2) individual residential places do not reach the threshold of local significance for the
reasons discussed in Section 4.2. These are
• 25 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• 11 Kendall Street, Ringwood
One place, 19 Haig Street, Ringwood was recommended for full heritage assessment in the
Stage One (scoping) study is included as significant in the Haig Street precinct.
Serial Listing

The potential War Services Homes serial listing recommended by the Stage One (scoping)
Study is not recommended for inclusion on the Heritage Overlay due to a lack of supporting
evidence.

NEIGHBOURHOOD CHARACTER
Neighbourhood Character
Four areas/places have been recommended for Neighbourhood Character Overlay:
v
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• 20 and 24-28A James Street, Ringwood
• 19-29 James Street, Ringwood
• 34 Kendall Street, Ringwood
• 3-17 Ellison Street, Ringwood

Rezoning
The majority of the study area warrants a change in zoning from General Residential Zone
(GRZ) to Neighbourhood Residential Zone, as discussed on page 21 of the report in
Appendix C. The properties specifically to which this should apply are:
• 18-28A James Street, Ringwood
• 19-29 James Street, Ringwood
• 20-34 Kendall Street, Ringwood
• 21-35 Kendall Street, Ringwood
• 3-17 Ellison Street, Ringwood
• 4-18 Ellison Street, Ringwood
• 3-31 Haig Street, Ringwood
• 2-34 Haig Street, Ringwood
• 1-31 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• 2-36 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• 1-33 Henry Street, Ringwood
• 2-34 Henry Street, Ringwood
• 34 & 38 Thomas Street, Ringwood
• 37A-57 Thomas Street, Ringwood
• 1-9 Emerald Street, Ringwood
• 2-10 Emerald Street, Ringwood
• 62A Ford Street, Ringwood
• 28-30B & 32A Greenwood Avenue, Ringwood

Recommendations
Maroondah Planning Scheme changes

Prepare and exhibit an amendment to the Maroondah Planning Scheme to implement the
findings of the study. This amendment should:
• Update the references in the LPPF of the Maroondah Planning Scheme to include specific
reference to the Jubilee Park Heritage and Neighbourhood Character Study 2017, as appropriate.
• Replace the existing HO schedule in the Maroondah Planning Scheme with a new schedule
(see Appendix G) that includes all the new individual places and precincts, and make the
following change to existing HO98 (Ellison Street, Ringwood Precinct):
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o Amend the ‘Heritage Place’ field for item HO98 to add the following street numbers: 4,
14,16,18 Ellison Street. Amend the relevant Maroondah Planning Scheme Heritage
Overlay maps to:
o Add the four new individual heritage places and the two new precincts, as listed above.
o Change the boundaries of existing heritage overlay precinct HO98 (Ellison Street,
Ringwood Precinct), to include numbers 4, 14,16,18 Ellison Street.
• Rezone the areas of James, Kendall, Haig, Ellison Caroline, Henry, Thomas and Emerald
Streets and Greenwood Avenue as listed above from GRZ to NRZ.
• Prepare a Schedule to the Neighbourhood Residential Zone for these properties as set out
on page 21 of the report ‘Jubilee Park Stage 2 Neighbourhood Character’ in Appendix C.
• Apply the Neighbourhood Character Overlay to the four areas/places listed above.
• Prepare a Schedule to Neighbourhood Character Overlay as per the recommendations on
pages 21-22 of the report Jubilee Park Stage 2 Neighbourhood Character’ in Appendix C.
• Redefine a new Neighbourhood Area for Jubilee Park as part of the review of the
Neighbourhood Character Study, comprising the properties that are recommended to be zoned
Neighbourhood Residential Zone.
Future work

• Undertake municipality wide Neighbourhood Character review and update/rewrite local
policy 22.02 Residential Neighbourhood Character.
• Complete a municipal wide heritage study to identify, assess and protect heritage places,
precincts and series across the municipality. This includes a thorough review of the 2003
Maroondah Heritage Study Stage 2 and updates to relevant local policy.
• Assess the following potential serial listing which was identified during this study:
War Service Homes built on the west side of Bedford Road, Ringwood, that were referred
to locally as the ‘soldiers’ houses’. The houses identified are numbered 110, 116, 120, 122,
124 and 126 Bedford Road, Ringwood
• Assess the following potentially significant place at 43 Wantirna Road, Ringwood (shop and
residence)
• Prepare Incorporated Document to provide guidance on permit exemption matters for
heritage precincts across the municipality.
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background to this report
Maroondah City Council commissioned Context in collaboration with Claire Scott Planning to
undertake a Heritage and Neighbourhood Character Study for the area known as Jubilee Park
in the suburb of Ringwood. The study was conducted in two stages.

Stage One – Scoping Study
In Stage One, a scoping study was undertaken to was to identify areas or places within a
defined study area that were considered to have the potential to warrant application of a
Heritage Overlay (HO) or a Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO.
The Stage One study identified a number of places and precincts of potential heritage
significance and recommended that these places were fully assessed for their heritage
significance. The study was completed in March 2017 and findings and recommendations were
documented in a report titled Jubilee Park Heritage and Neighbourhood Character Scoping Study (the
Scoping Study).
The Scoping Study was an outcome of Action 3.1b of the The Places We Live - Maroondah
Housing Strategy 2016 (the Maroondah Housing Strategy):
Review Neighbourhood Character elements including heritage of the Jubilee Park area.
This action received considerable support from local residents during the exhibition of the
Maroondah Housing Strategy, which included the submission of a petition signed by residents
welcoming Action 3.1b.
Methodology from this stage was documented in the Scoping Study report. It included:
• a review of written materials including the Maroondah Planning Scheme and other
background materials;
• fieldwork to inspect every street in the study area, and photographic recording of places
and streets;
• community consultation.

Stage Two – Assessment of Heritage and Neighbourhood Character
In Stage Two of the project, places and precincts recommended for full assessment in the
Scoping Study were assessed. The heritage assessment work was completed by Context. This
report outlines the results of the full heritage assessment of those places recommended in the
Scoping Study. It sets out the background, methodology and findings of the assessment
process, and makes recommendations for the application of heritage controls.
The Neighbourhood Character assessment work was carried out by Claire Scott (Claire Scott
Planning). A report outlines the process and findings of the Neighbourhood Character
assessment. The full report is attached in Appendix C.
Recommendations from both reports have been compiled in the Recommendation section of
this report.

1.2 Acknowledgements
The project team would also like to especially thank the Jubilee Park Residents Group and
Ringwood and District Historical Society for providing initial and valuable historical research,
as well as all those in the community that provided information and participated in community
engagement initiatives.
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1.3 Project team
For Stage 2, the project team comprised Annabel Neylon, Vicki McLean and Jessica Antolino
from Context working in collaboration with Claire Scott from Claire Scott Planning. Evelina
Ericsson was involved in the early stages of the study. Claire Scott undertook the
neighbourhood character assessment.

1.4 Methodology – Stage 2
The full heritage assessment of places recommended in the Scoping Study has been prepared
using the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Heritage Significance (the Burra Charter)
and its guidelines. All terminology is consistent with the Burra Charter. The methodology and
approach to the Study and its recommendations were also guided by:
• The VPP Practice Note Applying the Heritage Overlay (2015) (hereafter referred to as the ‘VPP
Practice Note’).
• Comments made by relevant Independent Panel reports and, in particular, the Advisory
Committee appointed to undertake the Review of Heritage Provisions in Planning Schemes
(hereafter referred to as the ‘Advisory Committee’), which was completed in August 2007.
• Guidelines for using the HERCON criteria and significance thresholds prepared by
Heritage Victoria and the Queensland Heritage Council.

Full heritage analysis
The methodology used to analyse places and precincts in this report is described in Appendix
B. In order to apply a threshold, comparative analysis was required to substantiate the potential
significance of each place.
The VPP Practice Note advises the thresholds to be applied in the assessment of significance
shall be ‘State Significance’ and ‘Local Significance’ and that ‘Local Significance’ includes those
places that are important to a particular community or locality. For this study, the local area for
comparative purposes was defined as Ringwood, as this is an area that the Thematic and
contextual history of Maroondah defines as having a distinct history within the municipality. Where
there were no relevant comparisons in Ringwood, comparisons were made with other suburbs
within the municipality of Maroondah.
The consultants undertook an analysis, which included a ‘desktop’ comparison with heritage
places and precincts within Ringwood and other suburbs in the municipality, currently
included on the HO, and identified the relevant HERCON criteria (see Appendix A).
As noted above, the intactness of precincts and integrity of Contributory places within it was
used as a threshold indicator and for comparative purposes. However, ‘High’ intactness was
not the sole justification for a precinct: with regard to the proportion of significant (or
significant and contributory) buildings that is desirable within precincts, the Advisory
Committee considered (p.2-54) that:
... the stress on built fabric inherent in this question is misleading. Precincts need to be coherent,
thematically and/or in terms of design, and need to be justifiable in relation to protection of significant
components. It is neither possible nor desirable to set hard and fast rules about percentages.
On this basis, the analysis conducted in this study considered:
• The historic themes associated with the place or precinct, as set out in the Thematic and
Contextual History of Maroondah 2003;
• Any historic associations with people, organisations or events, which are important in the
context of Ringwood;
• Whether the precinct or place is representative of a particular place type that is distinctive
within Ringwood, and how this is demonstrated in the physical fabric of the place. For
example, interwar houses;
9
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• Whether distinctive aesthetic qualities are evident. For example, cohesive historic
streetscapes comprising houses of similar style, materials and detailing, landmarks, etc.; and
• Whether there is potential for social values. For example, as a place used and valued by the
local community.
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2

BACKGROUND
2.1 What is neighbourhood character and heritage significance?
Neighbourhood character is shaped by the way buildings, vegetation and topography, both in
private and public areas, relate to each other. It is the way these distinctive components of an
area’s character combine to produce a particular visual ‘sense of place’ that makes one
neighbourhood different from another. Some elements may be more important than others in
creating this special character.
While all areas will have some form of neighbourhood character and a shared history, not all
places will have heritage significance. Heritage significance is determined by the application of
recognised criteria1 that assess whether the place or area has historic, aesthetic, scientific,
technical, social or natural values. A key difference is that cultural heritage significance is
embodied in the fabric (e.g. buildings) of the place and this fabric must be retained in order to
conserve heritage significance. This is why heritage controls will usually discourage demolition
of buildings while neighbourhood character controls would allow buildings to be demolished
provided that replacement buildings are consistent with the valued characteristics.
The Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO) may be applied to areas that have a valued
character that needs to be protected, and when compared to the rest of the municipality
requires a specific approach that cannot be addressed by other planning scheme controls or
policy. It must be based on a rigorous neighbourhood character study that has been supported
by community consultation.
A heritage place that is important to a local area may be protected by the application of the
Heritage Overlay (HO). The HO can be applied to an individual place or to a group of places,
called a heritage precinct. The need for a HO must be established by a rigorous heritage study,
which has included community consultation.
This study has taken an integrated approach to applying HO and NCO controls, aiming to
apply the different tools in an integrated and complimentary way.

2.2 Maroondah Planning Scheme heritage controls and policy
2.2.1 Local Planning Policy Framework

Clause 21.04 of the Maroondah MSS provides the local strategic policy framework for heritage
within the municipality. The overview notes that:
Recognition of Maroondah’s heritage is crucial to the development of a vibrant and confident community.
Heritage values include aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past, present or future
generations. Heritage significance may be embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations,
meanings, records, related places and related objects. Places may have a range of values for different
individuals or groups and assist with creating this sense of community.
Maroondah has a diverse range of heritage places, which date from both the indigenous and post contact
settlement periods. Heritage places have been identified on scattered sites throughout the municipality, in the
Heritage Study Stage 2, Maroondah City Council, 2003.
The objectives include:
To identify and plan for the future protection, enhancement and appropriate use of heritage places in
Maroondah.
To appropriately manage heritage resources, in order to preserve their historic integrity.

1

Known as the ‘HERCON criteria’ – see Appendix A
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To promote heritage values throughout the municipality.
Strategies and actions to implement the objectives include:
Reviewing and updating existing strategies in relation to heritage to ensure that the recommendations for
protection remain relevant.
Identifying additional buildings, properties or natural assets which require protection.
Actively pursuing the listing of cultural heritage assets in the planning scheme.
Applying the Heritage Overlay to all sites with cultural or natural heritage value in the municipality, as
identified through a Statement of Significance.
There is no local policy for heritage places in Clause 22 of the Maroondah Planning Scheme.
Implications for this Study

As identified in the Scoping Study, Clause 21.04 identifies the importance of heritage places to
Maroondah and provides the strategic basis for the identification and protection of heritage
places. However, it provides limited policy direction in relation to the on-going management of
heritage places (e.g., in relation to matters such as demolition and appropriate development).
Whilst the preparation of policy guidelines in relation to heritage management is outside the
scope of this study (ie the scoping study), this is something that should be addressed in future
to ensure that there is a consistent approach to the management of heritage places.
Similarly, it is recommended that a new local policy is prepared at the conclusion of the
Maroondah Heritage Study Stage 2, currently underway.
Some minor suggested changes to Clause 21.04 are suggested at Appendix G, although
Council may choose to delay any changes until the completion of the much larger and
comprehensive Maroondah Heritage Study Stage 2.
2.2.2 Application of the HO

The heritage overlay (HO) is the most appropriate overlay to protect and conserve the
significance of places or precincts with identified heritage significance. Other overlays that can
be used for specific types of heritage places include the Vegetation Protection Overlay or
Environmental Significance Overlay (for significant trees) and the Significant Landscape
Overlay (for significant landscapes that do not contain buildings).
The schedule to the HO in the Maroondah Planning Scheme contains 136 heritage places and
precincts. Almost half of these were added to the HO by Amendment C42, which
implemented the findings of the Maroondah Heritage Study Stage 2. The Stage 2 heritage study
originally identified 180 sites considered to have ‘some form of heritage significance’. This
figure was reduced in conjunction with Heritage Victoria and the Stage 2 heritage consultant to
61 places (including 10 precincts) that were included in Amendment C42 (Amendment C42
Panel Report, p.36).
An issue of relevance to this study discussed by the Amendment C42 Panel relates to the
application of the HO to places within potential development areas, such as activity centres,
where other sections of the planning scheme or Council policies encourage intensification of
development. The Panel made the following observations (p.60):
The Panel believes that the purpose of the HO is to identify places of heritage significance and ensure that
the values associated with the place are taken account in decision-making.
Where other strategic objectives or planning provisions apply to the same site or the general area, it is likely
that any proposals for development of the property will require a permit under more than one planning
scheme provision. In that case, the decision guidelines of the relevant zones or overlays will also apply. The
responsible authority will need to weigh up the net community benefit of conserving the place, versus that
which would be achieved by allowing its development.
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Furthermore, while concerns about provision for new housing may be raised by declaration of extensive
heritage precincts, such as exist in some inner Melbourne municipalities, the HO places proposed in

Amendment C42 are made up of either small precincts or individual places. Even if
they were all retained, this would be unlikely to impact significantly on the
development potential in Maroondah as a whole . (emphasis added)

Amendment C42 was approved in 2010. Since then, the Planning and Environment Act 1987 has
been changed to direct that social and economic impacts ‘must’ rather than ‘may’ be taken in
account when considering and assessing the introduction of heritage controls. This change has
emphasised the need for heritage places and precincts to be rigorously assessed to ensure that
the ‘net community benefit’ test is met, particularly where there are competing strategic
objectives.
The study area adjoins the area designated as the Ringwood Metropolitan Activity Centre
(RMAC) where higher density residential development is encouraged. While it is not within the
RMAC area, the relative proximity of the study area (particularly James and Kendall streets) to
the railway station/bus interchange and Eastland means that it is a preferred location for
higher density development.
There have been no known VCAT decisions in relation to the existing heritage places within
the study area. However, the policy tensions between the protection of neighbourhood
character and increased housing diversity, intensity and variety have been highlighted in several
VCAT cases (see section 3.5.3). In one of these (Fenwick v Maroondah [2007] VCAT 1092)
for a property in James Street the VCAT member found that, on balance, the ‘preferred
character outcomes articulated in Clause 22.03, are in this location, subservient to the policy
objectives of greater diversity of housing, intensity and variety as set out in clause 21.08’, but
nonetheless added:
This does not mean that this area is a free for all. What it does mean is that a more robust or flexible
approach needs to be taken in assessing character outcomes in areas that are so close to the Ringwood
Activity Centre and public transport facilities.
These competing policy tensions are also addressed in the Maroondah Housing Strategy, which
recognises both the need to meet future housing demand in established neighbourhoods close
to activity centres such as Ringwood, but also to protect the highly valued qualities - liveability,
landscape, character and environmental – of Maroondah’s neighbourhoods (see also section
3.5.1).
2.2.3 Existing HO controls in Ringwood

As noted in the methodology section of this report, in most cases, the locality of Ringwood
has been used for comparative purposes in the assessment of potential heritage places and
precincts. Where no suitable comparative examples were found in Ringwood, examples from
other suburbs in the municipality were used. Currently, there are about 24 houses in Ringwood
that are individually listed in the HO, none of which are within the study area. Of these, about
six date from the Victorian period, six are Federation/Edwardian, eight are interwar, and four
are post-war.
There are four small precincts in Ringwood, one of which is within the study area and three
just outside, as follows:
• HO67 Wantirna Road North precinct (opposite side of Wantirna Road to study area).
Comprises three interwar Mediterranean style houses at 4, 6 and 8 Wantirna Road;
• HO68 Wantirna Road South precinct (opposite side of Wantirna Road to study area).
Comprises four late Victorian houses at 18-24 Wantirna Road;
• HO98 Ellison Street precinct (within the study area). Comprises four interwar bungalows at
6-12 Ellison Street;
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• HO120 Pitt Street precinct (outside the study area). Comprises three late Victorian timber
houses at 20-24 Pitt Street; and
• HO132 Wilana Street precinct (outside the study area). Comprises two Edwardian houses
at 10 and 12 Wilana Street. (Of note, the HO precincts within Croydon are similarly small,
comprising between two and six houses).

14
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2.3 Study Area

Figure 1. The study area, as defined in the Scoping Study, shown in blue. Existing places and precincts in the Heritage Overlay (HO) shown in pink (Source: Land Channel Vic).
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2.4 Assessments in Stage Two
The following places and precincts were assessed in the Stage Two study arising from the
recommendations of the Scoping Study:
• New heritage precinct at 2-34 and 3-31 Haig Street, Ringwood
• New heritage precinct at 20-32 and 21-35 Kendall Street, Ringwood
• Extension of the existing Ellison Avenue heritage precinct (HO98) to included 4 and 14-18
Ellison Street, Ringwood
• House, 5 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• House and front fence, 20 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• House, 25 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• House, 19 Haig Street, Ringwood
• House, 18 James Street, Ringwood
• House, 22 James Street, Ringwood
• House, 11 Kendall Street, Ringwood
• Potential serial listing for War Services at 30, 34 and 36 Caroline Street, 26 and 30 Henry
Street; and 47-51 Thomas Street, Ringwood

16
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3

FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY
3.1 Places assessed to meet the threshold for local significance
A full assessment of the following individual places and precincts has found that these places
meet the threshold of local significance and are recommended for inclusion on the Heritage
Overlay of the Maroondah City Council. Citations for each place and precinct recommended
for inclusion on the Heritage Overlay are included in Appendix C of this report.
New heritage precincts

• Haig Street Precinct
2-34 and 3-31 Haig Street, Ringwood
• Kendall Street Precinct
20-32 and 21-35 Kendall Street, Ringwood
Heritage precinct extension

An extension to the existing Ellison Avenue precinct (HO98) is recommended. This would
add numbers 4, 14, 16 and 18 Ellison Street to the precinct.
Individual heritage Places

• House, 5 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• House and front fence, 20 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• House, 18 James Street, Ringwood
• House, 22 James Street, Ringwood
3.1.2 Location of proposed new Heritage Overlay areas

Figure 2 Location of new Heritage Overlay (precincts, precinct extensions and individual places) shown in blue with red
outline. Existing Heritage Overlay places and precincts shown in pink.
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3.2 Places assessed as not meeting the threshold for local
significance
The following properties were assessed in this Stage Two study as not having sufficient
heritage value to meet any of the HERCON Criteria at the threshold for local significance:
House, 25 Caroline St, Ringwood

Figure 3 25 Caroline Street, Ringwood (Context, 2016)

This house was nominated as part of the community consultation conducted during the
Scoping Study. Residents suggested the house may have significance as an example of a
Norwegian kit home, erected in Ringwood. No evidence to substantiate this assertion was
found during the study period.
This is not to say that the house is not an example of a Norwegian kit home. Rather it
indicates that during the research phase of this project, no evidence was found to support
the residents’ assertion or to substantiate a claim for local significance.
House, 11 Kendall Street, Ringwood

Figure 4 11 Kendall Street Ringwood (Context, 2016)

It appears that much of the original fabric has been replaced on this house. Alterations are
sympathetic but appear to be extensive. In addition, a very large extension has been added
to the rear and a carport is located close to the front of the house, rather than recessed well
18
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back from the front wall of the house. Comparatively speaking, the house has low integrity
and does not appear to demonstrate or address any of the HERCON Criteria at the local
level. For these reasons, the house does not meet the threshold for local significance.
Serial listing – War Services houses

There were a number of potential War Service Homes (WSH) in the potential precinct of
Caroline, Thomas and Henry Streets, Ringwood, dating to the postwar period. Despite
detailed in depth research during the Stage Two study, it was not possible to confirm that
these were in fact War Service Homes (financed by the WSHC.
In the course of researching the War Service Homes in this area of Ringwood, however, it
emerged that there was a confirmed early row of timber War Service Homes built on the
west side of Bedford Road, Ringwood. This group of houses were referred to locally as the
‘soldiers’ houses’.
The houses identified are numbered 110, 116, 120, 122, 124 and 126 Bedford Road. These
were erected after the First World War in 1920-21, making them a significant early example.
These houses are uniform in design and relatively intact, and warrant further investigation.

4

RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Heritage
•
•

Prepare and exhibit an amendment to the City of Maroondah Planning Scheme to
implement the findings of the study. Including:
Add the following places and precincts to the Heritage Overlay of the Maroondah
Planning Scheme:


Extension to existing Ellison Street Precinct (HO98), 4-18 Ellison Street, Ringwood



Haig Street Precinct, 2-34 and 3-31 Haig Street, Ringwood



Kendall Street Precinct 20-32 and 21-35 Kendall Street, Ringwood



House, 5 Caroline Street, Ringwood



House and front fence, 20 Caroline Street, Ringwood



House, 18 James Street, Ringwood



House, 22 James Street, Ringwood

• Replace the existing HO schedule in the Maroondah Planning Scheme with a new schedule
that includes all the individual places and precincts recommended for inclusion, listed
above.
• Undertake an assessment of the War Services Homes at 110, 116, 120, 122, 124 and 126
Bedford Road, Ringwood.
• Undertake an assessment of the shop and residence at 43 Wantirna Road, Ringwood.
Other strategies to support heritage in the municipality

A range of strategies could be developed to support the protection, understanding and
enjoyment of heritage places within the municipality. These could include:
• Prepare a new municipal heritage study which includes a revised Thematic History and
Review of Maroondah Heritage Study Stage 2 (2003)
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• Develop management guidelines for precincts and places of local significance for potential
inclusion in Clause 21 or 22 of the Maroondah Planning Scheme, and any other updates to
the Local Planning Policy Framework
• Continue/expand the role of heritage advisor to assist planners and rate payers to
understand and manage heritage places.
• Establish a Heritage Advisory Committee made up of representatives of local historical
groups, residents and Council staff to assist in strategic matters relating to heritage within
the municipality, and assist in engaging community members in the protection and
enjoyment of heritage assets within the municipality.
• Establish a heritage grants scheme to assist local residents maintain and care for heritage
places within the municipality.
• Develop interpretative materials to inform and educate the community about heritage
places. This could include a range of measures such as signage to places and streets that
detail the background and history of place names within the municipality, or web posts on
heritage places within the municipality.
• Consider introducing an annual heritage or history week. The theme and format could vary
each year with activities including open days, oral history projects, exhibitions and talks.
• Make Council heritage resources available to the public by making PDF copies of reports
and documents available on line.
• Support the digitisation of Council records such as rate records and building permit records
to assist with historical research of places within the municipality.
• Develop resources to assist in the conservation and protection of heritage places. For
example, guidelines on how to restore/maintain a heritage house or garden.
• Assist in collecting and archiving community photographs and records, with the view to
establishing a data base of local history resources.

4.2 Neighbourhood Character
The following recommendations were made in the Neighbourhood Character Study prepared
by Claire Scott (Claire Scott Planning), attached as Appendix C of this report.
Neighbourhood Residential Zone

Rezone the majority of the study area from the General Residential Zone to the
Neighbourhood Residential Zone, specifically:
• 18-28A James Street, Ringwood
• 19-29 James Street, Ringwood
• 20-34 Kendall Street, Ringwood
• 21-35 Kendall Street, Ringwood
• 3-17 Ellison Street, Ringwood
• 4-18 Ellison Street, Ringwood
• 3-31 Haig Street, Ringwood
• 2-34 Haig Street, Ringwood
• 1-31 Caroline Street, Ringwood
• 2-36 Caroline Street, Ringwood
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• 1-33 Henry Street, Ringwood
• 2-34 Henry Street, Ringwood
• 34 & 38 Thomas Street, Ringwood
• 37A-57 Thomas Street, Ringwood
• 1-9 Emerald Street, Ringwood
• 2-10 Emerald Street, Ringwood
• 62A Ford Street
• 28-30B & 32A Greenwood Avenue, Ringwood
The proposed extent of the rezoning is shown in the map in Appendix E.
Include a Schedule to the Neighbourhood Residential Zone for these properties, containing
the following requirements (the setbacks and private open space variations already apply to the
precinct):
• Side setbacks (A10 and B18)
1.2 metres, plus 0.3 metres for every metre of height over 3.6 metres up to 6.9 metres, plus
1 metre for every metre of height over 6.9 metres.
• Rear setbacks (A10 and B18)
5 metres, plus 0.3 metres for every metre of height over 3.6 metres up to 6.9 metres, plus 1
metre for every metre of height over 6.9 metres.
• Private open space (A17)
An area of 80 square metres, with one part of the private open space to consist of secluded
private open space at the side or rear of the dwelling with a minimum area of 60 square
metres, a minimum dimension of 5 metres and convenient access from a living room.
• Private open space (B28)
An area of 80 square metres, with one part of the private open space to consist of secluded
private open space at the side or rear of the dwelling or residential building with a
minimum area of 60 square metres, a minimum dimension of 5 metres and convenient
access from a living room. (The new minimum garden area requirement will result in 3035% of land on lots in Jubilee Park being set aside. Where private open space requirements
such as those set out above are included in a schedule, the most restrictive will apply.)
• Front fence height (A20 and B32)
0.9 metres
• Neighbourhood character objectives
Include the objectives prepared as part of this study (refer p. 18-19 of this NCO report –
see Appendix C) in the schedule to the NRZ.
• Decision Guidelines
Include the design response statements prepared as part of this study (refer p. 18-19 of this
NCO report – see Appendix C) as decision guidelines in the schedule to the NRZ.
Neighbourhood Character Overlay

Apply the Neighbourhood Character Overlay to the properties located at the southern end of
James Street, the northern side of Ellison Street and to one property on Kendall Street,
specifically:
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• 20 and 24-28A James Street, Ringwood
• 19-29 James Street, Ringwood
• 34 Kendall Street, Ringwood
• 3-17 Ellison Street, Ringwood
The proposed extent of the NCO is also shown in the map in Appendix E.
Include a Schedule to the Neighbourhood Character Overlay containing the following:
• Statement of Neighbourhood Character
Utilise the neighbourhood character descriptions prepared as part of the study (refer pp.
13-15 of this NCO report – see Appendix C) for statements of neighbourhood character
when preparing the amendment documentation.
• Neighbourhood character objectives
Include the objectives prepared as part of this study (refer pp. 19-20 of this NCO report –
see Appendix C) in the schedule to the NCO, bearing in mind that the NCO will not apply
to properties covered by the HO, and therefore some objectives will require deletion
and/or amendment.
• Permit requirements
A permit is required to:
o Construct or extend an outbuilding normal to a dwelling.
o Construct an outdoor swimming pool associated with a dwelling.
o Demolish or remove a dwelling.
• Decision Guidelines
Include the design response statements prepared as part of this study (refer p. 21-22 of this
NCO report – see Appendix C) as decision guidelines in the schedule to the NCO. Give
considerations to the properties to be covered by the NCO as opposed to the HO and
delete/amend the design response statements as necessary.
Policy Reference
Jubilee Park Heritage and Neighbourhood Character Study Stage 2, Context and Claire Scott Planning
(2017)
Local Policy

Redefine a new Neighbourhood Area for Jubilee Park as part of the review of the
Neighbourhood Character Study, comprising the properties that are recommended to be zoned
Neighbourhood Residential Zone.
Rename the remaining Neighbourhood Area 17 as part of the review of the Neighbourhood
Character Study.
Update local policy 22.02 Residential Neighbourhood Character to reflect the above
recommendations, but only after a full review of local policy structure and content as part of
the Neighbourhood Character Study review.

4.3 An integrated approach to heritage and neighbourhood
character protection
The map below indicates the areas recommended for overlays and rezoning in this report. The
recommended control areas are the result of an integrated approach to the application of
statutory tools such as overlays and zoning.
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This report has taken an integrated approach to protection of places and streetscapes within
the Jubilee Park study area, using the merits of the various planning tools available to achieve
appropriate and complimentary protection for places with known heritage and neighbourhood
character value in the study area.
Application of a heritage overlay involves a rigorous assessment of the heritage values of a site
or precinct. Other places may not meet the criteria for full heritage assessment but still
contribute to the overall character of the area. Community consultation during the Scoping
Study revealed that the character of the local area is important to the local community,
particularly in the light of increased pressure on the area due to its proximity to the Ringwood
Stations.
The objective has been to apply heritage controls where appropriate, with NCO controls
protecting the wider context of heritage properties. NCO controls also provide protection for
the character of the neighbourhood where heritage controls may not be appropriate.
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Figure 5 Integrated controls across the study area (Context 2017)
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APPENDIX A – HERCON CRITERIA
Criterion A:

Importance to the course, or pattern, of our cultural or natural history.
Criterion B:

Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of our cultural or natural history.
Criterion C:

Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of our cultural or natural
history.
Criterion D:

Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural or natural places
or environments.
Criterion E:

Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.
Criterion F:

Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a particular
period.
Criterion G:

Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural
or spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as part of
their continuing and developing cultural traditions.
Criterion H:

Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
our history.
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APPENDIX B – HERITAGE METHODOLOGY
B.1 Establishing a threshold of local significance
What is a threshold?

The VPP Practice Note advises that local significance can include places of significance to a
town or locality, however, whether the ‘threshold’ of local significance is achieved depends
how relevant heritage criteria are applied and interpreted.
The Advisory Committee notes that the related questions of the application of appropriate
heritage criteria and establishing ‘thresholds’ that provide practical guidance to distinguish
places of ‘mere heritage interest from those of heritage significance’ have been the subject of
continuing debate in recent times.
The Advisory Committee (p.2-41) defines ‘threshold’ as follows:
Essentially a ‘threshold’ is the level of cultural significance that a place must have before it can be
recommended for inclusion in the planning scheme. The question to be answered is ‘Is the place of sufficient
import that its cultural values should be recognised in the planning scheme and taken into account in
decision‐making?’ Thresholds are necessary to enable a smaller group of places with special architectural
values, for example, to be selected out for listing from a group of perhaps hundreds of places with similar
architectural values.
How is a threshold defined?

The Advisory Committee (p.2-32) cites the Bayside C37 and C38 Panel report, which notes
that:
With respect to defining thresholds of significance, it was widely agreed by different experts appearing before this
Panel that there is a substantial degree of value judgment required to assess a place’s heritage value, so that there
is always likely to be legitimate, differing professional views about the heritage value of some places.
There is a wide range of matters that can be taken into account in making any assessment (e.g. a place’s
value in relation to historic, social, aesthetic, cultural factors, its fabric’s integrity and so on), leading to
further grounds for differences between judgments.
While there are application guidelines for the use of the AHC criteria (Developed in 1990 these
are known as the AHC Criteria for the Register of the National Estate: Application Guidelines), they are
designed for application at the regional or National level and the Advisory Committee cited a
report prepared by Ian Wight for Heritage Victoria, which noted that they may require
rewriting to ‘make them clearly applicable to places of local significance’.
On this basis, the Advisory Committee (p.2-45) made the following conclusions:
As also discussed, a fundamental threshold is whether there is something on the site or forming part of the
heritage place that requires management through the planning system.
As we have commented, we see the development of thresholds as something which responds to the particular
characteristics of the area under investigation and its heritage resources. Nevertheless the types of factors that
might be deployed to establish local thresholds can be specified State‐wide. They would include rarity in

the local context, condition/degree of intactness, age, design quality/aesthetic
value, their importance to the development sequence documented in the thematic
environmental history. (Emphasis added)
This process is essentially a comparative one within the local area. That area may not coincide with the
municipal area. Its definition should be informed by the thematic environmental history.
The VPP Practice Note now provides the following advice:
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The thresholds to be applied in the assessment of significance shall be ‘State Significance’ and ‘Local
Significance’. ‘Local Significance’ includes those places that are important to a particular community or
locality. Letter gradings (for example, “A’, “B’, “C’) should not be used.
In order to apply a threshold, some comparative analysis will be required to substantiate the significance of
each place. The comparative analysis should draw on other similar places within the study area, including
those that have previously been included in a heritage register or overlay. Places identified to be of potential
State significance should undergo limited analysis on a broader (Statewide) comparative basis.
Since the completion of the Advisory Committee report Heritage Victoria has prepared and
update the guidelines for assessing the cultural heritage significance of places for possible state
heritage listing. Whilst designed for places of potential state significance, the threshold
indicators and tests to be applied are also applicable at the local level.
Intactness vs. integrity

The ‘intactness’ and ‘integrity’ of a building are often used as a threshold indicator.
A discussion on ‘Threshold indicators’ for Criterion D on p.48 of Using the criteria: a methodology,
prepared by the Queensland Heritage Council (the equivalent guidelines prepared by the
Heritage Council of Victoria cite the Queensland guidelines as one of the key sources used in
their preparation), notes that:
A place that satisfies Criterion (D) should be able to demonstrate cultural heritage significance in its fabric
and be representative of its type or class of cultural places. The degree of intactness of a place therefore is an
important threshold indicator of this criterion. … However, setting such a high threshold may not be
applicable in all situations, especially if the class of place is now rare or uncommon.
This approach has been used for the assessments carried out for the Study and in doing so a
clear distinction has been made between the concepts of ‘intactness’ and ‘integrity’. While
interpretations of these terms in heritage assessments do vary, for the purposes of this Study
the following definitions set out on pp.16-17 of the Panel Report for Latrobe Planning Scheme
Amendment C14 have been adopted:
For the purposes of this consideration, the Panel proposes the view that intactness and integrity refer to
different heritage characteristics.

Intactness relates to the wholeness of (or lack of alteration to) the place. Depending on the grounds for

significance, this can relate to a reference point of original construction or may include original construction
with progressive accretions or alterations.

Integrity in respect to a heritage place is a descriptor of the veracity of the place as a meaningful document

of the heritage from which it purports to draw its significance. For example a place proposed as important on
account of its special architectural details may be said to lack integrity if those features are destroyed or
obliterated. It may be said to have low integrity if some of those features are altered. In the same case but
where significance related to, say, an historical association, the place may retain its integrity despite the
changes to the fabric (Structural integrity is a slightly different matter. It usually describes the basic
structural sufficiency of a building).
Based on this approach it is clear that whilst some heritage places may have low intactness they may still
have high integrity – the Parthenon ruins may be a good example. On the other hand, a reduction in
intactness may threaten a place’s integrity to such a degree that it loses its significance.
For the purposes of this study, ‘intactness’ within precincts was measured as percentage of
Contributory places with ‘Low’ being less than 60%, ‘Moderate’ being 60-80% and ‘High’
being 80-100%. Generally speaking, a potential precinct would be expected to have at least
‘Moderate’ intactness and in some cases ‘High’ intactness.
For Contributory places within precincts the ‘integrity’ rather than ‘intactness’ was a primary
consideration: that is, while the Contributory places may not be completely ‘intact’ (i.e.,
retaining all original fabric) any repairs or maintenance have been carried out using the same or
similar materials, details and finishes, thus ensuring good ‘integrity’.
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For potential individual places, on the other hand, the ‘intactness’ of the building was a
primary consideration; however, comparative analysis would determine whether a building
with lower ‘intactness’, but good ‘integrity’ could also be of local significance if, for example, it
is rare.
What is the role of the thematic history?

The previous comments highlight the important role played by thematic environmental
histories in providing a context for the identification and assessment of places. However, while
it would be expected that the majority of places of local significance would be associated with a
theme in the thematic history not all places are and there may be some that are individually
significant for reasons that are independent of the themes identified by the Study. The chair of
the Advisory Committee, Jenny Moles, made the following comment in the Panel report
prepared for the Warrnambool Planning Scheme Amendment C57:
The Panel also does not see it as inimical to the significance of this building that there is currently no
mention of a guest house theme in the Gap Study Thematic History . It is simply not the case that
every building typology will be mentioned in such a study . (emphasis added)
The C57 Panel Report also once again highlighted that thematic histories are not ‘static’
documents and should be reviewed once more detailed assessments are carried out for places
and precincts. This iterative approach allows a ‘more complete and more pertinent history of a
municipality to be developed in terms of providing a basis for managing heritage stock and
allows individual buildings to be placed in their historical context’ (Warrnambool Planning Scheme.
Amendment C57 Panel Report, December 2008, Jennifer A. Moles, Chair)
Conclusions regarding thresholds

In accordance with the Advisory Committee comments and the guidelines prepared by the
Heritage Councils in Queensland and Victoria have been summarised to assist with
determining whether a heritage place meets the threshold of local significance using the
HERCON criteria. The VPP Practice Notes advises that local significance can mean significant
to a locality and it is evident from the thematic history that Ringwood has a distinctive history
within the municipality and is a distinct locality. Accordingly, local significance can include
places that are significant to the locality of Ringwood as well as places that may be also
significant at a municipal level.
It is also noted that a place need only meet one HERCON criterion in order to meet the
threshold of local significance. Meeting more than one HERCON criterion does not make the
place more significant: rather it demonstrates how the place is significant for a variety of
reasons.
Places of local significance will therefore satisfy one or more of the HERCON criterion, as
follows:
• The place is associated with a key theme identified in the thematic environmental history. It
may have been influenced by, or had an influence upon the theme. The association may be
symbolic. The fabric of the place will demonstrate the association with the theme, and the
place may be early, distinctive or rare when compared with other places (Criterion A).
• The place is associated with a way of life, custom, process, function, or land use that was
once common, but is now rare, or has always been uncommon or endangered. The design
or form may be rare: for example, it may contain or be a very early building/s, or be of a
type that is under-represented within the City of Maroondah or a locality (Criterion B).
• The place has potential to contribute further information about the history of the City of
Maroondah or a locality and that may aid in comparative analysis of similar places
(Criterion C).
• The fabric of the place exemplifies or illustrates a way of life, custom, process, function,
land use, architectural style or form, construction technique that has contributed to pattern
or evolution of the built environment of the City of Maroondah or a locality. It may
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demonstrate variations within, or the transition of, the principal characteristics of a place
type and it will usually have the typical range of features normally associated with that type
– i.e. it will be a benchmark example – and will usually have relatively high integrity and/or
intactness when compared to other places (Criterion D).
• It will have particular aesthetic characteristics such as beauty, picturesque attributes,
evocative qualities, expressive attributes, landmark quality or symbolic meaning (Criterion
E).
• The place is an exemplar of an architectural style, displays artistic value, or represents
significant technical or artistic/architectural innovation or achievement when compared to
other similar places in the municipality. The places will usually have a high degree of
intactness and/or integrity when compared to other places (Criterion F).
• The place has strong social or historic associations to an area/community (Criterion G) or
to an individual or organisation as a landmark, marker or signature, meeting or gathering
place, associated with key events, a place or ritual or ceremony, a symbol of the past in the
present, or has a special association with a person, group of people or organisation that
have made an important or notable contribution to the development of the City of
Maroondah or a locality (Criterion H) and, in particular:


There is continuity of use or association, meanings, or symbolic importance over a
period of 25 years or more (representing transition of values beyond one generation).



The association has resulted in a deeper attachment that goes beyond utility value.



The connection between a place and a person/s or organisations is not short or
incidental and may have been documented – for example in local histories, other
heritage studies or reports, local oral histories etc.

By comparison, places that do not meet the threshold of local significance will generally be
those where:
• Historical associations are not well established or are not demonstrated by the fabric
because of low intactness, or
• The place is common within the municipality or already well-represented in the Heritage
Overlay, or
• If a precinct, it has a low proportion of Contributory buildings (i.e. low intactness), or if an
individual place it has low intactness and/or integrity, or
• It is a typical, rather than outstanding example of an architectural style or technical
achievement and there are better comparative examples in the area or municipality.
• The social or historical associations are not well established or demonstrated.

B.2 What constitutes a precinct?
At present there are no definitive guidelines that provide assistance in identifying and defining
a heritage precinct. This was acknowledged by the Advisory Committee, which made the
follow comments in the final report (p.2-48) submitted in August 2007:
Various Ministerial Panels have considered the question of the conceptualisation of the extent of a
significant heritage place, particularly in relation to heritage areas or precincts, industrial sites and large
rural properties. The Greater Geelong Planning Scheme Amendment C49 Ministerial Panel (February
2004) pointed out that the Practice Note Applying the Heritage Overlay does not provide any guidance on
identification of heritage precincts. It noted that practice within the profession suggested that precincts should
contain a substantial proportion of buildings that were assessed as being of precinct heritage significance, as
defined in the statement of significance. A statement of significance should outline what is significant, why it
is significant and how the place demonstrates the heritage significance.
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The Advisory Committee considered a number of submissions and various relevant
Independent Panel reports. The final conclusions and recommendations suggested that the
criteria for the definition of a precinct should take into account:
• the geographic distribution of the important elements of the place, including buildings and
works, vegetation, open spaces and the broader landscape setting.
• whether the place illustrates historic themes or a particular period or type of development.
• whether it is a defined part of the municipality recognised by the community.
• whether non-built elements such as the subdivision pattern contribute to its significance.
The Advisory Committee recognized that due to historic patterns of development, precincts
may have either heterogeneous or homogeneous characters, and concluded that criteria
suggested by the Hobsons Bay C34 Panel, ‘may be appropriate for inner urban, relatively
homogenous precincts but appear to us to be too prescriptive for application in other
situations’. On this basis it suggested (p.2-55) that:
Thematically related buildings or sites that do not adjoin each other or form a geographic grouping should,
where appropriate, be able to be treated as a single heritage place and share a statement of
significance and HO number. (Emphasis added)
This approach (referred to as ‘Group, serial or thematic listings’) was formalised in the 2012
update of the VPP Practice Note.
Finally, with regard to the proportion of significant (or significant and contributory) buildings
that is desirable within precincts, the Advisory Committee considered (p.2-54) that:
..the stress on built fabric inherent in this question is misleading. Precincts need to be coherent, thematically
and/or in terms of design, and need to be justifiable in relation to protection of significant components. It is
neither possible nor desirable to set hard and fast rules about percentages.
Conclusions regarding precincts

For the purposes of this study, a precinct is considered to possess one or more of the
following characteristics:
• They contain contributory places that individually or as a group illustrate important themes
set out in the thematic history. (Criterion A or D)
• The places within a precinct may or may not adjoin one another. Where they do not form a
contiguous grouping they will have a strong and demonstrated thematic or other
association. (Criterion A)
• Where places form a contiguous grouping they will have largely intact or visually cohesive
streetscapes that are either aesthetically or historically significant (or both). (Criterion D or
E)
• Precincts that are historically significant will include elements such as housing styles and
subdivision layouts that are representative or typical of a particular era or type. (Criterion
D)
• Precincts of aesthetic significance may also be distinguished by the high or exceptional
quality of the housing design and/or estate layout and features when compared to other
examples. (Criterion E)
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APPENDIX C – NEIGHBOURHOOD CHARACTER REPORT
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1. Introduction
Claire Scott Planning, as a sub-consultant to Context Pty Ltd,
undertook a preliminary analysis of the neighbourhood character of
Jubilee Park at the end of 2016, culminating in the preparation of
the Jubilee Park Heritage and Neighbourhood Character Study Scoping Report
in March 2017.
Subsequently, the study team has been engaged by Maroondah City
Council to undertake Stage 2 of the work. This report comprises
the neighbourhood character components, including a detailed
character assessment and final recommendations.
The key neighbourhood character objectives for the project are:
•

To undertake a detailed assessment of the groups of
properties as identified in the Stage 1 scoping report to
determine their significance and appropriateness for
inclusion in a Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO)
within the Maroondah Planning Scheme.

•

To recommend appropriate planning controls and content
based on the assessments.

•

To draft revised wording to the MSS and the LPPF with
the view to more contemporary neighbourhood character
controls.

•

To prepare supporting guidance material for the
management of any neighbourhood character interest
within the study area.

•

To engage at key milestones with the Jubilee Resident
group.

•

To reflect on the implications and opportunities arising
from the VC110 and modify the above objectives
accordingly.
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Study area
The study area boundary for this stage of the project remains the
same as for the Scoping Study (refer Figure 1).
This is an area of approximately 220 properties immediately to the
south of the Ringwood Major Activity Centre. These properties
formed part of the historic ‘Ringwood Station Estate’, ‘Ringwood
Township Estate’, and ‘Bestpart Estate’ subdivisions and include
James Street, Kendall Street, Ellison Street, Haig Street, Caroline
Street, Henry Street, Thomas Street (south) and Emerald Street
(west).

Figure 1. Jubilee Park study area (shown in blue), with the existing
HO areas (shown in pink).
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2. Background
Scoping Study recommendations

Community concerns

The recommendations of the Jubilee Park Heritage and Neighbourhood

The initial Scoping Study and this more detailed character

Character Study Scoping Report (Scoping Study) in relation to

assessment is a direct response by the Council to the concerns of

neighbourhood character were:

local residents regarding the loss of older housing stock and the

1. Neighbourhood Character Overlay
It is recommended that the following sites be assessed in detail with a view to
providing justification for the application of the Neighbourhood Character

erosion of neighbourhood character. The community’s concerns
can be summarised as:
•

bungalows, interwar and post war timber dwellings;

Overlay:
•

Part of Precinct 1 (southern part of James Street): 19, 20, 21, 23,

•

34 Kendall Street should also be included in the detailed assessment

•

•

application of the NCO would recognise the context of the properties of heritage

visually dominant development built too close to the
street; and,

character significance of this section of James Street, and to support the
application of the Heritage Overlay to numbers 18 and 22 James Street. The

the loss of the traditional typology of single, low scale
homes surrounded by established gardens;

for completeness.
This recommendation is made in recognition of the potential neighbourhood

“insensitive” redevelopment of sites with multiple
dwellings of incompatible bulk and materials;

24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 28A and 29 James Street.
•

the loss of historic and older style homes including

•

the loss of established canopy trees and the sense of
spaciousness around dwellings.

significance and would complete the precinct, which is important for both its
heritage and neighbourhood character values.
•

Part of Precinct 2 (northern side of Ellison Street): 3, 5, 7, 9, 11,
13, 15 and 17 Ellison Street.

This recommendation is made in recognition of the potential significance, and
consistent and intact neighbourhood character of the northern side of Ellison
Street, and to support the application of the Heritage Overlay to the southern
side. It recognises the importance of the whole street and streetscape, which is
important for both its heritage and neighbourhood character values.
It is also recommended that if any of the potential heritage precincts identified in
the Scoping Study, or the two places of potential individual heritage significance
in James Street, do not meet the threshold of local significance then they should
also be assessed in detail with a view to providing justification for the application
of the NCO.
2. Policy Update
It is recommended that the neighbourhood character of the study area is
acknowledged and more closely managed through the updating of the Local
Planning Policy Framework, including the Municipal Strategic Statement and
the Residential Neighbourhood Character Policy 22.02.
This should include the designation of a new Character Area (e.g. Character
Area 17A Jubilee Park) and the drafting of an additional, detailed
Neighbourhood Character Area Brochure for that Area (the exact boundaries of
which should be determined by future, more detailed, assessment work).
The policy update should also include the rectification of any small anomalies
relating to the neighbourhood character of Jubilee Park in the Maroondah
Planning Scheme.

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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2. Background continued…
Amendment VC110

Current planning scheme provisions

Since the initial Scoping Study, the new provisions of Amendment

A full analysis of the Maroondah Planning Scheme in relation to

VC110 have been incorporated into Victoria’s planning schemes.

neighbourhood character content and provisions was undertaken as

The amendment implemented the Government’s response to the

part of the Scoping Study. A summary of the analysis and

recommendations of the Managing Residential Development

implications for the implementation of stronger neighbourhood

Advisory Committee.

character provisions through Stage 2 follows.

Amendment VC110 made a number of changes to the suite of

State Planning Policy Framework

residential zones, with the intention of improving housing capacity
and choice, while protecting the openness and neighbourhood
character of established residential areas across Victoria.

The State Planning Policy Framework (SPPF) highlights the State
Government’s commitment to the development of activity centres
across metropolitan Melbourne, and the prioritisation of delivering a

Key changes to the residential zones of most relevance to Jubilee

diverse range of housing within and close to them. While residential

Park include:

neighbourhoods closest to activity centres, such as Jubilee Park, are

•

revising the purposes of the Residential Growth Zone
(RGZ), General Residential Zone (GRZ) and
Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ);

•

often the most historic (as they were developed first), and are
therefore considered by residents to have a high neighbourhood
character value, there is no specific reference to such scenarios in
the SPPF. As such, it is often up to Council Officers or VCAT

specifying that a schedule to the NRZ must contain

Tribunal Members to weigh up the competing priorities and decide

neighbourhood, heritage, environment, or landscape

which policy position takes precedence. The clarification of

character objectives, and that a schedule to the GRZ may

Council’s position in relation to the neighbourhood character (and

contain neighbourhood character objectives;

heritage values) of Jubilee Park through additional provisions in the
planning scheme will make these decisions easier and justifiable.

•

•

specifying that a schedule to the RGZ must contain
design objectives;

Municipal Strategic Statement

removing the ‘number of dwellings on a lot’ requirement

The Maroondah Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) includes the

in the NRZ;

Strategic Framework Plan for the municipality at Clause 21.02 and
highlights the Ringwood Activity Centre and areas of “apartment style

•

inserting a new ‘minimum garden area’ requirement in the

housing” adjacent to the Maroondah Highway, immediately to the

NRZ and the GRZ e.g. on a lot size greater than 650

north of the study area.

square metres, 35% of the lot must be set aside as a
garden area (the same % requirements apply to both

Clause 21.06 Built Form and Urban Design, outlines policy in

zones); and,

relation to the quality and attractiveness of the built environment,
and recognises the value of neighbourhood character in achieving

•

introducing revised default mandatory maximum building

high quality urban places:

heights in the NRZ (increased to 9 metres & two storeys)
and GRZ (increased to 11 metres & three storeys).

•

“Ensure new residential development contributes to achieving the
preferred neighbourhood character of the neighbourhood area.”

The ability to trigger a permit relating to lot size, vary the maximum
building height and vary the requirements of Clause 54 and 55

The Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study (2004) is a reference

through a schedule to the zone, were retained in both the NRZ and

document to the clause.

the GRZ.

Clause 21.07 of the MSS perhaps best illustrates the competing

It should be noted that in removing the ‘number of dwellings on a

objectives at play in neighbourhoods such as the Jubilee Park study

lot’ clause in the NRZ, Amendment VC110 results in the NRZ and

area, providing directives for both neighbourhood character and

the GRZ having very similar provisions. The key points of

housing in activity centres:

difference are in the purposes of the zones, and the default
maximum mandatory building height.
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2. Background continued…
And:

applies if a planning permit application is required, which is not the
•

“To encourage the development of additional dwellings within the
Ringwood Metropolitan Activity Centre…”

Local policy

case for the development of a single dwelling, or dwelling extension.
In addition, the background work to this policy was prepared over
12 years ago, and does not specifically address how neighbourhood
character objectives are to be balanced with competing residential

Underpinned by the Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study, which

objectives, following the designation of Ringwood as a Metropolitan

was prepared in 2004, is the Residential Neighbourhood Character

Activity Centre.

policy at Clause 22.02 of the planning scheme, which applies to the
majority of residential areas within the municipality.

Further, the Jubilee Park study area is just a small part of one of the

The policy supports the objectives in the MSS relating to the

policy guidance is not specific to the unique neighbourhood

enhancement of the preferred neighbourhood character of

characteristics of some of the higher value streets, such as Kendall

Maroondah. It includes a series of compatible objectives, and

(south), Ellison and Haig Streets.

specific policy statements (some with dimensions) relating to
environmental considerations, the number of dwellings, cross over
widths and other street integration requirements, landscaping, front
fences and site services.
Detailed preferred neighbourhood character objectives are also
provided for each of the 23 Neighbourhood Character Areas across
Maroondah. The study area is located within Neighbourhood Area
17, Jubilee Park, which is one of the largest precincts identified by
the Neighbourhood Character Study. The objectives for achieving
the preferred future character within the whole Neighbourhood
Area 17 are:
•

“Ensuring well articulated building forms that relate to the
streetscape.

•

Ensuring complementary, low scale building forms in older areas.

•

Encouraging the use of compatible building materials, particularly in
exclusively weatherboard areas.

•

Ensuring building setbacks allow space between dwellings for
vegetation.

•

Ensuring the retention of existing vegetation, particularly canopy
trees.

•

Ensuring the front setbacks are not dominated by car parking
structures and driveways.

•

Encouraging low front fence treatments.”

largest neighbourhood character areas in Maroondah. As such, the

The importance of the Ringwood Activity Centre is also outlined in
the LPPF, which again highlights the neighbourhood character v’s
provision of housing tensions that arise in any decision making close
to activity centres.
Again, a strengthening of Council’s position in relation to the
heritage and neighbourhood character values of Jubilee Park will aid
decision making for Council Officers, Councillors and Tribunal
Members going forward.
Zoning
With the exception of Ringwood Primary School and parkland, the
study area is zoned General Residential (GRZ1).
As explained, the purpose and provisions of the GRZ have changed
due to Amendment VC110, since the Scoping Study was
undertaken.
The purpose of the GRZ is “to encourage a diversity of housing types and
housing growth particularly in locations offering good access to services and
transport”, which encouraging development that “respects the
neighbourhood character of the area.”
A schedule to the GRZ may now contain neighbourhood character
objectives to be achieved for the area.
The zone now contains a ‘minimum garden area’ requirement
(regardless of whether a planning permit is required), stipulating that
a minimum of 30% of the lot must be set aside as a ground level
garden area on lots between 501 and 650 square metres, and 35% on

The Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study is listed as a policy

lots above 650 square metres.

reference, and also includes ‘neighbourhood character brochures’
for each of the neighbourhood areas, including a preferred

A mandatory maximum building height of 11 metres and 3 storeys is

neighbourhood character statement and design guidelines.

now included in the GRZ. This can be varied in the schedule to the
zone. The requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 can also still be varied

The LPPF highlights the commitment of Council to preserving and

through a schedule.

enhancing the neighbourhood character of all residential areas in
Maroondah, and is further supplemented by more detailed
‘brochures’ including design guidelines. However, the policy only

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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2. Background continued…
The schedule to the GRZ1 in the Maroondah Planning Scheme
does not require a permit for the construction or extension of one
dwelling on a lot between 300 and 500 square metres. And no

Following VC110 and the finalisation of the residential zones
provisions, consideration now needs to be given to the most
appropriate zone for Jubilee Park i.e. GRZ or NRZ (and schedule),
and whether an overlay i.e. the NCO should apply.

application requirements or decision guidelines are specified.
However, specific requirements are included for side and rear
setbacks (greater setbacks required), private open space dimensions
(greater dimensions of 80 square metres required), and the height of
front fences (lower fence height of 0.9 metres in normal residential
streets required). No requirements are specified in relation to street
setbacks, site coverage, permeability, landscaping, walls on
boundaries, or maximum building height.
Overlays
The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4) covers the entire
study area and is in place for the protection of canopy trees.
This overly recognises that continuous canopy vegetation together
with the undulating topography contribute to the distinctive leafy
character and scenic beauty of Maroondah.
A permit is required to remove a tree of 5 metres (or more) in
height and with a trunk circumference of 0.5 metres at a height of
one metre love the ground. Exemptions include dead vegetation, or
a tree within 3 metres of an existing dwelling.
The SLO4 does not require a permit for buildings and works.
The Heritage Overlay (HO) covers four properties in Ellison
Street (HO98) and the majority of Ringwood Primary School
buildings and grounds (HO27).
A permit is required for subdivision, demolition and to construct a
building or carry out works.
Zones and overlays provide the planning permit ‘trigger’ and
subsequent requirements for applications, but as the majority of lots
(if not all lots) within the Jubilee Park study area are over 300 square
metres (and indeed 500 square metres), a permit is not required for a
single dwelling or extension to a dwelling. Further, as the NCO
does not apply to any part of the study area, a planning permit
application cannot be triggered under the current provisions, on the
basis of neighbourhood character value.
However, the variations to the side setback and front fence
requirements of Rescode in Schedule 1 to the GRZ do impact
neighbourhood character and can be enforced through the Building
Permit Application process. The protection of canopy trees through
the requirement of a permit for their removal under the SLO also
has positive neighbourhood character outcomes.

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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2. Background continued…
Other reference documents
Key reference documents were reviewed in detail as part of the

leafy character, with low front fences affording views into well-landscaped front

Scoping Study. Following is a summarized and updated version of

gardens. Recognition of the neighbourhood’s benefits will increase, resulting in

this work.

opportunities for renewal and a greater variety of housing in areas close to the

The Places We Live – Maroondah Housing Strategy 2016
The Maroondah Housing Strategy was adopted by Council on 27 June
2016, and therefore reflects current aspirations and Council policy
regarding the provision of housing across the municipality. The
undertaking of the Jubilee Park assessment is noted as a ‘priority
action’ in the housing strategy:
“3.1b Review neighbourhood character elements, including heritage, of the Jubilee
Park area. “

Ringwood Activity Centre.”
The key issues in relation to the Neighbourhood Character Study, which
have implications for this work are the outdated nature of the study
(particularly in relation to the Activity Centre, and its interface with
older streets with historic and highly valued built form), and the lack
of detail in relation to the streets within this much more focused
study area. It is understood that this is soon to be rectified, with a
review of the Character Study planned for this financial year.
The other key issue is that the recommendations of the

The housing strategy highlights that Maroondah is no longer simply

Neighbourhood Character Study have been implemented largely through

a suburban community. It contains one of nine designated

local policy, which only applies when a planning permit application

Metropolitan Activity Centres (Ringwood), and being located at a

is required. Other objectives that are included in the Character Study

major transport interchange, the MAC has a major role to play in

have been implemented through other means however, i.e. the

housing supply in outer eastern Melbourne. As such, development

protection of canopy trees is achieved through the use of the SLO

pressure will continue to be felt in established neighbourhoods that

in the Planning Scheme, and side setback requirements and the

are located near activity centres, and redevelopment will continue to

height of front fences is now included in the schedule to the GRZ1.

be logically supported in such locations.
Unfortunately, (with the exception of the requirement for one
However, the housing strategy also acknowledges that Maroondah

crossover), the design guidelines that form part of the

can only grow and prosper if those highly valued qualities - livability,

Neighbourhood Area brochures are only included in the Planning

landscape, character and environmental attributes - are not

Scheme as a reference document (and even then, are not specifically

compromised. But unless these qualities are specifically defined and

referred to at Clause 22.02-4).

protected in neighbourhoods of high value (through the planning
scheme), it will continue to be difficult to prioritise these qualities
above redevelopment and residential transformation.

Reference documents have only a limited role in decision-making as
they are not part of the planning scheme. They do not have the
status of incorporated documents, which carry the same weight as

Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study 2004

other parts of the planning scheme.

The Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study was prepared in 2004
and comprises a background report, and a series of neighbourhood
character ‘brochures’ for each of the 24 Neighbourhood Areas
identified across the municipality. The study has been incorporated
into the Maroondah Planning Scheme in the form of a local policy,
with the study itself (including the brochures) as policy reference
documents.
The study area forms a very small part of one of the largest
Neighbourhood Areas (17 Jubilee Park), and the preferred future
character statement is:
“The Jubilee Park Neighbourhood Area will retain its substantial tree canopy
and established garden character, with many large canopy trees and vegetation in
the spaces between buildings. Away from the Activity Centre, in the older areas
of the neighbourhood, buildings will remain low scale, contributing to a sense of
openness in the streets. Streetscapes throughout the area will retain a green and

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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2. Background continued…
VCAT decisions
As part of the Scoping Study, three VCAT decisions were reviewed

“... if the dwelling were to front the right of way it may be consistent with the

relating to residential planning permit applications for properties at

neighbourhood character that emerges in the future.”

14 James Street, 28 James Street and 31 Haig Street. A summary of
the cases, and the implications for this work are outlined below.
Fenwick v Maroondah (2007) VCAT 1092 - 14 James Street
In the case of 14 James Street (2007), the decision of the
Responsible Authority was set aside and a permit was granted for
the construction of two double storey dwellings and removal of
vegetation.
The Tribunal member described James Street as being characterised
by dwellings of different styles and forms, with a number of
examples of new development close to the subject site. The tensions
between the competing character and residential policy objectives
was noted, for e.g.
“... on the one hand you have the neighbourhood character policy seeking a
preferred outcome for residential land and on the other hand policies... which seek
a greater intensity of residential development close to activity centres and transport
facilities.”
And in this case, the Tribunal Member found that the residential
development objectives took precedence:

And dismissed any concerns relating to the visual and amenity
impacts of the future two storey development:
“Double storey dwellings are an accepted form of development in a suburban
environment.”
Archestral Designs v Maroondah (2005) VCAT 2273 - 31
Haig Street
In the case of 31 Haig Street, the Responsible Authority’s decision
was again set aside and a permit for two dwellings (one additional
two storey dwelling) was issued. The Council had refused the
application on the basis that the new double storey dwelling would
not be in keeping with existing or preferred neighbourhood
character of the surrounding area.
With some minor changes to address amenity concerns, and the
requirement of a landscaping plan, the Tribunal Member found that:
“... from a neighbourhood character perspective the proposal would not impact on
the Haig Street streetscape or neighbourhood character...”
And further:

“… I consider on balance the preferred character area outcomes articulated in

“... that this development is a reasonable medium density housing proposal in

Clause 22.03, are in this location, subservient to the policy objectives of greater

this section of Ringwood.”

diversity of housing, intensity and variety as set out in Clause 21.08.”
In reviewing these decisions, of particular note is the fact that in all
And of particular relevance to this study, is the following:
“This does not mean that this area is a free for all. What it does mean is that a
more robust or flexible approach needs to be taken in assessing character
outcomes in areas that are so close to the Ringwood Activity Centre and public
transport facilities.”
Avery v Maroondah (2010) VCAT 56 - 28 James Street

three cases Council’s decisions were set aside and permits granted.
In all decisions, the Tribunal Member either prioritised the provision
of higher density housing near activity centres above neighbourhood
character (as explicitly stated in Fenwick v Maroondah), or ruled
that preferred neighbourhood character would not be adversely
affected.
This will remain the case unless Council proceeds with

In the case of 28 James Street, the decision of the Responsible

implementing particular protection mechanisms for specific areas of

Authority was set aside and a permit was granted for the subdivision

neighbourhood character value, thus clarifying the policy position

of the subject site into two lots (facilitating the subsequent

and elevating their status as areas to be protected.

development of the rear lot for a two storey dwelling that did not
require a planning permit).
The key issue in this case was vehicular access to the rear property,
and the Tribunal Member ruled that this should occur via the right
of way to the south (which links James and Kendall Streets at their
southern end). This decision was based on the fact that ‘gun barrel’
driveways (which would have been required had the property been
accessed from James Street) are inconsistent with Council’s
Neighbourhood Character Policy at 22.03. The Tribunal Member
also stated that:

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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3. Jubilee Park Character Assessm ent
What is neighbourhood character?
Neighbourhood character is shaped by the way buildings, vegetation
and topography, both in public and private areas, relate to each
other. It is the way these distinctive components of an area’s
character combine to produce a particular visual ‘sense of place’ that
makes one neighbourhood different from another. Some elements
may be more important than others in creating this special character.
The following character elements were surveyed as part of the
Scoping Study, and have been re-visited and confirmed as part of
this stage, in order to define the existing neighbourhood character of
the area:
•

Context/location/topography

•

Landscape character/vegetation

•

Street/block alignment

•

Street characteristics/street trees

•

Front and side setbacks/front gardens/front fences

•

Architectural style(s)/building materials

•

Building height and form/roof form

•

Other notable neighbourhood features

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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3. Jubilee Park Character Assessm ent
continued…
The Jubilee Park study area was divided into three ‘sub precincts’ as
part of the Scoping Study, for the purpose of determining and
assessing neighbourhood character. The determination of these
precincts was based on historic subdivision patterns, topography
and built form characteristics, and are illustrated in Figure 2.
While the division of the study area allowed a more detailed
assessment, precincts or parts of precincts may be combined in the
final recommendations, due to similar characteristics and/or
management requirements.

Figure 2. Illustration of ‘sub precincts’ for the character assessment
as part of the Scoping Study.
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3. Jubilee Park Character Assessm ent
continued…
James Street & Kendall Street (Precinct 1)
Precinct 1 is centred on James and Kendall Streets, which formed
part of the historic ‘Ringwood Station Estate’ subdivision. The
streets are oriented north-south, and run off Station Street to the
north, terminating at a narrow right of way linking the two streets at
their southern ends. Facing Station Street, properties have been
consolidated and redeveloped, including a large site, which is the
RSL Club. Properties at the eastern edge of the precinct, which face
Wantirna Road, comprise a mix of residential and commercial uses,
including a number of medical consulting suites. The precinct also
includes four properties in Greenwood Avenue.
Neighbourhood Character Description (Precinct 1)
The topography of James and Kendall Streets slopes away from
Station Street, dips, and rises again gently towards the southern end
of the streets. The precinct is subdivided in a grid pattern, with
blocks oriented square to the streets, with lot sizes of around 500600 square metres.
The streetscape is characterised by concrete kerb and channeling, a
grassy nature strip with mixed street trees, and a footpath adjacent
to the front boundary of residential properties. Front boundaries are
mostly defined by low fencing in a mixture of styles and materials,
and front gardens are grassy and planted with a variety of low
species, and some canopy trees. Of special note are two large
Norfolk Island Pine trees, located at 7 James Street.
At the northern ends of James and Kendall Streets, closest to
Ringwood Station and the activity centre, properties have been
redeveloped with newer homes and units, and the character is very
mixed. There are also three vacant lots, including 13-15 and 18
Kendall Street. The neighbourhood character of the southern ends
of both streets is much more consistent, particularly 17-35 and 2032 Kendall Street.
Front setbacks are consistent, and generally between 6 to 8 metres,
and dwellings are set back from both side boundaries. A small
number of car parking structures are located on the boundary, to the
rear of properties. A number of original dwellings, including
bungalows, inter war and post war homes still exist, and are
predominantly of timber construction with pitched (and some
gabled), tiled roofs. Dwellings are almost exclusively single storey.
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3. Jubilee Park Character Assessm ent
continued…
Ellison Street & Haig Street (Precinct 2)
Precinct 2 comprises Ellison and Haig Streets, which formed part of
the historic ‘Ringwood Township Estate’ subdivision, on land that
was formerly an orchard owned by Count von Horn. The streets
run in an east-west direction off Wantirna Road, with Ellison Street
terminating at the Maroondah Federation Estate, and Haig Street
intersecting Greenwood Avenue at its eastern end. Properties facing
Wantirna Road at the western end of the precinct are largely outside
the study area and have been redeveloped, or converted to other
uses.
Neighbourhood Character Description (Precinct 2)
The topography of Ellison and Haig Streets is flat, and a traditional
gridded subdivision pattern means that the rectangular blocks of
around 600-700 square metres are aligned to face the street.
The streetscape has an open and spacious feel, characterised by
concrete kerb and channeling, wide grassy nature strips, concrete
footpaths and consistent low fencing, of mixed materials, at the
front boundaries of the properties (and in a couple of instances, no
front fences). Street trees are of mixed species, and front gardens are
grassy and generally planted with low vegetation.
The precinct contains a number of intact bungalow style dwellings
(particularly Ellison Street, including nos. 6-12 which are currently
protected by the HO) and interwar homes. The existence of many
intact older dwellings, with minimal demolition and infill, achieves a
consistency in character.
In a couple of cases, the use of timber for new homes of similar
form (including a two storey dwelling at the rear of 5 Ellison Street)
has resulted in minimal impact on the character of the streetscape.
Generally, dwellings are set back approximately 5 to 7 metres from
front boundaries, and are also set back from both side boundaries,
with some car parking structures located adjacent to the side
boundary at the rear of properties. Built form is mostly single storey
and low scale, with some examples of first floor additions.
Timber is the predominant building material, with tiled pitched
and/or gabled roof forms; however, there are some examples of
brick dwellings. Many of the historic bungalow homes feature
decorative front porches with brick piers and rendered columns, and
other features such as leadlight bay windows and timber shingles on
gable ends.
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3. Jubilee Park Character Assessm ent
continued…
Caroline Street, Henry Street, Thomas Street (south) and
Emerald Street (west) (Precinct 3)
Precinct 3 includes Caroline and Henry Streets, which were part of
the historic ‘Bestpart Estate’ subdivision by Arthur V. Greenwood.
The streets, which were named after Greenwood’s parents, are
oriented east west, and are terminated by Greenwood Avenue to the
west, and Thomas Street to the east. The southern section of
Thomas Street is also included within this precinct, together with
the small, westernmost section of Emerald Street. It is important to
note that Caroline and Henry Streets are covered by a single
dwelling covenant on the titles to the properties.
Neighbourhood Character Description (Precinct 3)
The traditional subdivision pattern of gridded streets in this precinct
contrasts with the topography, which slopes gently down to the
south. Blocks are approximately 600-700 square metres in area, and
properties on the southern side of Henry Street back onto the
Ringwood Croquet Club and its 1950s clubhouse, which form part
of the Jubilee Park recreation reserve.
The streetscapes are characterised by concrete kerb and channeling,
grassy nature strips with a variety of street trees, and a footpath
adjacent to the front boundary of properties. Front fences vary
considerably within this precinct, and comprise a mix of low styles,
with some examples of high fencing, and no fencing. Front gardens
are well vegetated throughout, with some containing large canopy
trees.
The predominant architectural style within this precinct is simple
post war timber dwellings, with tile roofing. There are also some
examples of post war brick or rendered homes, and a number of
new dwellings, with some constructed in faux heritage styles. No. 5
Caroline Street is of particular note as an older bungalow style
dwelling with timber shingled gable roof ends, which is well
maintained.
Dwellings are set back between approximately 7 to 10 metres from
the front boundary, and are set back from both side boundaries,
with the exception of a number of car parking structures, which are
generally located towards the rear of sites. Built form is generally
single storey, with a number of examples of first floor additions.
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3. Jubilee Park Character Assessm ent
continued…

diversity of housing adjacent to the Ringwood Activity Centre and

Threats to character

transport interchange.

The threats to the character of Jubilee Park have been determined

However, the southern end of James Street is of local

from site surveys and professional judgment, together with

neighbourhood character significance due to the consistency and

consideration of the local community’s concerns. Threats to

intactness of the original timber bungalow and inter war homes,

character are important to consider and articulate, as together with

together with their uniform scale, setbacks and garden settings. As

all the other material collected, they logically lead to conclusions

such, the recommendation included in the Scoping Study for

regarding the best measures for the management and protection of

additional planning scheme policy and controls is confirmed (nos.

neighbourhood character.
The threats to the neighbourhood character of Jubilee Park are:
•

Loss of historic homes, including bungalows inter war and
post war dwellings

19-29 and 20 + 24-28A). This will clarify Council’s position on this
discreet precinct, and protect the special character of this older,
highly valued streetscape.
The southern end of Kendall Street contains an intact group of
1930s timber bungalows and is also notable for its cohesive

•

Loss of older weatherboard homes

architectural and streetscape character. This section of Kendall

•

A loss of the predominance of timber as the main

significance. As such, while the NCO will not be recommended as

Street (nos. 17-35 and 20-32) has been identified as having heritage
construction material
•

Visually dominant ‘heavy’ first floor additions to original
post war homes

•

Visually dominant development built close to the street,
particularly of masonry construction in streets where
timber is the predominant building material

the HO is the more appropriate overlay in this case, other planning
scheme provisions and policy should still be strengthened.
A small number of properties at the western end of Ellison and
Haig Streets, and certainly those facing Wantirna Road (mostly
outside the study area) have been redeveloped and are of little or no
neighbourhood character significance.
However, the northern side of Ellison Street is of local

•

Loss of low scale nature of streetscapes

•

Loss of consistent front setbacks

•

An excess of hard surfacing within front gardens

•

Carports or garages constructed within the front

significance of this section of the street. An additional consideration

boundary, or in line with the front facade of dwellings

is the existence of a number of highly valued heritage homes

neighbourhood character significance due to the existence of older
style homes and their cohesiveness in scale, roof form and siting.
The spaciousness around the dwellings together with the landscaped
garden settings, strengthens the neighbourhood character

opposite, on the southern side of Ellison Street. Together, they
•

Loss of garden settings, and sense of space around

result in a very highly valued and consistent streetscape.

dwellings, when viewed from the street
As such, the recommendation for additional planning scheme
•

Loss of established canopy trees

•

High and/or solid front fences

Character conclusions
The original neighbourhood character of the northern part of James
and Kendall Streets has been somewhat eroded by demolition and

controls and policy as outlined in the Scoping Study is confirmed
(nos. 3-17 Ellison Street). The southern side of the street is already
partly covered by the Heritage Overlay, and this is proposed to be
extended to the remaining significant properties. As such, the NCO
is not recommended on the southern side, however other planning
scheme provisions and policy should still be improved.

redevelopment, which is logical given the proximity of the precinct

The neighbourhood character of Caroline, Henry, Thomas and

to the Ringwood Activity Centre. This is further evidenced (and

Emerald Streets is predominantly defined by simple, timber post-

supported) by recent VCAT decisions. Similarly, the character of the

war houses in a variety of garden settings. However, a number of

properties facing Wantirna Road has been altered by other uses and,

dwellings in this precinct have been altered or extended, and

in some cases, associated car parking and signage.

together with the mix of styles and materials, this gives the overall

It is appropriate that these areas remain in the General Residential
Zone and continue to be renovated and redeveloped, providing a

impression of varied streetscapes, and a less consistent
neighbourhood character. As such, the NCO is not recommended,
but a strengthening of neighbourhood character policy is still
appropriate.

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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3. Jubilee Park Character Assessm ent
continued…
Summary
In summary, the key elements that define the highly valued
neighbourhood character of Jubilee Park, but specifically the
southern ends of James and Kendall Streets, and the almost full
extents of Ellison and Haig Streets are the built form and spacious
garden settings, when viewed from the public domain. This
includes the existence of low scale, older style homes (including
dwellings of heritage significance), the predominance of timber as a
building material, well established landscaping, consistent front and
side boundary setbacks and low front fences, appropriate to the
architectural style of the houses. These highly valued
neighbourhood character elements are rare within the Municipality,
with the only other comparative example being the 1920s timber
bungalows of the Alto Avenue precinct (NCO1).
In making a final decision on the most appropriate suite of planning
scheme tools to protect and manage this character, the following
considerations are most important:
•

The ability to protect homes of heritage value is provided
by the Heritage Overlay, which includes a demolition
control for that purpose. The Neighbourhood Character
Overlay (NCO) should not be recommended on sites
where the Heritage Overlay is proposed.

•

The ability to ensure that new single dwellings, extensions
to dwellings and outbuildings are appropriate to the
neighbourhood character of the area (including the use of
compatible materials) requires a permit trigger, such as the
NCO. The NCO also allows the character of the area to
be fully articulated through the statement of
neighbourhood character in a schedule.

•

The ability to ensure that the height of dwellings is
appropriate to the area is provided through residential
zoning provisions, either the default mandatory
maximum, or through a schedule to the zone.

•

Elements such as the siting of dwellings (front and side
setbacks) are able to be managed through a schedule to
the residential zone.

•

The maximum height of front fences can also be
stipulated in a residential zone schedule.

•

Neighbourhood character objectives must be provided
through a schedule to the NCO and/or a schedule to the
residential zone (GRZ or NRZ).

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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4. Discussion & proposed
recom m endations

with the application of the HO and the NCO, and would satisfy

Introduction

In the northern areas of James and Kendall Streets, and for

The Victoria Planning Provisions (VPPs) provides a suite of tools
ranging from broad strategic objectives to detailed, nondiscretionary measures for the protection and management of
neighbourhood character. One of the key issues facing a local
Council is selecting the right provisions to give effect to its desired
neighbourhood character outcomes.

community concerns and expectations.

properties fronting Wantirna Road, it is considered that the
retention of the GRZ is appropriate.
The Neighbourhood Character Overlay
The Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO) is most
appropriately used where an area, relative to the rest of the
municipality, requires a specific approach to neighbourhood

The determination of existing positive neighbourhood character

character, and should only be applied following a detailed character

traits, along with an analysis of the threats to that character, and

assessment and community consultation. The NCO is most often

consideration of what the community values most about their local

used in areas where the built form character is consistent and highly

area, should all be deliberated before arriving at a decision.

valued, but a Heritage Overlay cannot be justified, or is not

GRZ or NRZ?
As outlined in Chapter 2 of this report, due to the changes to the
residential zones that were implemented through VC110, the
differences between the provisions of the NRZ and the GRZ are
now minimal. Further, it is possible to vary the same zone
provisions for both, through a schedule.

appropriate. A schedule to the NCO must contain a statement of
the key features of the neighbourhood character, and the
neighbourhood character objectives to be achieved.
Due to the identification of highly valued built form characteristics
(including materials and siting), and the preference to assess the
development of single dwellings, extensions to dwellings and other
buildings and works in these areas i.e. James Street (south), Kendall

In deciding which residential zone is most appropriate for Jubilee

Street (south) and Ellison and Haig Streets, as flagged in the Scoping

Park, or for different areas of Jubilee Park, the purposes of the

Study, the NCO is recommended where the HO will not be applied.

zones and the mandatory maximum building height are the key

(The use of the HO and the NCO together should be avoided.)

factors.

This recommendation is made in recognition of the local

The default mandatory maximum building height under the GRZ is

neighbourhood character significance of these areas of Jubilee Park,

11 metres and 3 storeys, as opposed to the NRZ, which is 9 metres

and to ensure that future development is more compatible with, and

and 2 storeys.

further strengthens, these qualities. The NCO is also recommended
to support the application of the HO to adjacent and nearby

One of the key neighbourhood character elements, and one which is

individual and group listings. The application of the NCO will

highly valued by the community, is the low scale nature of the older

provide a context and complete precinct for the sites of heritage

style homes. This is particularly important in streetscapes that also

significance, and recognises the importance of whole streets, in

contain buildings of heritage value i.e. James Street (south), Kendall

terms of neighbourhood character significance.

Street (south), and Ellison and Haig Streets. In response to the
older (and in some cases, historic) low scale built form that

Under the NCO, a permit is required for buildings and works,

characterizes these streets, the most appropriate maximum building

demolition and tree removal. A schedule to the NCO can also be

height is considered to be 9 metres, as opposed to 11 metres. And

used to vary most standards in Clauses 54 and 55, except for those

while the GRZ could be chosen, and the height varied through the

specified at Clause 43.05-3 (but not the Rescode objectives and

schedule, the application of the zone that already has these

decision guidelines). Additional local neighbourhood character

provisions in place is the most sensible action.

decision guidelines can also be introduced.

Also due to the simple, low scale nature of built form in Caroline,

Local policy

Henry, Thomas and Emerald Streets and Greenwood Avenue
(within the study area), the application of the NRZ is considered
most appropriate and justifiable. While garden settings and
architectural styles are less consistent, built form is uniformly single
storey. There are also a small number of individual HO properties
within this precinct.
The purposes of the NRZ are more appropriate to these areas of
Jubilee Park, and the decision to apply this zone would marry well

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character

While specific zoning provisions and overlay controls are proposed
for a discreet area of Jubilee Park, the neighbourhood character of
the whole precinct should be recognized and appropriately defined
as a separate Neighbourhood Area.
Local policy 22.02 should be updated with additional design
response statements to reflect this. However, in light of the
upcoming review of the Neighbourhood Character Study, Council should
first consider a thorough review and re-write of the whole policy.
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4. Discussion & proposed
recom m endations continued…
Character objectives & design responses
The following neighbourhood character objectives and design
responses should form the basis of decision making through the
NRZ and the NCO. That is, they should be incorporated into the

Building design
Objectives
To ensure that new development is sustainable and designed in direct response to
its site, location and neighbourhood character context.

NRZ schedule and the NCO schedule as objectives and decision

To complement and strengthen the historic and predominant use of timber

guidelines.

throughout the area.

Heritage fabric

To ensure that all dwellings, their settings and front fences make a positive

Objectives
To ensure that the visual evidence of residential history is retained throughout the

contribution to the public domain and pedestrian environment.
Design responses

Jubilee Park precinct.

•

predominant building type, use timber as the main

To encourage the retention of older weatherboard dwellings that contribute to the

construction material or incorporate timber or another

valued neighbourhood character of the area.

non-masonry material that is complementary to the

Design responses
•

Retain significant heritage dwellings and detailing.

•

Discourage the demolition of older dwellings that are not

character of the streetscape.
•

dwellings predominate.
•

Clearly distinguish new development, including additions

detailing.

the use of contemporary but sympathetic architecture.
Avoid architectural mimicry

•

Retain the three dimensional form of heritage buildings
when viewed from the public realm, and avoid ‘facadism’.

Building form
Objectives
To ensure that new dwellings are an appropriate scale in relation to their bulk
and height, relative to the scale of surrounding dwellings and the character of the
street.
To ensure well articulated dwellings that address the streetscape.
To ensure low scale building forms, consistent with the neighbourhood character
of the area.
Design responses
•

Respect the predominant building height and roof forms
on adjacent properties and elsewhere in the street.

•

Articulate and recess upper storey building elements.

•

(Mandatory maximum building height is addressed
through the schedule to the NRZ.)

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character

Articulate the form of new dwellings and their elevations
through the considered composition of openings and

to existing dwellings, from the original built form through

•

Avoid the exclusive use of ‘heavy’ materials such as
masonry and render in streets where weatherboard

covered by the Heritage Overlay, where possible.
•

In streets where weatherboard dwellings are the

•

Provide well designed entries to dwellings that maximize
opportunities for visibility to and from the streetscape.

Siting
Objectives
To maintain the consistent siting of dwellings, allowing for a generous and well
vegetated front garden.
To ensure that the space between dwellings is maintained and that side setbacks
allow for the planting of vegetation.
To maintain a sense of spaciousness around dwellings, when viewed from the
street.
Design responses
•

New development should be sited and designed to
address the street.

•

New dwellings should be sited to ensure that the front
setback is no less than the average of the adjacent two
dwellings.

•

(Side and rear setbacks are addressed through the
schedule to the NRZ.)
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Character objectives & design responses
continued…
Front boundary treatments
Objectives
To maintain and enhance the spacious garden settings of dwellings.
To enhance the security of properties, and ensure views into the front gardens of
dwellings.
Design responses
•

Retain existing canopy trees, and provide for the planting
of new vegetation and canopy trees wherever possible.

•

Avoid the excessive use of paving and other impervious
surfaces in front gardens.

•

Provide a low front fence that allows views through or
over the fence into the front garden.

•

Provide a front fence that is appropriate to the era of the
dwelling.

Access and car parking
Objectives
To ensure that car parking structures and driveways do not adversely affect the
character or visual amenity of the streetscape.
To ensure that front setbacks are not dominated by garages, carports or vehicular
access.
Design responses
•

Provide only one vehicular crossover per frontage.

•

Ensure that the front elevation of new dwellings is not
dominated by garaging.

•

Locate garages, carports and car parking areas behind the
front façade of dwellings.

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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5. Final recom m endations
The final recommendations to protect and manage the

dwelling with a minimum area of 60 square metres, a minimum
dimension of 5 metres and convenient access from a living room.

neighbourhood character significance of Jubilee Park are as follows:

Private open space (B28)

Neighbourhood Residential Zone

An area of 80 square metres, with one part of the private open space

Rezone the majority of the study area from the General Residential
Zone to the Neighbourhood Residential Zone, specifically:

to consist of secluded private open space at the side or rear of the
dwelling or residential building with a minimum area of 60 square
metres, a minimum dimension of 5 metres and convenient access

•

18-28A James Street

from a living room.

•

19-29 James Street

(The new minimum garden area requirement will result in 30-35%

•

20-34 Kendall Street

•

21-35 Kendall Street

•

3-17 Ellison Street

•

4-18 Ellison Street

•

3-31 Haig Street

•

2-34 Haig Street

•

1-31 Caroline Street

•

2-36 Caroline Street

•

1-33 Henry Street

•

2-34 Henry Street

•

34, 38 & 37A-57 Thomas Street

•

1-9 Emerald Street

•

2-10 Emerald Street + 62A Ford Street

•

28-30B & 32A Greenwood Avenue

of land on lots in Jubilee Park being set aside. Where private open
space requirements such as those set out above are included in a
schedule, the most restrictive will apply.)
Front fence height (A20 and B32)
0.9 metres

Include a Schedule to the Neighbourhood Residential Zone for
these properties, containing the following requirements (the
setbacks and private open space variations already apply to the
precinct):
Side setbacks (A10 and B18)
1.2 metres, plus 0.3 metres for every metre of height over 3.6 metres
up to 6.9 metres, plus 1 metre for every metre of height over 6.9
metres.
Rear setbacks (A10 and B18)
5 metres, plus 0.3 metres for every metre of height over 3.6 metres
up tot 6.9 metres, plus 1 metre for every metre of height over 6.9

Neighbourhood character objectives
Include the objectives prepared as part of this study (refer p. 18-19
of this report) in the schedule to the NRZ.
Decision guidelines
Include the design response statements prepared as part of this
study (refer p. 18-19) as decision guidelines in the schedule to the
NRZ.
Neighbourhood Character Overlay
Apply the Neighbourhood Character Overlay to the properties
located at the southern end of James Street, the northern side of
Ellison Street and to one property on Kendall Street, specifically:
•

20 + 24-28A James Street

•

19-29 James Street

•

34 Kendall Street

•

3-17 Ellison Street

Include a Schedule to the Neighbourhood Character Overlay,
containing the following:
Statement of neighbourhood character
Utilise the neighbourhood character descriptions and conclusions
prepared as part of this study (refer p. 12-17) for the statement of
neighbourhood character when preparing the amendment
documentation.

metres.

Neighbourhood character objectives

Private open space (A17)

Include the objectives prepared as part of this study (refer p. 18-19

An area of 80 square metres, with one part of the private open space

of this report) in the schedule to the NCO, bearing in mind that the

to consist of secluded private open space at the side or rear of the

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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5. Final recom m endations continued…
NCO will not apply to properties covered by the HO, and therefore
some objectives will require deletion and/or amendment.
Permit requirements
A permit is required to:
•

Construct or extend an outbuilding normal to a dwelling.

•

Construct an outdoor swimming pool associated with a
dwelling.

•

Demolish or remove a dwelling.

Decision guidelines
Include the design response statements prepared as part of this
study (refer p. 18-19) as decision guidelines in the schedule to the
NCO. Give consideration to the properties to be covered by the
NCO as opposed to the HO and delete/amend the design response
statements as necessary.
Policy Reference
Jubilee Park Heritage and Neighbourhood Character Study Stage 2, Context
& Claire Scott Planning (2017)
Local policy
Redefine a new Neighbourhood Area for Jubilee Park as part of the
review of the Neighbourhood Character Study, comprising the properties
that are recommended to be zoned Neighbourhood Residential
Zone.
Rename the remaining Neighbourhood Area 17 as part of the
review of the Neighbourhood Character Study.
Update local policy 22.02 Residential Neighbourhood Character to
reflect the above recommendations, but only after a full review of
local policy structure and content as part of the Neighbourhood
Character Study review.

Jubilee Park St 2. Neighbourhood Character
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p. 20
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(HO98) ELLISON STREET PRECINCT (EXTENSION)
Prepared by: Context
Address: 4-18 Ellison Street, Ringwood
Survey Date: August 2016
Name: Ellison Street Precinct
Architect:
Builder: Harry Peake
Place Type: Choose an item.
Grading: Significant
Construction Date: 1923-27
Extent of Overlay: Refer to Precinct Map
Architectural Style: Interwar Period (c.1919-c.1940)

Figure 1 View of Ellison Street Precinct, Ringwood (HO98) proposed for extension (Context, 2016)

Figure 2 Map of Ellison Street precinct – pink shading shows existing HO98. Red boundary is proposed new precinct curtilage. ‘C’ refers
to contributory places within the precinct
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Historical themes
The following themes apply to the Jubilee Park area in Ringwood:
Thematic and contextual history of
Maroondah (2003)

Victoria’s Framework of Historical
Themes (Heritage Council of Victoria,
2011)

• Theme 6: Transport, 6.1 Railways, 6.1.1
Opening of the Lilydale and Ferntree Gully
Railway lines, 6.1.2 Electrification
• Theme 8: Urban Development 8.1 Early
residential subdivisions, 8.2 Post-war
transformation into a suburb

• Theme 3: Connecting Victorians by transport
and communication, 3.3 Linking Victorians by
rail

• Theme 6: Building towns, cities and the garden
state, 6.3 Shaping the suburbs

Locality History
Ringwood is part of the City of Maroondah, located to the east of Melbourne within close view
of the Dandenong Ranges. This area of Melbourne is part of the Traditional Country of the
Wurundjeri, the people of the Woi wurrung language group who made up one of the five
groups of the Kulin Nation. Many of the placenames within the municipality are Aboriginal.
Soon after European settlement, this rich undulating country was taken up by squatters for
pastoral land and was also utilised by timber-cutters. By the second half of the nineteenth
century, the focus in the district had shifted to farming, which became more sophisticated and
varied with orcharding and market gardening. Mining and brick-making were also minor
industries.
The construction of the railway line from Melbourne to Lilydale was a major factor in the
development of Melbourne’s eastern suburbs. Since the line opened in 1882, Melbourne has
developed along the line, and over time as land adjacent to it was settled, suburbs have radiated
from its stations. The completion of the railway line shifted the original Ringwood township at
East Ringwood closer to the railway line and Ringwood Railway Station (Peterson and Barrett
2003:7-8). A siding was constructed at Ringwood with a goods shed in 1887. In 1889, when the
Ringwood to Ferntree Gully line was opened and the siding was elevated to junction status, a
station building was erected at Ringwood (Peterson and Barrett 2003:40). Despite increased
land sales in the district from 1882, development was sluggish through the 1880s and virtually
came to a standstill during the 1890s depression. By the turn of the twentieth century,
Ringwood’s population remained relatively small at 488 people (Peterson and Barrett 2003:42).
The opening of new co-operative cool stores at Ringwood Railway Station in 1911 did much to
aid local fruit-growers and boosted the local economy. The announcement the same year by
Victorian Railways of its plans to electrify all Melbourne’s suburban lines, and the country
lines closer to Melbourne, led to a boom in land sales in the district. In 1913, 50 new shops and
dwellings were built in Ringwood. The imminent connection to the Melbourne water supply,
and the connection to an electricity supply in 1915, were also key reasons for increased interest
in land development in Ringwood during this period.
The electrification of the Lilydale line as far as Ringwood had commenced in 1913, but was
delayed due to World War I. This was part of the final group of lines to be electrified, finally
opening for service at the end of January 1923 (Peterson and Barrett 2003:41-42).
Electrification reduced travelling time on the Lilydale line by up to 29 per cent, and services
between Melbourne and the district were increased to hourly intervals. These previously
34
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isolated farming communities were now only a 45-minute train-ride from Melbourne, making
them prime sites for residential development. Prices of land and houses in Ringwood
skyrocketed, with properties no sooner advertised than being sold. Many of the new estates
were in close proximity to railway stations, indicating that access to transport to Melbourne was
an important consideration to vendors.
There was increased residential development in Ringwood following World War I, including a
number of early War Service Homes, and land sales intensified by the early 1920s. By 1924,
with greater development of the suburb, Ringwood separated from the Shire of Lillydale and
the Borough of Ringwood was declared. The new residential estates, however, remained
officially outside the bounds of suburban Melbourne. Even in 1924 the eastern boundary of the
metropolitan area, as defined by the MMBW, did not extend as far as Ringwood (Peterson,
2003: 50-51).
Development slowed with the onset of the Depression in 1929 and then later with the austerity
measures of World War II. Ringwood experienced another significant period of growth in the
postwar period when Melbourne’s outer suburbs were consolidated and further extended.
Ringwood offered cheap land that was attractive to new home-owners, including returned
servicemen. People were also drawn to the area on account of its green open space and scenic
views. The suburban frontier pushed further east in the 1950s and 1960s, and many of the
vacant house blocks created in the frenetic subdivisions in Ringwood of the 1920s were not
fully infilled until the postwar years. With increasing levels of car ownership in Melbourne,
Ringwood experienced increased through-traffic on weekends and the suburb developed as a
regional centre. The City of Ringwood was declared in 1960 and the Eastland shopping centre
was opened at Ringwood in 1967.
Precinct History
The land on which Ellison Street stands was used for orcharding purposes, and in 1915 was
described as an ‘established orchard’’, purchased Count Von Horn (Ringwood and Croydon
Chronicle, 2 April 1915: 4; Carter). A large Monterey Cypress at the end of Ellison Street,
adjacent to No 19 Ellison Street, is believed to be a remanet boundary planting which dates to
the use of the land for orcharding.
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Figure 3 Plan of Ringwood, Australian Survey Corps (Australian Army), dated 1914. This shows the future site of Ellison Street,
undeveloped, situated just north of Von Horn’s orchard (as marked)

The promise of electrification of the railway to Ringwood in 1915, and the proposal for a
reticulated water supply for Ringwood from the nearby O’Shannassy Aqueduct (constructed by
the MMBW in 1914), generated enthusiasm for suburban development existing farm and
orcharding land, such as Count Von Horn’s orchard where Ellison Street now stands.
The electrified railway did not reach Ringwood until the early 1920s, and its arrival stimulated
dramatic increase in residential development and population growth. Ellison Street and Haig
Street were created c.1921 as part of the Ringwood Township Estate, one of several residential
subdivisions released in anticipation of the electrification of the railway in the early 1920s.
Allotments in the subdivision were advertised in 1919 (The Malvern Star, 22 March 1919: 6) as
occupying land that was ‘in the midst of Ringwood’s Choicest Spots’ and sold quickly (estate
ad, SLV). The first lots were transferred in March 1921 and by 1927 all of the blocks in the
subdivision had been taken up (SLV).
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Figure 4 Advertisement for Ringwood Estate, (Source: Trove).

Improvements were made to the street in 1921, as the Ringwood Progress Association proposed
that several streets be reticulated, including Ellison Street (Healesville and Yarra Glen
Guardian, 17 September 1921: 3). The roads were metalled and by the early 1930s the street
had concrete footpaths (Argus, 12 December 1934: 2). Street trees were planted, probably in the
1950s, including Liquidambar and Melaleuca.
The new estate was part of a rapidly growing area south of the railway station in the early 1920,
the growing population necessitated the construction services, including commercial premises,
such as the show and residence on the corner of Haig Street and Wantirna Road nearby, and the
Ringwood State School, which was located at the termination of Ellison Street. This was
completed in 1921 and opened in 1922, ensuring that Ellison Street remained quiet cul-de-sac
The first houses were built in Ellison Street by the mid-1920s and the street was substantially
developed by the late 1930s. Local builder and contractor, Harry Peake, and his wife, Emma,
may have contributed to this quick development. Emma Peake purchased several lots on the
south side of Ellison Street in 1923 and it is believed that she and her husband developed the
land, constructing a row of similar timber houses with tile roofs in a standard design (with
minor decorative differences) at nos. 6-12. This row of similar houses appear to have been
constructed in the mid 1920s and numbers 6-10 are built on the land which Emma Peake
purchased in 1923 (originally lots 17, 18 and 19 of Subdivision 8198 ). No firm documentary
evidence has been found to substantively confirm that Peake was the builder of this row, but
rate books show that by 1929, numbers 6-12 were rated as houses with new owners (Borough
of Ringwood Rate Book 1924-1930).
Several houses appear to be built according to designs of the State Savings Bank of Victoria,
including number Nos. 5 (outside the precinct area) and 18 (now with a carport to the side, but
otherwise intact). Some may also have been War Service Homes, which from 1922 were also
built under the provisions of the State Bank scheme and used the same State Bank houses.
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Description and Integrity
Ellison Street is located south of the railway line in Ringwood. A small street running east to
west, terminating in the Ringwood School site (c. 1922). It was subdivided in the early 1920s
and developed during the Interwar years. The interwar streetscape is still intact, with detached,
mainly single storey timber dwellings with tile roofs of similar setback within generous gardens
set behind modern (but generally sympathetic) fences. Street trees of Melaleuca and
Liquidambar line the nature strips on both sides.
The Ellison Street Precinct is comprised of eight early interwar houses located on the south side
of the street, being numbers 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18. All of the houses date from the early
interwar period, largely between 1920 and 1930.
The dominant housing style within the precinct is the modest, detached, single storey, timber
Californian Bungalow. These houses date generally from the 1920s and are representative of
the residential growth and development which occurred in Ringwood after the arrival of the
electric train The Californian Bungalow style is characterised by low pitched gabled roof forms,
wide verandahs, solid timber verandah posts or brick pillars (or a combination of the two), sash
windows sometimes with small panes to the upper sash, double timber entry doors, and brick
chimneys. Typically, the style references the Arts and Crafts movement, and emphasises a
connection with nature, with material choices often including combinations of timber, brick and
stone. The style portrays an image of a solid home in a natural setting.
Roofs are either pyramidical hipped, or transverse gable roofs with a gabled porch or bay facing
the street, and are typically clad with Marseille patterned tiles. Gabled ends have simple half
timbering or timber shingles. Verandahs are supported by solid square timber posts, tapered
rendered pilasters, or a combination of the two. There are some minor variations to decoration
and detailing evident, such as the design of porches and gable end decoration.
All of the houses in the precinct have had extensions to the original form at the rear, although
other than number 10, these are largely invisible from the public realm.
It is likely that the houses at 6 -12 Ellison Street were built by local builder Harry Peake. They
are all very similar in form and style. (No. 6 having been recently been ‘restored’ back to what
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was its presumably earlier form). Nos. 6, 8 and 12 are constructed in timber, with No. 10
constructed in brick. This row represents a higher level of consistency and decoration than
others in Ellison Street and forms the core of this precinct.
Nos. 8 and 12 are identical in their original form (with slightly different porch styles). These
double fronted houses have a pyramidical hipped roof with two simple brick chimneys. On both
houses, the roof encloses a deep porch with a half brick wall. Unusually, a canted bay window
with timber shingle fascia is also enclosed by the roof on both houses. Windows are timber
framed double-hung sash-pairs. On No. 8 the verandah is supported by a tapered cylindrical
pier, rendered, an octagonal brick pier. The octagonal brick pier is mirrored at the other end of
the brick balustrade, topped with a spherical lamp on a wrought iron stand. On No. 12, the
verandah is supported by timber post-pairs over brick-banded piers and balustrade
(overpainted). Both have had an identical light-weight modern carports added to the eastern
elevation.

Figure 5 8 Ellison Street, Ringwood.

Figure 6 Ellison Street, Ringwood.

10 Ellison Street, believed to have been Peake’s own residence (Keeble, 2018), and typical of
speculative development, stands out within the row as the only brick house in the precinct.
Similar to 8 and 12 Ellison Street, it has a hipped pyramidical roof, although the front porch is
set underneath a minor hipped roof set forward. The materials and form of the front porch make
number 10 Ellison Street more dominant within the streetscape, particularly the typical
Bungalow style brick porch, supported on massive tapered piers over a plate-capped brick
base. A canted bay window, similar to that on the façade of numbers 8 and 12 Ellison Street is
located to the east of the porch. A soldier brick course of tapestry bricks runs around the upper
edges of the face brick façade. Recent alterations include a large double storey addition at the
rear of the property. The original Marseille tile roof appears to have been painted dark grey to
align with the new addition.
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Figure 7 The only brick house in the precinct, 10 Ellison Street, Ringwood.

6 Ellison Street, part of the group of four houses likely developed by Peake, believed to date
from c. 1923 (Peterson et, al., 2003) , It has a transverse gable roof form and a projecting gable,
with the porch set underneath the roofline. The façade and porch of the building was altered in
the late twentieth century, and at the time of its inclusion in the Ellison Street Precinct (HO98),
in 2010 it was less cohesive and intact than others within the Ellison Street Precinct. It has since
been ‘restored’ to a similar 1920s expression and stripped of recent unsympathetic alterations,
in line with others in the row.

Figure 8 6 Ellison Street, Ringwood at the time of listing
c2010.

Figure 9 6 Ellison Street, Ringwood, 2017. A
sympathetic restoration with an added brick balustrade to
the porch with grouped timber posts, as well as a 1920s
style canted bay window.

4 Ellison Street has a slightly different form to others within the precinct, and applies the
Californian Bungalow style in a heavier, less resolved manner than others within the row at 612 Ellison Street, built by Harry Peake. The house has a transverse gabled roof, with a gable
fronted recessed porch, and the entrance set to the side. The porch is supported on three
distinctive oversized tapered piers, topped by timber posts. The porch gable end is decorated
with timber shingles. A second gable sits to the east, with a canted bay window and a prominent
tiled window hood. The window hood connects to the main roof form, giving the illusion of an
almost ‘floating’ gable above. Windows are timber framed, double-hung sashes, as well as a
smaller ‘bijou window in the centre of the façade. Unlike others in the precinct, the front door is
not set facing Ellison Street.
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Figure 10 4 Ellison Street, Ringwood.

Figure 11 The large tapered piers of the front porch at 4 Ellison
Street.

Other houses in the precinct are simpler examples of the Californian Bungalow style. The
houses at 14 and 16 Ellison Street appear to have been constructed as a pair with identical roof
forms and materials. Both have transverse gable roofs, with a projecting gable and porches set
underneath the main roofline, with half-timbered gable ends. However, 14 Ellison Street has
lost the original windows to the façade, the timber porch posts and had a new carport, set to the
front of the residence incorporated into the existing roof line. These changes alter the initial
reading of the building but are reversible. Number 16 Ellison has had a new garage added to the
eastern elevation of the building, under a separate roof line. The lower ridgeline and minor
setback from the porch reduces the effect of this change on the integrity of the building.

Figure 12 14 Ellison Street, Ringwood.

Figure 13 16 Ellison Street, Ringwood.

18 Ellison Street, is broadly similar in form and scale to numbers 16 and 18, with a similarly
transverse gable roof form to numbers 14 and 16, but rather than having a projecting wing, the
porch projects forward from the centre of the façade, is gable fronted, decorated with timber
shingles and supported by grouped timber posts on square brick and rendered piers. The design
is identical to published examples of State Bank housing from the 1920s.
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Figure 14 18 Ellison Street, Ringwood.

Integrity
The precinct is largely intact. The consistent setbacks, garden settings, the homogenous
building forms and material consistency all remain highly intact. In combination, they form a
characteristic interwar suburban landscape. Visible additions include new front fences, added
garages or carports, and one instance of an upper storey extension (10 Ellison Street).
Comparative Analysis
The suburban development in Ringwood during the interwar period is represented on the HO
by a small number of individual houses and two small precincts.
•

The Wantirna Road North precinct (HO67) comprises three houses also built by Peake
at 4, 6 and 8 Wantirna Road. While dating from the interwar period, these houses are
built in completely different style – Interwar Mediterranean. The integrity of the
housing stock within this precinct is very high.

•

The existing Ellison Street precinct (HO98) comprises the houses at 6-12 Ellison Street,
which are notable as fine examples of the California Bungalow style, most like built by
local builder, Harry Peake.

This study recommends expanding the existing Ellison Street precinct to include the houses at 4
and 14-18. proposed additions compare favourably to those currently included in the precinct
overlay. They are similar in style, scale, form, materiality. They have a similar level of
intactness to the houses already on the overlay, with some alterations evident, but the original
design clearly distinguishable.
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While the style of house in the Ellison Street precinct varies from the Wantirna Road North
precinct, they compare as representative examples of the suburban development that occurred
in Ringwood in the interwar years. Modest (mostly) timber bungalows on generous garden lots
are located on wide suburban streets with established street trees. In each of the precincts,
groups of similar houses have consistent form and styling, suggesting they were built by one
builder or to a common design.
The Ellison Street precinct is notable for its interwar streetscape and the consistency of styling
across the precinct, with timber Californian Bungalows being the dominant style. It compares
with the following streetscapes within the study area:
•
•

Haig Street, south end. Notable as an intact interwar residential streetscape. It is notable for
the range of housing styles present in the one street, built between the 1920s and the mid1950s.
Kendall Street, south end. Notable for its predominantly 1930s timber bungalows of similar
scale to those found in Ellison Street. The houses remain largely intact and the streetscape
has a similar level of visual cohesion.

Statement of Significance
What is Significant?
The Ellison Street precinct comprising numbers 4,6,8,10,12,14,16 and18 Ellison Street,
Ringwood is significant.
The modern carports and garages, rear extensions and front fences are not significant.
How is it significant?
The Ellison Street precinct is of local historic, architectural and aesthetic significance to the
City of Maroondah.
Why is it significant?
The Ellison Street precinct is of historic significance in demonstrating the rapid residential
development that occurred in Ringwood, particularly around the trainlines in the early interwar
years, following arrival of the electrified rail line to the area and the ready supply of fresh water
available from the newly completed O’Shannassy Dam. (Criterion A)
The Ellison Street precinct is of aesthetic significance as a good representative example of a
residential precinct from the interwar period in Ringwood. There is a consistency in building
form, materiality and detailing that contributes to the homogenous character of the precinct.
The precinct is largely intact, with consistent setbacks, garden settings, homogenous building
forms and material consistency – forming a characteristic interwar suburban streetscape with
some visible additions, such as added carports or garages. The properties within the precinct
have a similar style, scale form and materiality where the original designs are clearly
distinguishable, but with some alterations evident. The consistency in the row of houses at 6-12
Ellison Street forms the core of the precinct and strengthens the aesthetic value. (Criteria D and
E).
The dominant building style in the precinct is the Californian Bungalow, mostly in timber with
one brick example. Roofs are typically transverse from with a projecting wing to the front, clad
in Marseilles patterned terracotta tiles. Windows are double hung sash windows, sometimes
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with small panes to the upper sashes. Number 6 has leadlight to the upper sashes. A number of
houses have double timber entry doors. Verandah detailing includes of various combinations
and squared timber posts and masonry pillars to front verandahs, with the distinctive splayed
pillars on number 4 being a notable example. Timber shingles feature over the bay window on
numbers 6-12, and on the front gable of number 18..
Number 10 is notable for the relatively elaborate detailing of the original brick façade,
fenestration and verandah. (Criteria D and E)
Gradings and Planning Control Recommendations
Recommended for inclusion in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay of the Maroondah
Planning Scheme as a Precinct. Gradings are specified in the precinct Schedule of Gradings
below.
PRECINCT GRADINGS SCHEDULE
Name

Number
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18

Street
Ellison Street
Ellison Street
Ellison Street
Ellison Street
Ellison Street
Ellison Street
Ellison Street
Ellison Street

Grading
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory

Built Date
< c.1924
1923-24
1923
c.1927
1924
1923
c.1924
c.1924

Recommendations for the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay (Clause 43.01) in the Maroondah
Planning Scheme:
External Paint Colours
Is a permit required to paint an already painted surface?
Internal Alteration Controls
Is a permit required for internal alterations?
Tree Controls
Is a permit required to remove a tree?
Victorian Heritage Register
Is the place included on the Victorian Heritage
Register?
Incorporated Plan
Does an Incorporated Plan apply to the site?
Outbuildings and fences exemptions
Are there outbuildings and fences which are not exempt
from notice and review?
Prohibited uses may be permitted
Can a permit be granted to use the place for a use which
would otherwise be prohibited?
Aboriginal Heritage Place
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No
No
No
No

No
No

No

No
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Is the place an Aboriginal heritage place which is
subject to the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage
Act 2006?
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HAIG STREET PRECINCT
Prepared by: Context

Address: 3-31 and 2-34 Haig Street,
Survey Date: August 2016
Ringwood
Name: Haig Street Precinct
Architect:
Builder:
Place Type: Choose an item.
Grading: Significant
Construction Date: 1920s-1950s
Extent of Overlay: Refer to Precinct Map
Architectural Style: Interwar Period (c.1919-c.1940)

Figure 1 Map of the Haig Street precinct – red line denotes proposed precinct boundary. ‘C’ = contributory to the precinct, ‘NC’ = noncontributory to the precinct.

Figure 2 View of the Haig Street Precinct, Ringwood (Context, 2016)
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Historical themes
The following themes apply to the Jubilee Park area in Ringwood:
Thematic and contextual history of
Maroondah (2003)

Victoria’s Framework of Historical
Themes (Heritage Council of Victoria,
2011)

• Theme 6: Transport, 6.1 Railways, 6.1.1 Opening of
the Lilydale and Ferntree Gully Railway lines, 6.1.2
Electrification
• Theme 8: Urban Development 8.1 Early residential
subdivisions, 8.2 Post-war transformation into a suburb

• Theme 3: Connecting Victorians by transport and
communication, 3.3 Linking Victorians by rail
• Theme 6: Building towns, cities and the garden state,
6.3 Shaping the suburbs

• Theme 8. Building community life, 8.5 Preserving
traditions and commemorating

Locality History
Ringwood is part of the City of Maroondah, located to the east of Melbourne within close view
of the Dandenong Ranges. This area of Melbourne is part of the Traditional Country of the
Wurundjeri, the people of the Woi wurrung language group who made up one of the five
groups of the Kulin Nation. Many of the placenames within the municipality are Aboriginal.
Soon after European settlement, this rich undulating country was taken up by squatters for
pastoral land and was also utilised by timber-cutters. By the second half of the nineteenth
century, the focus in the district had shifted to farming, which became more sophisticated and
varied with orcharding and market gardening. Mining and brick-making were also minor
industries.
The construction of the railway line from Melbourne to Lilydale was a major factor in the
development of Melbourne’s eastern suburbs. Since the line opened in 1882, Melbourne has
developed along the line, and over time as land adjacent to it was settled, suburbs have radiated
from its stations. The completion of the railway line shifted the original Ringwood township at
East Ringwood closer to the railway line and Ringwood Railway Station (Peterson and Barrett
2003:7-8). A siding was constructed at Ringwood with a goods shed in 1887. In 1889, when the
Ringwood to Ferntree Gully line was opened and the siding was elevated to junction status, a
station building was erected at Ringwood (Peterson and Barrett 2003:40). Despite increased
land sales in the district from 1882, development was sluggish through the 1880s and virtually
came to a standstill during the 1890s depression. By the turn of the twentieth century,
Ringwood’s population remained relatively small at 488 people (Peterson and Barrett 2003:42).
The opening of new co-operative cool stores at Ringwood Railway Station in 1911 did much to
aid local fruit-growers and boosted the local economy. The announcement the same year by
Victorian Railways of its plans to electrify all Melbourne’s suburban lines, and the country
lines closer to Melbourne, led to a boom in land sales in the district. In 1913, 50 new shops and
dwellings were built in Ringwood. The imminent connection to the Melbourne water supply,
and the connection to an electricity supply in 1915, were also key reasons for increased interest
in land development in Ringwood during this period.
The electrification of the Lilydale line as far as Ringwood had commenced in 1913, but was
delayed due to World War I. This was part of the final group of lines to be electrified, finally
opening for service at the end of January 1923 (Peterson and Barrett 2003:41-42).
Electrification reduced travelling time on the Lilydale line by up to 29 per cent, and services
between Melbourne and the district were increased to hourly intervals. These previously
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isolated farming communities were now only a 45-minute train-ride from Melbourne, making
them prime sites for residential development. Prices of land and houses in Ringwood
skyrocketed, with properties no sooner advertised than being sold. Many of the new estates
were in close proximity to railway stations, indicating that access to transport to Melbourne was
an important consideration to vendors.
There was increased residential development in Ringwood following World War I, including a
number of early War Service Homes, and land sales intensified by the early 1920s. By 1924,
with greater development of the suburb, Ringwood separated from the Shire of Lilydale and the
Borough of Ringwood was declared. The new residential estates, however, remained officially
outside the bounds of suburban Melbourne. Even in 1924 the eastern boundary of the
metropolitan area, as defined by the MMBW, did not extend as far as Ringwood (Peterson,
2003: 50-51).
Development slowed with the onset of the Depression in 1929 and then later with the austerity
measures of World War II. Ringwood experienced another significant period of growth in the
postwar period when Melbourne’s outer suburbs were consolidated and further extended.
Ringwood offered cheap land that was attractive to new home-owners, including returned
servicemen. People were also drawn to the area on account of its green open space and scenic
views. The suburban frontier pushed further east in the 1950s and 1960s, and many of the
vacant house blocks created in the frenetic subdivisions in Ringwood of the 1920s were not
fully infilled until the postwar years. With increasing levels of car ownership in Melbourne,
Ringwood experienced increased through-traffic on weekends and the suburb developed as a
regional centre. The City of Ringwood was declared in 1960 and the Eastland shopping centre
was opened at Ringwood in 1967.
Precinct History
The land on which Haig Street now stands was orcharding until its development in the 19**.
Count Von Horn, a well-known resident of Gippsland purchased a ‘fine orchard’ on the site in
1915, fronting West Prussia Road (now Wantirna Road). The orchard covered what is now
Haig Street, Ellison Street and others.
Although the arrival of the railway line in the 1880s stimulated speculation of residential
development within the area, subdivisions, such as the 1885 Railway Estate (in Kendall and
James Street) failed to sell. The combination of 1890s economic depression and insufficient
infrastructure (such as fresh drinking water) available to support the proposed residential areas
prohibited development of the area for residential housing until the early 1920s.
The construction of the O’Shannasy aqueduct (c. 1914) and subsequent supply of water to the
area, combined with the arrival of the electrified railway in the early 1920s, and its arrival
stimulated dramatic increase in residential development and population growth. Ellison Street
and Haig Street were created c.1921 as part of the Ringwood Township Estate, one of several
residential subdivisions released in anticipation of the electrification of the railway in the early
1920s. Allotments in the subdivision were advertised in 1919 (The Malvern Star, 22 March
1919: 6) as occupying land that was ‘in the midst of Ringwood’s Choicest Spots’ and sold
quickly (estate ad, SLV). The first lots were transferred in March 1921 and by 1927 all of the
blocks in the subdivision had been taken up (SLV).
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Figure 3 Plan of Ringwood, Australian Survey Corps (Australian Army), dated 1914. This shows the site of Haig Street on land
occupied by an orchard that was bordered by large trees (as marked).

Haig Street was formed at the peak of suburban development in Ringwood in the early to mid1920s. The street was surveyed in 1923 and in existence by 1924. As was common in new
subdivisions in Melbourne in the 1920s, the street name selected had an association with the
Great War. Haig Street was named after the British army officer, General Douglas Haig who
had commanded the British forces on the Western Front during World War I.
With its fine scenery and elevation, the area south of the Ringwood Railway Station was
celebrated as a particularly desirable part of Ringwood to build a new home. Through the 1920s
the new suburban streets were slowly improved with services and public amenities. A new
Ringwood State School was opened in 1922 not far from Haig Street and the rapid suburban
growth led to the independent declaration of the new Borough of Ringwood (from the Borough
of Lilydale) in 1924. The area was attractive to those seeking to build an affordable suburban
home on Melbourne’s outskirts, where land was cheaper and the surrounding countryside a
pleasant contrast to the inner suburbs.
Despite Haig Street’s strong early land sales, only seven houses were constructed within the
precinct boundaries in the 1920s. Some tender notices have been located for new homes in the
street. For example, in 1927 there was a call for tenders to build a timber-framed dwelling in
Haig Street, Ringwood (Argus, 8 January 1927, p. 4). A number of houses in Haig Street appear
to have been State Bank Houses – that is, they were built under the provisions of the State
Savings Bank of Victoria’s credit foncier scheme, which was attractive to borrowers. Approved
applicants selected a ‘type’ from the State Bank’s pattern book designs, which were designed
by the Bank’s architect G. Burridge Leith. The earliest State Bank house was noted in 1924
(Argus, 16 February 1924, p. 23). The timber dwelling at 32 Haig Street bears a strong likeness
to State Bank house no. 13 (as shown below). This house was erected by 1924 (SandMc).
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Figure 4 State Bank house, Type No. 13 (source: SSBV, Types of Timber Dwellings, 1929)

Figure 5 The house at 32 Haig Street, built by 1924 (source: Context, 2017)

The street was improved in terms of services and public amenity through the 1920s, and the
local postal service was extended to James and Haig Streets in 1926 (Healesville and Yarra
Glen Guardian, 23 January 1926). A sufficient number of dwellings had presumably been
erected by 1928 when tenders were called for the formation and metalling of the new road
(Argus, 11 February 1928, p. 5). In 1933 a sale notice of two vacant blocks in the street (lot
numbers 29 and 53) noted the amenity of the street with electricity ‘passing through’ and street
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made with concrete footpaths. Most impressive attribute of these ‘two choice villa sites’ on a
‘Glorious High Position’ was the ‘Suburb View that Cannot be Blocked Out’ (Argus, 11 March
1933, p. 2).
A lull in development is evident in the housing from 1929 through to 1934 as a result of the
Depression, although after this, 10 houses were constructed in the immediate pre war period
between 1935 and 1938. Interestingly, of the five houses within the precinct constructed during
the 1940s, four were constructed during World War Two, between 1940 and 49. There are no
houses which date from the late 1940s (immediate post-war period) within the precinct.
A row of houses (10-22 Haig Street) were built between 1950 – 1955. The consistent build
date, materials, setback and form of numbers 10-18 suggests that these may have been
constructed either to two standard designs, responding to the shortage of materials in the post
war period, and the increased austerity in design during this period. The large residence from
the same period at 20-22 Haig Street is unusually large in comparison to other residences within
precinct, and may have been the residence of the builder responsible for the row at 10-18. This
has not been confirmed through documentary evidence.

i

Figure 6 Children standing on the porch of an interwar brick home at 19 Haig Street, Ringwood, in the c.1950s. The house was built in
1940 (courtesy Russ Haines, Ringwood Historical Society)
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State Savings Bank of Victoria. Types of Timber-framed Dwelling Houses Available for
Selection by Applicants under the Provisions of Housing and Reclamation Act, 1920. 1927.
Description and Integrity
Haig Street is located south of the railway line in Ringwood. A small street running east to
west, it was subdivided in the early 1920s and developed during the interwar years. The
precinct encompasses both sides of the street. The interwar streetscape is still intact, with
detached, predominantly single storey dwelling in generous garden settings, with consistent
setbacks, form and materials.
The dominant housing type within the precinct is the modest, detached, single storey, timber
bungalows, set within a generous open garden. Houses date mainly from the interwar period
(1920s and 1930s), although there are 5 houses scattered throughout the precinct constructed in
the 1940s and a row of six houses (10-22 Haig Street) which date from the period 1950-1955.
The precinct is representative of the development which occurred in Ringwood during the
interwar years and early post-war years.
Some of the interwar houses appear to be designs from the State Savings Bank of Victoria
pattern book designs. Almost all the houses in the precinct are timber; with masonry examples
at no.7, 17, 19, 30 and 31, and a fibro example at no. 11. Roof forms include gable or hip and
gable, and are typically tiled or clad in corrugated iron. Front porches are supported on rendered
piers or timber posts. Simple brick chimneys can be noted on a number of houses.
Architectural styles vary within the precinct, but are broadly categorised into the following:
1920s Bungalows
By definition bungalows are single-storey, though there are also attic-style examples with
rooms within the roof space. There is an emphasis on simplicity and natural cladding materials,
often relying on the contrast of material textures instead of applied decoration to create visual
interest. The use of faux half-timbering and tuckpointed brick survived from the Edwardian
period. California Bungalows traditionally have a strong horizontal emphasis, often from a lowpitched transverse gabled roof or flat-roofed porches with Japanese-inspired joinery. Porch
supports are simple in line and range from square posts (often paired) to tapered dwarf piers.

Figure 7 15 Haig Street, a typical example of the Californian Bungalow architectural style, built in the early 1920s.
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A representative example of the style within the precinct is 15 Haig Street, a gable fronted
timber bungalow, with a minor projecting gabled bay. The corrugated iron clad roof is pierced
by two simple red brick chimneys. The deep porch has a flat roof extending across the façade,
supported on characteristic tapered massed masonry piers and a brick balustrade. The
fenestration includes a canted bay window set in the projecting gable and a second, smaller, bay
window to the side (east) elevation. A second porch is located at the side elevation, where the
pitch of the roof extends down to cover the front entrance, also supported by tapered piers on a
brick base. The use of natural materials is evident in the red brick details, the timber shingles to
the gable ends, and the rendered piers.
As noted in the precinct history, some of the bungalows appear to be ‘State Bank’ homes –
homes financed by the ‘State Bank’ through a personal lending scheme that was attractive to
new home owners. The scheme was popular in the developing suburbs of Melbourne during
this period. Houses built under the scheme were often drawn from pattern books, prepared
under the supervision of the bank’s chief architect, G. Burridge Leith. The size and style of the
‘State Bank’ houses varied, but typically they were modest timber bungalows, well-built and
comfortable, but simple in form and detailing. The ‘State Bank’ designs are often recognised by
four or six panes of glass in the upper part of each sash window.
Examples of State Bank designs within the precinct include 4, 5, and 32 Haig Street. The
houses showcase the range of designs which were available, using similar details but with a
different form. All have characteristic grouped timber posts on a brick base supporting the
porch roof, four or six panes over one timber framed sash windows, and 5 and 32 Haig Street
have similar recessed doorways with sidelights. While 32 Haig Street has a transverse gable
roof with a gable fronted porch with a low pitch, 4 and 5 Haig Street have hipped roofs which
extends down over the porch.
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Figure 8 State Bank design at 32 Haig Street. This particular design was especially popular.

Figure 9 State Bank design at 4 Haig Street, the porch
has been infilled.

A

Figure 10 A State Bank design at 5 Haig Street, note the six
over one sash windows – characteristic of the designs. (image
source: realestate.com)

1930-40s development
Bungalows from the 1930s and early 1940s are influenced by a range of different styles,
Spanish Mission, Colonial Revival, Art Deco and Streamlined Moderne, and towards the 1940s
the Tudor Revival style. Builders often used a combination of motifs from these different
styles. The basic underlying form was a single storey brick or timber villa, with a simple tiled
hipped roof, and some with a projecting hipped roof bay to the front (examples include nos. 27
and 34). The porches are smaller than those of the 1920s. The hipped roof porches are either
incorporated into the main roof form or have a separate, but matching form. The porches have
brick or rendered supports.
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Examples within the Haig Street Precinct include a brick and render house at 31 Haig Street
with Tudor Revival style gables, which despite an altered front window retains its interwar
expression, and also includes an original or early low ‘crazy paving’ front fence. 7 Haig Street
is another rendered example, in a precinct otherwise dominated by timber. It is highly intact and
showcases the mix of stylised motifs utilised during the 1930s, it has a typical 1920s canted bay
window and floating gable, in combination with the characteristic pyramidical 1930s roof form,
classical columns supporting the porch and Art Deco style tapestry brick details around
doorway and windows.
One notable example of 1940s architecture within the is the Moderne house at 19 Haig Street.
Asymmetrical in plan, it has a hipped glazed tile roof and a semi-circular entry porch located
centrally across the front face. The porch has rendered walls and is trimmed with tapestry brick.
A rectangular opening on the curved edge has a wrought iron grilled in a diamond pattern.
Tapestry brick walls are rendered above a brick soldier course at dado height. Window and
door openings are also edged with soldier courses of feature bricks. Two brick and render
chimneys have stepped bases which protrude through the roof. The house is highly intact, and
an excellent example of the Moderne style adapted to suit the modest housing of the area. The
house is Individually Significant within the precinct.

Figure 11 19 Haig Street, Ringwood

Among the 1930s bungalows within the precinct are some that are closer to a 1920s bungalow
in form, notably with a gable fronted projecting bay or a transverse gable roof, rather than the
characteristic low pitch hipped roof form of the 1930s. A later transition away from past
architectural styles is common in the outer suburbs, where builders and home-owners were
slower to adapt to newer styles. Examples within the precinct include 2 Haig Street, a modest
weatherboard bungalow with a cross gable roof form, 21 Haig Street, with a projecting gabled
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bay and a gabled porch, and 29 Haig Street, also with a gabled projecting bay but with typical
1930s windows.
Traditional Post-war
Following the population increase of the post war years, several new houses were built in Haig
Street, the latest houses of the precinct occurred in the late 1940s and early 1950s.
The houses constructed immediately after World War II were limited by the restrictions of
building materials. The houses were built in a simple form, stripped of most stylistic overlays,
resulting in a simple and traditional expression. While less ornate than the interwar houses, they
are still clearly related to the styles and forms popular just before the war.
Examples within the include nos. 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and the semi-detached pair at nos. 2022. All are weatherboard with tiled hipped roofs and often with slab chimneys in yellow or
clinker brick.

Figure 12 8 Haig Street, built immediately following World War II in 1949, traditional in style and use of material it makes a useful
contribution to the interwar streetscape.

Integrity
The precinct is largely intact. The consistent setbacks, garden settings, the homogenous
building forms and material consistency all remain highly intact. In combination, they form a
characteristic interwar suburban landscape. Visible additions include new front fences, added
garages or carports, altered verandah and porches, rebuilt or with added historicised details.
Comparative Analysis
The suburban development in Ringwood during the interwar period is represented on the HO
by a small number of individual houses and two small precincts.
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•
•

The Wantirna Road North precinct (HO67) comprises three houses also built by Peake
at 4, 6 and 8 Wantirna Road. While dating from the interwar period, these houses are
built in completely different style – Interwar Mediterranean.
The Ellison Street precinct (HO98) comprises the houses at 6-12 Ellison Street, which
are notable as fine examples of the California Bungalow style, most like built by local
builder, Harry Peake.

The Haig Street precinct compares with the precinct above as a representative example of
suburban development in the suburb in the interwar years. The Haig Street precinct compares
favourably as demonstrating the range of housing types and styles that occurred during the
interwar years, and in the years just after World War 2. As with the example precincts, the Haig
Street precinct is an example of a mostly intact interwar streetscape, with single storey detached
bungalows set within open gardens, and wide streets with established street trees.
Of the streets within the study area Haig Street is notable as the most complete and intact
interwar residential streetscape. Within the study area, the only comparable streetscapes are:
•
•

Ellison Street, south side. Notable as the most intact group of 1920s timber bungalows in
the study area (and Ringwood more generally), which is elevated by the group at nos. 6-12
that were constructed by local builder Harry Peake; and
Kendall Street, south end. Notable for its predominantly 1930s timber bungalows of similar
type and form to those found in Haig Street. The houses remain largely intact and the
streetscape has a similar level of visual cohesion.

Statement of Significance
What is Significant?
The Haig Street Precinct, comprising 3-31 and 2-34 Haig Street, Ringwood, is significant.
Number 19 Haig Street is significant within the precinct.
Front fences, carports and garages within the precinct are not significant.
How is it significant?
The Haig Street precinct in Ringwood is of local historic, architectural and aesthetic
significance to the City of Maroondah.
Why is it significant?
The Haig Street precinct is of historic significance in demonstrating the rapid residential
development that occurred in Ringwood, particularly around the trainlines in the interwar and
early post war years, following first, the arrival of the electrified rail line to the area and the
ready supply of fresh water available from the newly completed O’Shannassy Dam, and later,
the popularisation of the suburbs .(Criterion A)
The Haig Street precinct is of further historic significance for its association with the Great
War. As was common in new subdivisions in Melbourne in the 1920s, the street name selected
had an association with the Great War. Haig Street was named after the British army officer,
General Douglas Haig who had commanded the British forces on the Western Front during
World War I. (Criterion A)
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The Haig Street precinct is a good representative example of a residential precinct from the
interwar/early post World War 2 period. While demonstrating a consistent building type - the
single storey, detached bungalow, the precinct is notable for demonstrating the range of styles
applied to the bungalows in the interwar and early post World War 2 years. Visual cohesion is
achieved in the precinct by the use of consistent front setbacks, material palette, and garden
settings. The wide streets, nature strips and established streets (majority replanted) contribute to
the aesthetic appeal of the precinct. The cohesive suburban streetscape retains its integrity
despite, such as added carports, upper storey additions and garages through the similar style,
scale form and materiality where the original designs are clearly distinguishable, but with some
alterations evident. (Criterion D and E)
19 Haig Street is an example of a bungalow built in the Moderne style. It features a semicircular entry porch with rendered walls which are trimmed with tapestry brick. A rectangular
opening on the curved edge has a wrought iron grilled in a diamond pattern. Soldier courses of
tapestry brick feature around the window openings and across the façade. Two brick and render
chimneys have stepped bases which protrude through the roof. The house is an excellent
example of the Moderne style adapted to suit the modest housing of the area. (Criterion E)
Gradings and Planning Control Recommendations
Recommended for inclusion in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay of the Maroondah
Planning Scheme as a Precinct. Gradings are specified in the precinct Schedule of Gradings
below.
PRECINCT GRADINGS SCHEDULE
Name
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Number
2
3
4
5
5A
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
2/14
15
16
17
18
19

Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street

20-22

Haig Street

Grading
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Non-contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Non-contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Non-contributory
Contributory
Individually
Significant
Contributory

Built Date
1935-38
1930s
1926-28
1920s
1935-38
1935-38
1949
1935-38
By 1954
1935-38
1950-55
1920-24
By 1954
By 1924
1950-55
1950-55
1940
By 1954
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Name

Number
21
23
2/23
24

Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street

25

Haig Street

26
27
28
29
30
2/30

Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street

31
32
34

Haig Street
Haig Street
Haig Street

Grading
Contributory
Contributory
Non-contributory
NonContributory
NonContributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
NonContributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory

Built Date
1935-38
1941-42

1920-24
1935-38
1920-24
1935-38
1948

1935-37
By 1924
1941

Recommendations for the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay (Clause 43.01) in the Maroondah
Planning Scheme:
External Paint Colours
Is a permit required to paint an already painted surface?
Internal Alteration Controls
Is a permit required for internal alterations?
Tree Controls
Is a permit required to remove a tree?
Victorian Heritage Register
Is the place included on the Victorian Heritage
Register?
Incorporated Plan
Does an Incorporated Plan apply to the site?
Outbuildings and fences exemptions
Are there outbuildings and fences which are not exempt
from notice and review?
Prohibited uses may be permitted
Can a permit be granted to use the place for a use which
would otherwise be prohibited?
Aboriginal Heritage Place
Is the place an Aboriginal heritage place which is
subject to the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage
Act 2006?

No
No
No
No

No
No

No

No
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KENDALL STREET PRECINCT
Prepared by: Context
Address: 20-32 and 21-35 Kendall Street,
Ringwood
Name: Kendall Street Precinct
Place Type: Residential TerraceResidential
Terrace
Grading: Significant

Survey Date: August 2016
Architect:
Builder:
Construction Date: 1915 – early
1950s

Extent of Overlay: Refer to Precinct Map
Architectural Style: Interwar Period (c.1919-c.1940)Interwar Period (c.1919c.1940)

Figure 1 Map of Kendall Street Precinct. Red line shows precinct boundary. C = Contributory to the precinct
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Figure 2 View of Kendall Street Precinct

Historical themes
The following themes apply to the Jubilee Park area in Ringwood.
Thematic and contextual history of Maroondah
Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes
(2003)
(Heritage Council of Victoria, 2011)
• Theme 6: Transport, 6.1 Railways, 6.1.1 Opening of
the Lilydale and Ferntree Gully Railway lines, 6.1.2
Electrification
• Theme 8: Urban Development 8.1 Early residential
subdivisions, 8.2 Post-war transformation into a suburb

• Theme 3: Connecting Victorians by transport and
communication, 3.3 Linking Victorians by rail

• Theme 6: Building towns, cities and the garden state,
6.3 Shaping the suburbs

Locality History- Ringwood
Ringwood is part of the City of Maroondah, located to the east of Melbourne within close view of
the Dandenong Ranges. This area of Melbourne is part of the Traditional Country of the
Wurundjeri, the people of the Woi wurrung language group who made up one of the five groups
of the Kulin Nation. Many of the placenames within the municipality are Aboriginal.
Soon after European settlement, this rich undulating country was taken up by squatters for pastoral
land and was also utilised by timber-cutters. By the second half of the nineteenth century, the focus
in the district had shifted to farming, which became more sophisticated and varied with orcharding
and market gardening. Mining and brick-making were also minor industries.
The construction of the railway line from Melbourne to Lilydale was a major factor in the
development of Melbourne’s eastern suburbs. Since the line opened in 1882, Melbourne has
developed along the line, and over time as land adjacent to it was settled, suburbs have radiated
from its stations. The completion of the railway line shifted the original Ringwood township at
East Ringwood closer to the railway line and Ringwood Railway Station (Peterson and Barrett
2003:7-8). A siding was constructed at Ringwood with a goods shed in 1887. In 1889, when the
Ringwood to Ferntree Gully line was opened and the siding was elevated to junction status, a
station building was erected at Ringwood (Peterson and Barrett 2003:40). Despite increased land
sales in the district from 1882, development was sluggish through the 1880s and virtually came to a
standstill during the 1890s depression. By the turn of the twentieth century, Ringwood’s population
remained relatively small at 488 people (Peterson and Barrett 2003:42).
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The opening of new co-operative cool stores at Ringwood Railway Station in 1911 did much to aid
local fruit-growers and boosted the local economy. The announcement the same year by Victorian
Railways of its plans to electrify all Melbourne’s suburban lines, and the country lines closer to
Melbourne, led to a boom in land sales in the district. In 1913, 50 new shops and dwellings were
built in Ringwood. The imminent connection to the Melbourne water supply, and the connection
to an electricity supply in 1915, were also key reasons for increased interest in land development in
Ringwood during this period.
The electrification of the Lilydale line as far as Ringwood had commenced in 1913, but was delayed
due to World War I. This was part of the final group of lines to be electrified, finally opening for
service at the end of January 1923 (Peterson and Barrett 2003:41-42). Electrification reduced
travelling time on the Lilydale line by up to 29 per cent, and services between Melbourne and the
district were increased to hourly intervals. These previously isolated farming communities were
now only a 45-minute train-ride from Melbourne, making them prime sites for residential
development. Prices of land and houses in Ringwood skyrocketed, with properties no sooner
advertised than being sold. Many of the new estates were in close proximity to railway stations,
indicating that access to transport to Melbourne was an important consideration to vendors.
There was increased residential development in Ringwood following World War I, including a
number of early War Service Homes, and land sales intensified by the early 1920s. By 1924, with
greater development of the suburb, Ringwood separated from the Shire of Lillydale and the
Borough of Ringwood was declared. The new residential estates, however, remained officially
outside the bounds of suburban Melbourne. Even in 1924 the eastern boundary of the
metropolitan area, as defined by the MMBW, did not extend as far as Ringwood (Peterson, 2003:
50-51).
Development slowed with the onset of the Depression in 1929 and then later with the austerity
measures of World War II. Ringwood experienced another significant period of growth in the
postwar period when Melbourne’s outer suburbs were consolidated and further extended.
Ringwood offered cheap land that was attractive to new home-owners, including returned
servicemen. People were also drawn to the area on account of its green open space and scenic
views. The suburban frontier pushed further east in the 1950s and 1960s, and many of the vacant
house blocks created in the frenetic subdivisions in Ringwood of the 1920s were not fully infilled
until the postwar years. With increasing levels of car ownership in Melbourne, Ringwood
experienced increased through-traffic on weekends and the suburb developed as a regional centre.
The City of Ringwood was declared in 1960 and the Eastland shopping centre was opened at
Ringwood in 1967.
Precinct History
Kendall Street, Ringwood, occupies an area of land measuring 173 acres that was first sold by the
Crown to Patrick Riley in 1858 (Parish plan, Parish of Ringwood, 1879, SLV).
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Figure 3 Parish plan, Parish of Ringwood, 1879 (source: SLV). The land now occupied by Kendall Street was first purchased from the
Crown by Patrick Riley (source: SLV)

Ringwood up until the 1880s was a farming and fruit-growing district. The arrival of the railway to
Ringwood in the early 1880s greatly boosted optimism about the future of the district as a
residential area. James Street and Kendall Street were created in 1885 at the beginning of the ‘land
boom’ in Melbourne, as part of the Ringwood Station Estate, one of the earliest subdivisions in
Ringwood (Carter, SLV). The new estate took up a portion of Crown Allotment 11.
The Ringwood Railway Estate comprised ‘93 Grand Villa and Business Sites’ in James Street,
William Street (now Kendall Street), the south side of Railway Avenue and the east side of
Wantirna Road (formerly West Prussia Road). In a plan dated 1890, the estate is referred to as
lodged plan 3070, which shows the ‘Kendall Street Coffee Palace’ marked at the top of the street
facing Station Street (see below).
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Figure 4 Advertising material for Ringwood Railway Estate, 1885, showing subdivision layout (source: State Library of Victoria)

Figure 5 Plan of the 1885 subdivision of Kendall Street (then known as William Street) (source: SLV).
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Figure 6 Plan of Ringwood, Australian Survey Corps (Australian Army), dated 1914. This shows the site of Kendall Street, undeveloped,
situated just north of an orchard (as marked); a remnant of this orchard is the large Monterey Cypress (Cupressus macrocarpa) located in
the carpark of the present-day Federation Centre (former Ringwood State School).

Figure 7 Australian Army plan, Commonwealth Section, Imperial General Staff, prepared 1922, printed 1935, showing extent of street
development (though note this was not up to date in 1935) (source: State Library of Victoria)

The subdivision of 1885, however, was overly ambitious and ultimately unsuccessful. Only two lots
were sold in 1890, one in 1892, and a final lot in 1901. The depression of the 1890s left the street
as largely vacant. In 1908, by which time the local economy had recovered to a large extent, the
remaining unsold lots were all sold to Elizabeth Kendall. After renaming one of the streets after
herself, Kendall began selling off the lots in 1915. This time the subdivision was more successful
and almost all of the lots in Kendall Street had been purchased by 1919. No. 11 Kendall Street was
built in 1916, one of the first in the street. Some blocks in Kendall Street remained vacant many
decades after the original subdivision of 1885. Some of these remained vacant in the 1940s.
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Ringwood was experiencing rapid growth in the early 1920s, with a number of new housing estates
advertised. The chief reasons for this growth were the electrification of the railway and the supply
of fresh water from the newly completed O’Shannassy Dam (Anderson 1974: 100). In 1921, a new
Ringwood State School was in the process of construction on a site adjoining the southern
property of 35 Kendall Street. Lauded as having some of the most up-to-date school facilities in
Victoria, the new building was opened the following year. In 1924 Ringwood separated from the
Shire of Lilydale and was declared a borough in its own right.
Various improvements to residential amenity of Kendall Street were made in the 1920s. In 1921,
the Ringwood Progress Association proposed that several streets be reticulated, including William
Street and Ellison Street (Healesville and Yarra Glen Guardian, 17 September 1921: 3). In 1926, the
local council carried out the construction of William Street (Kendall Street), ie metalling (Healesville
and Yarra Glen Guardian, 20 March 1926). The local council later improved the appearance of
Kendall Street with street trees, which appear to have been planted by the c.1940s-50s. The
majority are a species of Melaleuca; with a group of four Liquidambars in a uniform row, the latter
being popular in that period for domestic gardens.
The majority of houses in Kendall Street were built in the period 1920s-1940s, with at least one
house built in the early 1950s (Age, 28 November 1953: 38). They are predominantly single-storey
detached timber dwellings built in the bungalow style that was popular in the interwar period.
Some may have been designs of the State Savings Banks of Victoria, which was responsible for the
construction of many houses in Ringwood in the 1920s and 1930s. The residents of Kendall Street
were largely owner-occupiers in local jobs, such as trades, the railways and clerical work.
No. 27 Kendall Street, which differs stylistically from the majority of the houses in the street, also
appears to pre-date 1920s.
Kendall Street was still known as William Street in the 1950s.
No. 11 Kendall Street (outside the precinct area), was one of the earliest houses in the street, built
in 1916.
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Description and Integrity
Kendall Street is located immediately south of the railway line in Ringwood. A small street running
north to south, it was subdivided during the land boom of the 1880s, but following unsuccessful
sales it was readvertised in 1910s and was not developed until the interwar years. The precinct
encompasses both sides of the southern end of street, which finishes towards the top of a hill. The
interwar streetscape is still intact, with detached dwellings, predominantly single storey, garden
settings, street trees and nature strips.
The dominant housing style within the precinct is the modest, detached, single storey, timber
interwar bungalows, set within an open garden. The precinct is representative of the development
which occurred in Ringwood during this period. An intact group of 1930s timber bungalow have
similar form and detailing. One dwelling from the post-war era which is traditional in form, scale
and siting make a useful contribution to the character of the area. Roofs are mostly tiled and there
are chimneys of brick or brick and render. Several houses retain original or early low brick or
render fences (e.g. nos. 20, 22, 24, 31).
The uniformity of the built form and the common use of materials, creates a consistent streetscape
and visual unity within the precinct.
Early development
The exception to the interwar architecture of the precinct is the altered houses at os. 27 and 30.
No. 27 appears to have been built prior to 1922. Its original form is not clearly evident, but it may
have been originally constructed as a Californian Bungalow with a transverse gable roof form. No
30 appears to date from the mid-late Edwardian period. Asymmetrical in plan, it has a steeply
pitched hipped roof that extends to form a verandah on one side of the projecting gable.
Alterations may include replacement of some windows, recladding of the gable end and changes to
the verandah detail.
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Figure 8 30 Kendall Street

1930-40s development
The bungalows from the 1930s and early 1940s are influenced by a range of different styles,
Spanish Mission, Colonial Revival, Art Deco and Streamlined Moderne, and towards the 1940s the
Tudor Revival style. Builders often used a combination of motifs from these different styles. The
basic underlying form was a single storey brick or timber villa, with a simple tiled hipped roof, and
some with a projecting hipped roof bay to the front. The porches are smaller than those of the
1920s. The hipped roof porches are either incorporated into the main roof form or have a separate,
but matching form. The porches have brick or rendered supports.
The 1930s bungalows at nos. 20, 21, 23, 25 and 29 Kendall Street are examples of how almost
identical plans were treated with different architectural motifs to achieve variety in the design. All
are modest, double fronted weatherboard houses with a pyramidical hipped roof, a projecting
hipped bay to the front and a small front porch. 20 Kendall Street has a Tudor Revival type gable
porch, with a low pointed arch over the entrance, decorated with tapestry brick, 21 Kendall Street
has an enclosed timber porch with pointed arched openings, 23 Kendall Street has a separate
skillion roof over the porch, supported on two classical columns on brick bases and a brick
balustrade. The classical column detail is also seen at 25 Kendall Street, where the porch has been
incorporated underneath the hipped roof of the projecting bay. 29 Kendall Street has a Moderne
style treatment to the porch, with a curved rendered balustrade, decorated with tapestry brick, and
marched by a separate curved flat porch roof. Number 22 has a similar form to neighbouring
houses but is constructed of brick, with a rendered façade and highlight tapestry brick detailing as a
soldier course over the window openings and as a motif at the building corners.
This same form is dominant in the precinct, with different architectural motifs to mainly the front
porch. Other examples include nos. 26, 28 and 32 (has an altered front verandah). More complex
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forms can be seen towards the early 1940s and include 35 Kendall Street, which both have several
projecting hipped bays.

Figure 9 20 Kendall Street

Figure 10 23 Kendall Street

Figure 11 25 Kendall Street

Figure 12 29 Kendall Street

Integrity
The precinct is largely intact. The consistent setbacks, garden settings, building forms and material
consistency all remain highly intact. In combination, they form a characteristic interwar suburban
landscape. Visible additions include new front fences, added garages or carports, altered verandah
and porches, rebuilt or with added historicised details.

Figure 13 21 Kendall Street

Figure 14 22 Kendall Street
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Comparative Analysis
The suburban development in Ringwood during the interwar period is represented on the HO by a
small number of individual houses and two small precincts.
•
•

The Ellison Street precinct (HO98) comprises the houses at 6-12 Ellison Street, which are
notable as fine examples of the California Bungalow style, most like built by local builder,
Harry Peake.
The Wantirna Road North precinct (HO67) comprises three houses also built by Peake at
4, 6 and 8 Wantirna Road. While dating from the interwar period, these houses are built in
completely different style – Interwar Mediterranean.

While the dominant style in each of these precincts varies, they compare as representative examples
of the suburban development that occurred in Ringwood in the Interwar years. Modest (mostly)
timber bungalows on generous garden lots are located on wide suburban streets with established
street trees. In each of the precinct, groups of similar houses have consistent form and styling,
suggesting they were built by one builder or to a common design.
Of the streets within the study area, Kendall Street is notable for its interwar street scape with
predominantly 1930s timber bungalows of a similar type and form. The street also has a limited
number of Edwardian era houses (no. 30 within the precinct area and no. 11 which is outside the
precinct area). and houses from the 1920s including no. 27 and no. 10 (a brick Californian
Bungalow outside the precinct boundary). It compares with the following streetscapes within the
study area:
•
•

Ellison Street, south side. Notable as an intact group of 1920s timber bungalow in the study
area (and Ringwood more generally). The group of houses at nos. 6-12 are timber Californian
Bungalows, likely constructed by local builder Harry Peake.
Haig Street, south end. Notable as an intact interwar residential streetscape. It is notable for
the range of housing styles present in the one street, built between the 1920s and the mid1950s.

Statement of Significance
What is Significant?
The Kendall Street precinct, comprising 20-32 and 21-35 Kendall Street, Ringwood is significant.
How is it significant?
The Kendall Street precinct in Ringwood is of local historic, architectural and aesthetic significance
to the City of Maroondah.
Why is it significant?
The Kendall Street precinct is of historic significance as evidence of the residential development
that occurred in Ringwood in the interwar years, following the electrification of the railway line and
the supply of fresh water from the newly completed O’Shannassy Dam. (Criterion A)
The Kendall Street precinct is a representative example of a residential precinct from the interwar
period. There is a consistency in building form, materiality and detailing that contributes to the
homogenous character of the precinct. The precinct is comprised of modest timber bungalows,
mostly from the 1930-40s. Groups of similar houses occur, suggesting they were built by one
builder or to a standardised design. The primary architectural character of the precinct is the single
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storey, detached bungalow with a projecting wing to one side, a central entry porch and a tiled
hipped roof. Timber is the dominant material with one example in brick. Windows typically are
tripartite timber framed double sash windows. Number 22 has leadlight to the upper sashes.
Primary aesthetic interest is derived from detailing of the entry porch of each house. Detailing
varies between each dwelling and includes motifs and elements from the various interwar styles
including: gabled parapets, pointed arched openings, columns and pillars, and tapestry brick motifs
and edging (Criterion D)
The interwar suburban streetscape is intact within the precinct, with garden settings, nature strips
and street plantings of Melaleuca, with a row of three mature Liquidambar on the west side; the
latter appear to date from the 1930s-50s. (Criterion DandE)
Gradings and Planning Control Recommendations
Recommended for inclusion in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay of the Maroondah Planning
Scheme as a Precinct. Gradings are specified in the precinct Schedule of Gradings below.
PRECINCT GRADINGS SCHEDULE
Name

Number
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35

Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street
Kendall Street

Grading
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory
Contributory

Built Date
1930s
1942?
1930s
1940
Post-1950
1940
1940
By 1922
1939
1939
Around 1915
1941
1930s
c.1940
1941

Recommendations for the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay (Clause 43.01) in the Maroondah
Planning Scheme:
External Paint Colours
Is a permit required to paint an already painted surface?
Internal Alteration Controls
Is a permit required for internal alterations?
Tree Controls
Is a permit required to remove a tree?
Victorian Heritage Register
Is the place included on the Victorian Heritage Register?
Incorporated Plan
Does an Incorporated Plan apply to the site?
Outbuildings and fences exemptions

No
No
No
No
No
No
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Are there outbuildings and fences which are not exempt
from notice and review?
Prohibited uses may be permitted
Can a permit be granted to use the place for a use which
would otherwise be prohibited?
Aboriginal Heritage Place
Is the place an Aboriginal heritage place which is subject
to the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006?
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HOUSE 5 – Caroline Street Ringwood
Prepared by: Context
Address: 5 Caroline Street, Ringwood
Survey Date: August 2016
Name:
Architect:
Place Type: Residential House
Builder:
Grading: Significant
Construction Date: 1925-26
Extent of Overlay: To title boundaries
Architectural Style: Interwar Period (c.1919-c.1940)

Figure 1 5 Caroline Street

Historical themes
The following themes apply to the Jubilee Park area in Ringwood.
Thematic and contextual history of
Victoria’s Framework of Historical Themes
Maroondah (2003)
(Heritage Council of Victoria, 2011)
• Theme 6: Transport, 6.1 Railways, 6.1.1 Opening
of the Lilydale and Ferntree Gully Railway lines,
6.1.2 Electrification
• Theme 8: Urban Development 8.1 Early
residential subdivisions, 8.2 Post-war
transformation into a suburb

• Theme 3: Connecting Victorians by transport and
communication, 3.3 Linking Victorians by rail
• Theme 6: Building towns, cities and the garden state,
6.3 Shaping the suburbs

Locality History- Ringwood
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Ringwood is part of the City of Maroondah, located to the east of Melbourne within close view
of the Dandenong Ranges. This area of Melbourne is part of the Traditional Country of the
Wurundjeri, the people of the Woi wurrung language group who made up one of the five
groups of the Kulin Nation. Many of the placenames within the municipality are Aboriginal.
Soon after European settlement, this rich undulating country was taken up by squatters for
pastoral land and was also utilised by timber-cutters. By the second half of the nineteenth
century, the focus in the district had shifted to farming, which became more sophisticated and
varied with orcharding and market gardening. Mining and brick-making were also minor
industries.
The construction of the railway line from Melbourne to Lilydale was a major factor in the
development of Melbourne’s eastern suburbs. Since the line opened in 1882, Melbourne has
developed along the line, and over time as land adjacent to it was settled, suburbs have radiated
from its stations. The completion of the railway line shifted the original Ringwood township at
East Ringwood closer to the railway line and Ringwood Railway Station (Peterson and Barrett
2003:7-8). A siding was constructed at Ringwood with a goods shed in 1887. In 1889, when the
Ringwood to Ferntree Gully line was opened and the siding was elevated to junction status, a
station building was erected at Ringwood (Peterson and Barrett 2003:40). Despite increased
land sales in the district from 1882, development was sluggish through the 1880s and virtually
came to a standstill during the 1890s depression. By the turn of the twentieth century,
Ringwood’s population remained relatively small at 488 people (Peterson and Barrett 2003:42).
The opening of new co-operative cool stores at Ringwood Railway Station in 1911 did much to
aid local fruit-growers and boosted the local economy. The announcement the same year by
Victorian Railways of its plans to electrify all Melbourne’s suburban lines, and the country
lines closer to Melbourne, led to a boom in land sales in the district. In 1913, 50 new shops and
dwellings were built in Ringwood. The imminent connection to the Melbourne water supply,
and the connection to an electricity supply in 1915, were also key reasons for increased interest
in land development in Ringwood during this period.
The electrification of the Lilydale line as far as Ringwood had commenced in 1913, but was
delayed due to World War I. This was part of the final group of lines to be electrified, finally
opening for service at the end of January 1923 (Peterson and Barrett 2003:41-42).
Electrification reduced travelling time on the Lilydale line by up to 29 per cent, and services
between Melbourne and the district were increased to hourly intervals. These previously
isolated farming communities were now only a 45-minute train-ride from Melbourne, making
them prime sites for residential development. Prices of land and houses in Ringwood
skyrocketed, with properties no sooner advertised than being sold. Many of the new estates
were in close proximity to railway stations, indicating that access to transport to Melbourne was
an important consideration to vendors.
There was increased residential development in Ringwood following World War I, including a
number of early War Service Homes, and land sales intensified by the early 1920s. By 1924,
with greater development of the suburb, Ringwood separated from the Shire of Lillydale and
the Borough of Ringwood was declared. The new residential estates, however, remained
officially outside the bounds of suburban Melbourne. Even in 1924 the eastern boundary of the
metropolitan area, as defined by the MMBW, did not extend as far as Ringwood (Peterson,
2003: 50-51).
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Development slowed with the onset of the Depression in 1929 and then later with the austerity
measures of World War II. Ringwood experienced another significant period of growth in the
postwar period when Melbourne’s outer suburbs were consolidated and further extended.
Ringwood offered cheap land that was attractive to new home-owners, including returned
servicemen. People were also drawn to the area on account of its green open space and scenic
views. The suburban frontier pushed further east in the 1950s and 1960s, and many of the
vacant house blocks created in the frenetic subdivisions in Ringwood of the 1920s were not
fully infilled until the postwar years. With increasing levels of car ownership in Melbourne,
Ringwood experienced increased through-traffic on weekends and the suburb developed as a
regional centre. The City of Ringwood was declared in 1960 and the Eastland shopping centre
was opened at Ringwood in 1967.
Place History
The Interwar bungalow at 5 Caroline Street, originally recorded as Section 11, Allotment 3 in
the Parish of Ringwood, was built in 1925-26. ‘Beautiful for its scenery and walks and
reserves’ (SLV), Caroline Street was established as part of Arthur Vavan Greenwood’s Best
Part Estate subdivision, and named after his mother. The Greenwood family made a strong
contribution to early community life in Ringwood in the late nineteenth-century. Arthur was the
eldest son of Reverend Henry and Caroline Greenwood, and was very active in Ringwood
public affairs – he was a partisan of good town planning practice to preserve Ringwood’s
landscape (GPK). Following the advertisement of his Estate’s lots in 1923, Greenwood
transferred all 34 lots comprising Caroline Street to his wife, Henrietta – totalling around five
acres.
In 1925-26, Henrietta sold off all but 7 lots, which saw farmer August Pumpa of Pleasant Hills,
NSW purchase lots 2 and 3. Soon after, a six-room, brick dwelling was built on the property,
with rate assessments recording a Net Annual Value of £60 (RR1). This denotes a construction
date of 1925-26. Assessments reveal not only a higher than usual valuation for the period, but
also that the dwelling was the first to be built on Caroline Street; only one existing house is
recorded on nearby Henry Street with a Net Annual Value of £42, and houses on Willana Street
do not exceed valuations of £50 (RR1). Rate assessments show that other lots in Caroline Street
were not developed until 1938 (RR2-6). From 1926, several other Pumpa family members
occupied numerous lots on Caroline Street for at least the next three decades (RR2-6).
Pumpa remained the sole owner-occupier of the property until his death in 1958 (AER; RR2-6).
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Description and Integrity
This single storey detached house is located on the southern side of Caroline Street. It is set on
a generous garden allotment with a deep front set back. The house is sited close to the western
boundary with a concrete driveway along the eastern side.
A simple low pitched gabled roof encloses the main form of the building, with a secondary
gabled roof enclosing a projecting front porch and return verandah down the eastern side of the
house. The entry is located at the end of the return verandah. A third gabled form faces east and
intersects with the main roof line towards the rear of the house.
The house retains a number of features associated with the Californian Bungalow style
including: a low pitched gabled roof form, with a secondary gabled roof over a projecting front
porch; Marseille patterned roof tiles, with wide eaves and exposed rafter ends; timber brackets
below the shingled gable; half brick porch/verandah piers with tapered rendered sections above,
and soldier brickwork to the upper edges; a combination of natural materials arranged to
provide visual interest including timber shingles to the gables, and half brick walls with rough
cast rendered sections above; boxed double-hung sash windows with diamond patterned
leadlight to the upper sashes; two square rendered chimneys with a brick soldier course to the
upper edge.
A recent but sympathetic timber and woven wire fence runs along the front boundary. An
original or early timber garage with low pitched roof and double timber doors is located at the
end of the driveway.
The house retains a high level of integrity, retaining its interwar form and many of the details
typical of the Californian Bungalow style. Alterations have been made to porch – it has been
enclosed with glazed panels on two side. A skillion carport has been attached to the house on
the eastern side.
Comparative Analysis
The interwar period was characterised by a variety of housing styles, and the preference for the
detached bungalow on a garden allotment. Within the current City of Maroondah, a number of
housing estates were opened up during the 1920s, offering relatively modest but pleasant
housing on large garden blocks, within a landscaped/semi-rural setting.
Housing styles included the Californian Bungalow with a direct reference to the bungalow
housing of this part of the US, and a strong reference to nature with its solid, low slung form
and feature materials such as timber and stone used to detail various elements of the building.
The more flamboyant Spanish Mission or Mediterranean style also had its roots in California
and featured arched openings, deeply scalloped terra cotta tiles, wrought iron detailing and
smooth white walls. The Moderne style featured curved windows, porches, and fences, and
waterfall chimneys. More conservative styles included the Old English style as either a cottage
or a more elaborate version of a Tudor style house. Examples of the various styles from the
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interwar period are included on the Heritage Overlay for the City of Maroondah, although more
simple versions of the style are typical. The Californian Bungalow style occurs most frequently
on the overlay.
5 Caroline Street can be compared with the following Californian Bungalows in Ringwood and
other parts of the City of Maroondah, listed as Individually Significant on the Heritage Overlay:
•

•
•

6-12 Ellison Street, Ringwood (HO98)
This group of Californian Bungalows is located close to Caroline Street in Ringwood.
The group is mostly consistent in style and detailing. The houses are simple timber
bungalows (number 10 is brick) with hipped or pyramidal tiled roofs. Most have a front
porch, enclosed within the main roof form, with brick and rendered piers across the
front. Detailing varies across the group and includes bay windows with timber shingles
above, and leadlight to the upper sash windows. All the houses are set back behind
generous front gardens and low front fences. The integrity level is high.
149-151 Warrandyte Road, Ringwood North (HO131)
This substantial brick house is built in the Californian Bungalow style. It has multiple
gabled roof forms facing the street frontage.
1/13-15 Vernon Street, Croydon (HO126)
This brick Californian Bungalow was built in the area once sub-divided as the Marsham
Estate. It has a front porch enclosed by a separate gable roof section.

5 Caroline Street compares favourably to the above properties as a Californian Bungalow built
on land that was sub-divided in the interwar period. While many of the houses in the Estate are
timber, this house compares with the houses in Warrandyte Road and Vernon Street as an
example of the style, constructed in brick. All houses retain a number of key features associated
with the Californian Bungalow style. 5 Caroline Street has a high level of integrity, although
alterations have been made to the front porch. While the integrity may be higher in the
examples, 5 Caroline Street is notable as an example of a brick Californian Bungalow in
Ringwood. Other examples of the style in Ringwood are built of timber.
Statement of Significance
What is Significant?
The house at 5 Caroline Street, Ringwood, built in 1925-26, is significant.
The modern additions of glazed panels in porch wall, carport and front fence are not significant.
How is it significant?
The house at 5 Caroline Street, Ringwood is of local architectural significance to the City of
Maroondah.
Why is it significant?
The house at 5 Caroline Street, Ringwood exhibits a number of characteristics typical of the
Californian Bungalow style. The style was popular in Ringwood and surrounding suburbs
during the Interwar years when a number of housing estates were developed in Ringwood and
in the Maroondah area more generally. (Criterion D)
Characteristics associated with the Californian Bungalow style include: a low pitched gabled
roof form, with a secondary gabled roof over a projecting front porch; Marseille patterned roof
tiles, with wide eaves and exposed rafter ends; timber brackets below the shingled gable; half
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brick porch/verandah piers with tapered rendered sections above, and soldier brickwork to the
upper edges; a combination of natural materials arranged to provide visual interest including
timber shingles to the gables, and half brick walls with rough cast rendered sections above;
boxed double-hung sash windows with diamond patterned leadlight to the upper sashes; two
square rendered chimneys with a brick soldier course to the upper edge. (Criterion D)
Planning Control Recommendations
Recommendations for the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay (Clause 43.01) in the Maroondah
Planning Scheme:
External Paint Colours
Is a permit required to paint an already painted surface?
Internal Alteration Controls
Is a permit required for internal alterations?
Tree Controls
Is a permit required to remove a tree?
Victorian Heritage Register
Is the place included on the Victorian Heritage
Register?
Incorporated Plan
Does an Incorporated Plan apply to the site?
Outbuildings and fences exemptions
Are there outbuildings and fences which are not exempt
from notice and review?
Prohibited uses may be permitted
Can a permit be granted to use the place for a use which
would otherwise be prohibited?
Aboriginal Heritage Place
Is the place an Aboriginal heritage place which is
subject to the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage
Act 2006?
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CARISBROOK – 20 Caroline Street Ringwood
Prepared by: Context
Address: 20 Caroline Street, Ringwood
Survey Date: August 2016
Name: Carisbrook
Architect:
Place Type: Residential House
Builder:
Grading: Significant
Construction Date: 1939-40
Extent of Overlay: To title boundaries
Architectural Style: Interwar Period (c.1919-c.1940)

Figure 1 ‘Carisbrook’ 20 Caroline Street

Historical themes
The following themes apply to the Jubilee Park area in Ringwood.
Thematic and contextual history of
Victoria’s Framework of Historical
Maroondah (2003)
Themes (Heritage Council of Victoria,
2011)
• Theme 6: Transport, 6.1 Railways, 6.1.1 Opening of
the Lilydale and Ferntree Gully Railway lines, 6.1.2
Electrification
• Theme 8: Urban Development 8.1 Early residential
subdivisions, 8.2 Post-war transformation into a suburb

• Theme 3: Connecting Victorians by transport and
communication, 3.3 Linking Victorians by rail
• Theme 6: Building towns, cities and the garden state,
6.3 Shaping the suburbs

Locality History
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Ringwood is part of the City of Maroondah, located to the east of Melbourne within close view
of the Dandenong Ranges. This area of Melbourne is part of the Traditional Country of the
Wurundjeri, the people of the Woi wurrung language group who made up one of the five
groups of the Kulin Nation. Many of the placenames within the municipality are Aboriginal.
Soon after European settlement, this rich undulating country was taken up by squatters for
pastoral land and was also utilised by timber-cutters. By the second half of the nineteenth
century, the focus in the district had shifted to farming, which became more sophisticated and
varied with orcharding and market gardening. Mining and brick-making were also minor
industries.
The construction of the railway line from Melbourne to Lilydale was a major factor in the
development of Melbourne’s eastern suburbs. Since the line opened in 1882, Melbourne has
developed along the line, and over time as land adjacent to it was settled, suburbs have radiated
from its stations. The completion of the railway line shifted the original Ringwood township at
East Ringwood closer to the railway line and Ringwood Railway Station (Peterson and Barrett
2003:7-8). A siding was constructed at Ringwood with a goods shed in 1887. In 1889, when the
Ringwood to Ferntree Gully line was opened and the siding was elevated to junction status, a
station building was erected at Ringwood (Peterson and Barrett 2003:40). Despite increased
land sales in the district from 1882, development was sluggish through the 1880s and virtually
came to a standstill during the 1890s depression. By the turn of the twentieth century,
Ringwood’s population remained relatively small at 488 people (Peterson and Barrett 2003:42).
The opening of new co-operative cool stores at Ringwood Railway Station in 1911 did much to
aid local fruit-growers and boosted the local economy. The announcement the same year by
Victorian Railways of its plans to electrify all Melbourne’s suburban lines, and the country
lines closer to Melbourne, led to a boom in land sales in the district. In 1913, 50 new shops and
dwellings were built in Ringwood. The imminent connection to the Melbourne water supply,
and the connection to an electricity supply in 1915, were also key reasons for increased interest
in land development in Ringwood during this period.
The electrification of the Lilydale line as far as Ringwood had commenced in 1913, but was
delayed due to World War I. This was part of the final group of lines to be electrified, finally
opening for service at the end of January 1923 (Peterson and Barrett 2003:41-42).
Electrification reduced travelling time on the Lilydale line by up to 29 per cent, and services
between Melbourne and the district were increased to hourly intervals. These previously
isolated farming communities were now only a 45-minute train-ride from Melbourne, making
them prime sites for residential development. Prices of land and houses in Ringwood
skyrocketed, with properties no sooner advertised than being sold. Many of the new estates
were in close proximity to railway stations, indicating that access to transport to Melbourne was
an important consideration to vendors.
There was increased residential development in Ringwood following World War I, including a
number of early War Service Homes, and land sales intensified by the early 1920s. By 1924,
with greater development of the suburb, Ringwood separated from the Shire of Lillydale and
the Borough of Ringwood was declared. The new residential estates, however, remained
officially outside the bounds of suburban Melbourne. Even in 1924 the eastern boundary of the
metropolitan area, as defined by the MMBW, did not extend as far as Ringwood (Peterson,
2003: 50-51).
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Development slowed with the onset of the Depression in 1929 and then later with the austerity
measures of World War II. Ringwood experienced another significant period of growth in the
postwar period when Melbourne’s outer suburbs were consolidated and further extended.
Ringwood offered cheap land that was attractive to new home-owners, including returned
servicemen. People were also drawn to the area on account of its green open space and scenic
views. The suburban frontier pushed further east in the 1950s and 1960s, and many of the
vacant house blocks created in the frenetic subdivisions in Ringwood of the 1920s were not
fully infilled until the postwar years. With increasing levels of car ownership in Melbourne,
Ringwood experienced increased through-traffic on weekends and the suburb developed as a
regional centre. The City of Ringwood was declared in 1960 and the Eastland shopping centre
was opened at Ringwood in 1967.
Place History
The Moderne house, ‘Carisbrook’, at 20 Caroline Street, Ringwood was originally recorded as
Section 11, Allotment 26 in the Parish of Ringwood was built in 1939-40.
‘Beautiful for its scenery and walks and reserves’ (SLV), Caroline Street was established as
part of Arthur Vavan Greenwood’s Best Part Estate subdivision, and named after his mother.
The Greenwood family made a strong contribution to early community life in Ringwood in the
late nineteenth-century. Arthur was the eldest son of Reverend Henry and Caroline Greenwood,
and was very active in Ringwood public affairs – he was a partisan of good town planning
practice to preserve Ringwood’s landscape (GPK). Following the advertisement of his Estate’s
lots in 1923, Greenwood transferred all 34 lots comprising Caroline Street to his wife, Henrietta
– totalling around five acres.
In 1928, a few years after Henrietta had begun to sell on the majority of her lots, farmer Paul
Joseph Kotzur of Pleasant Hills, NSW purchased lot 26 (RR2). The land remained vacant for
ten years, until it was transferred to WWI veteran and brass finisher James Thomas McArthur
and his wife Rita Cecilia in 1938 (RR3, AWM). The McArthurs also purchased neighbouring
lots 25 and 27 (today 18 and 22 Caroline Street). Rate books from 1939 document a five-room,
brick-veneer dwelling with a Net Annual Value of £40 on the subject site, indicating a built
date of 1939-40. During the 1920s and 30s a whole new range of building materials and
techniques were introduced, and brick veneer started to become more common during the
1930s. However, its use was still dependant on banks approving loans for this new type of
construction as well as municipalities, which were still refusing to allow brick veneer in brick
areas. By the mid 1930s, it was seen as a standard technique and became popular during the
post-war years due to its affordability (Cuffley 1989: 141-145).
The McArthurs remained at the property until it and the adjacent lots were purchased by sales
manager Archibald Hunter Allsop in 1945. The Net Annual Value of the dwelling at no. 20
doubled to £80 in 1946, indicating perhaps the construction of an addition to the rear of the
property.
Allsop and his wife Marthe Sophia, a chemist, resided at 20 Caroline Street until Allsop’s death
in 1982 (AER).
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Description and Integrity
This single storey brick house is located on the south side of the street and is set back behind a
generous front garden and an original scalloped brick and pipe fence. A concrete driveway runs
down the west side of the site.
A squared form is enclosed by a pyramidal roof and intersected by a projecting wing on the
eastern side of the house. A separate quarter-circle porch is located centrally across the face,
and has a separate flat roof, supported by two Tuscan columns. The name ‘Carisbrook’ is spelt
out in raised letters across the fascia.
The façade has a strong horizontal emphasis with a deep band of face tapestry brick running
between rendered bands to the upper and lower façade. Two identical tri-partite steel windows
are set into the brick band, on either side of the entry porch. The window proportions contribute
to the horizontal emphasis. Openable casements are located at each end of the window set. A
soldier course of tapestry bricks runs across the upper edge of each window opening. The roof
is clad in tiles with boxed eaves. A single squared brick chimney is visible. The front door
appears to be original and has steel sidelight windows with small panes that contribute to the
horizontal emphasis.
An original or early low brick and steel pipe scalloped fence runs along the front boundary. The
simple brick piers have a tapered rendered top. A steel pipe rail runs between the piers. A
gabled ended timber garage is located at the end of the driveway. It appears to be original or
early but has been fitted with a roller door.
The house has a high level of integrity, retaining its interwar form and many of the details
typical of the era, including the front fence.
Solar panels have been added to the front roof section in recent years and detract from the
overall appearance of the house.

Comparative Analysis
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The interwar period was characterised by a variety of housing styles, and the preference for the
detached bungalow on a garden allotment. Within the current City of Maroondah, a number of
housing estates were opened up during the 1920s, offering relatively modest but pleasant
housing on large garden blocks, within a landscaped/semi-rural setting.
Housing styles included the Californian Bungalow with a direct reference to the bungalow
housing of this part of the US, and a strong reference to nature with its solid, low slung form
and feature materials such as timber and stone used to detail various elements of the building.
The more flamboyant Spanish Mission or Mediterranean style also had its roots in California
and featured arched openings, deeply scalloped terra cotta tiles, wrought iron detailing and
smooth white walls. The Moderne style featured curved windows, porches, and fences, and
waterfall chimneys. More conservative styles included the Old English style as either a cottage
or a more elaborate version of a Tudor style house. Examples of the various styles from the
interwar period are included on the Heritage Overlay for the City of Maroondah, although more
simple versions of the style are typical. The Californian Bungalow style occurs most frequently
on the overlay
There are limited examples of the interwar ‘Moderne’ style included on the Heritage Overlay
for the City of Maroondah. 20 Caroline Street can be compared with the following buildings in
Ringwood and other parts of the City of Maroondah, listed as Individually Significant on the
Heritage Overlay:
•

6 Hill Street, Ringwood
A house with characteristics associated with the Streamlined Moderne style, including
of white painted masonry construction, steel-framed quarter-round corner windows, a
cantilevered reinforced concrete porch which returns around the angles. The house
appears to be a late example of the style, with a constructed date recorded as 1961-62.

While the Hill Street house appears to have been built much later than the Caroline Street
house, they compare as relatively simple examples of the Moderne style. Both have steel
framed windows and curved entry porches. The Hill Street house features parapeted walls. The
Caroline Street house features Tuscan columns to the front porch.
20 Caroline Street c be compared to the following places in Croydon:
• 153 Mt Dandenong Road, Croydon (HO106)
A fine example of the Streamlined Moderne style, this house appears to have been built
just prior to World War 2. It features a wide range of integrated components including
porch, chimneys, windows, front fence that are associated with the style. It retains a
high level of integrity.
• 197-207 Mt Dandenong Road, Croydon (HO107)
A comercial building built c.1945, this building is an example of the interpretation of
the style in a commercial application.
These properties are further examples of the style included on the Heritage Overlay. 153 Mt
Dandenong Rd is a more elaborate example of the domestic interpretation of the style than 20
Caroline Street, and 197-207 Dandenong Road is an interpretation of the style for a commercial
building. They are useful as comparisons of the Moderne style in the municipality. While 153
Mt Dandenong Rd is much more elaborate than the house in Caroline Street, 20 Caroline Street
is a rare example of the style in Ringwood, and one of a small number of places in the style on
the Heritage Overlay for the City of Maroondah.
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Statement of Significance
What is Significant?
The house and front fence at 20 Caroline Street, built 1939-40, is significant.
How is it significant?
The house and front fence at 20 Caroline Street, Ringwood are of local architectural
significance to the City of Maroondah .
Why is it significant?
The house at 20 Caroline Street, Ringwood exhibits characteristics typical of a the ‘Moderne’
style in a domestic building from the interwar period, including a strong horizontal emphasis
with a deep band of face tapestry brick running between rendered bands to the upper and lower
façade; two identical tri-partite steel casement windows are set into the brick band, on either
side of the entry porch; a soldier course of tapestry bricks runs across the upper edge of each
window opening; a central entry door has steel sidelight windows. The low brick front fence
has simple brick piers with tapered rendered tops and a steel pipe rail running between the
piers. (Criterion D)
Planning Control Recommendations
Recommendations for the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay (Clause 43.01) in the Maroondah
Planning Scheme:
External Paint Colours
Is a permit required to paint an already painted surface?
Internal Alteration Controls
Is a permit required for internal alterations?
Tree Controls
Is a permit required to remove a tree?
Victorian Heritage Register
Is the place included on the Victorian Heritage
Register?
Incorporated Plan
Does an Incorporated Plan apply to the site?
Outbuildings and fences exemptions
Are there outbuildings and fences which are not exempt
from notice and review?
Prohibited uses may be permitted
Can a permit be granted to use the place for a use which
would otherwise be prohibited?
Aboriginal Heritage Place
Is the place an Aboriginal heritage place which is
subject to the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage
Act 2006?
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Yes – brick and steel
pipe front fence.
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HOUSE AND GARAGE – 18 James Street Ringwood
Prepared by: Context
Address: 18 James Street, Ringwood
Survey Date: August 2016
Name: House and garage
Architect:
Place Type: Residential House
Builder:
Grading: Significant
Construction Date: 1927-28
Extent of Overlay: To title boundaries
Architectural Style: Interwar Period (c.1919-c.1940)

Figure 1 18 James Street

Historical themes
The following themes apply to the Jubilee Park area in Ringwood.
Thematic and contextual history of
Victoria’s Framework of Historical
Maroondah (2003)
Themes (Heritage Council of Victoria,
2011)
• Theme 6: Transport, 6.1 Railways, 6.1.1 Opening of
the Lilydale and Ferntree Gully Railway lines, 6.1.2
Electrification
• Theme 8: Urban Development 8.1 Early residential
subdivisions, 8.2 Post-war transformation into a suburb

• Theme 3: Connecting Victorians by transport and
communication, 3.3 Linking Victorians by rail

• Theme 6: Building towns, cities and the garden state,
6.3 Shaping the suburbs

Locality History - Ringwood
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Ringwood is part of the City of Maroondah, located to the east of Melbourne within close view
of the Dandenong Ranges. This area of Melbourne is part of the Traditional Country of the
Wurundjeri, the people of the Woi wurrung language group who made up one of the five
groups of the Kulin Nation. Many of the placenames within the municipality are Aboriginal.
Soon after European settlement, this rich undulating country was taken up by squatters for
pastoral land and was also utilised by timber-cutters. By the second half of the nineteenth
century, the focus in the district had shifted to farming, which became more sophisticated and
varied with orcharding and market gardening. Mining and brick-making were also minor
industries.
The construction of the railway line from Melbourne to Lilydale was a major factor in the
development of Melbourne’s eastern suburbs. Since the line opened in 1882, Melbourne has
developed along the line, and over time as land adjacent to it was settled, suburbs have radiated
from its stations. The completion of the railway line shifted the original Ringwood township at
East Ringwood closer to the railway line and Ringwood Railway Station (Peterson and Barrett
2003:7-8). A siding was constructed at Ringwood with a goods shed in 1887. In 1889, when the
Ringwood to Ferntree Gully line was opened and the siding was elevated to junction status, a
station building was erected at Ringwood (Peterson and Barrett 2003:40). Despite increased
land sales in the district from 1882, development was sluggish through the 1880s and virtually
came to a standstill during the 1890s depression. By the turn of the twentieth century,
Ringwood’s population remained relatively small at 488 people (Peterson and Barrett 2003:42).
The opening of new co-operative cool stores at Ringwood Railway Station in 1911 did much to
aid local fruit-growers and boosted the local economy. The announcement the same year by
Victorian Railways of its plans to electrify all Melbourne’s suburban lines, and the country
lines closer to Melbourne, led to a boom in land sales in the district. In 1913, 50 new shops and
dwellings were built in Ringwood. The imminent connection to the Melbourne water supply,
and the connection to an electricity supply in 1915, were also key reasons for increased interest
in land development in Ringwood during this period.
The electrification of the Lilydale line as far as Ringwood had commenced in 1913, but was
delayed due to World War I. This was part of the final group of lines to be electrified, finally
opening for service at the end of January 1923 (Peterson and Barrett 2003:41-42).
Electrification reduced travelling time on the Lilydale line by up to 29 per cent, and services
between Melbourne and the district were increased to hourly intervals. These previously
isolated farming communities were now only a 45-minute train-ride from Melbourne, making
them prime sites for residential development. Prices of land and houses in Ringwood
skyrocketed, with properties no sooner advertised than being sold. Many of the new estates
were in close proximity to railway stations, indicating that access to transport to Melbourne was
an important consideration to vendors.
There was increased residential development in Ringwood following World War I, including a
number of early War Service Homes, and land sales intensified by the early 1920s. By 1924,
with greater development of the suburb, Ringwood separated from the Shire of Lillydale and
the Borough of Ringwood was declared. The new residential estates, however, remained
officially outside the bounds of suburban Melbourne. Even in 1924 the eastern boundary of the
metropolitan area, as defined by the MMBW, did not extend as far as Ringwood (Peterson,
2003: 50-51).
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Development slowed with the onset of the Depression in 1929 and then later with the austerity
measures of World War II. Ringwood experienced another significant period of growth in the
postwar period when Melbourne’s outer suburbs were consolidated and further extended.
Ringwood offered cheap land that was attractive to new home-owners, including returned
servicemen. People were also drawn to the area on account of its green open space and scenic
views. The suburban frontier pushed further east in the 1950s and 1960s, and many of the
vacant house blocks created in the frenetic subdivisions in Ringwood of the 1920s were not
fully infilled until the postwar years. With increasing levels of car ownership in Melbourne,
Ringwood experienced increased through-traffic on weekends and the suburb developed as a
regional centre. The City of Ringwood was declared in 1960 and the Eastland shopping centre
was opened at Ringwood in 1967.
Place History
The interwar bungalow at 18 James Street, originally recorded as Section 11, Allotment 23 in
the Parish of Ringwood, was built in 1927-28. James Street was created in 1885 at the
beginning of the ‘land boom’ in Melbourne, as part of the Ringwood Station Estate, one of the
earliest subdivisions in Ringwood (Carter, SLV). The estate comprised 93 ‘grand villa and
business sites’ in James Street, William (now Kendall) Street, the south side of Railway
Avenue and the east side of Wantirna Road. However, the subdivision was unsuccessful. Only
two lots were sold in 1890, one in 1892 and a final lot in 1901. In 1908 the remaining unsold
lots were all sold to Elizabeth Kendall (LV: V1650 F995).
In c.1926, dairyman Nevil Henry Clarke of Wantirna Road, Ringwood purchased lot 23 at a
Net Annual Value of £5 (RR1). Two years later the property changed hands when Thomas
Frederick Cornell, a railway employee, purchased the lot and the one adjacent. A rate
assessment from this time records a six-room, timber dwelling at the subject site with a Net
Annual Value of £50, indicating a construction date between 1927-28 (RR2). The house was
only one of four existing on James Street at the time.
In the early 1930s the dwelling is recorded as a seven-room house, suggesting an additional
room was added.
Between 1933 to 1938 the property was transferred to boot manufacturer Leonard Roy Jones,
and then again onto retired railway officer Robert Davidson and his wife Helen Hannah. Rate
records from the late 1930s assess the dwelling as a five-room, timber sleepout, indicating that
internal walls may have been removed to result in a decreased overall number of internal
spaces. The Davidsons remained as owners of the property until at least 1950 (RR4; RR5).
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Description and Integrity
This single storey detached timber house is located on the west side of the street. It is set behind
a generous garden and a non-original low timber picket fence. A concrete driveway runs down
the northern side of the site.
The house is typical of the Californian Bungalow style. A simple transverse form is enclosed by
a gabled roof. A generous porch is located across the front of the house. It is enclosed by a
separate, wide gabled roof, facing the street. The timber porch is set above ground level and
features paired timber posts over brick piers, an arched timber ladder frieze, and a simple
timber balustrade. The front facing gable is clad in timber shingles. The roof is clad with
Marseille patterned terra cotta tiles, with wide eaves and exposed rafters. Typical of the style,
the contrasting materials are used to achieve visual interest. Two squared brick chimneys are
located either side of the roof ridge on the southern side of the house. Identical timber double
hung sash windows are located on either side of the entry. Upper sashes have six panes. Paired
timber entry doors are located centrally across the façade.
An early timber garage with gabled roof is visible from the street.
The house retains a high level of integrity, retaining its interwar form and many of the details
typical of the Californian Bungalow. Alterations include overpainting of the brick piers.

Comparative Analysis
The interwar period was characterised by a variety of housing styles, and the preference for the
detached bungalow on a garden allotment. Within the current City of Maroondah, a number of
housing estates were opened up during the 1920s, offering relatively modest but pleasant
housing on large garden blocks, within a landscaped/semi-rural setting.
Housing styles included the Californian Bungalow with a direct reference to the bungalow
housing of this part of the US, and a strong reference to nature with its solid, low slung form
and feature materials such as timber and stone used to detail various elements of the building.
The more flamboyant Spanish Mission or Mediterranean style also had its roots in California
and featured arched openings, deeply scalloped terra cotta tiles, wrought iron detailing and
smooth white walls. The Moderne style featured curved windows, porches, and fences, and
waterfall chimneys. More conservative styles included the Old English style as either a cottage
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or a more elaborate version of a Tudor style house. Examples of the various styles from the
Interwar period are included on the Heritage Overlay for the City of Maroondah, although more
simple versions of the style are typical. The Californian Bungalow style occurs most frequently
on the overlay.
18 James Street can be compared with the following Californian Bungalows in Ringwood and
other parts of the City of Maroondah, listed as Individually Significant on the Heritage Overlay:
•

6-12 Ellison Street, Ringwood (HO98)
This group of Californian Bungalows is located close to Caroline Street in Ringwood.
The group is mostly consistent in style and detailing. The houses are simple timber
bungalows (number 10 is brick) with hipped or pyramidal tiled roofs. Most have a front
porch, enclosed within the main roof form, with brick and rendered piers across the
front. Detailing varies across the group and includes bay windows with timber shingles
above, and leadlight to the upper sash windows. All the houses are set back behind
generous front gardens and low front fences. The integrity level is high.

•
•

149 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon (HO156)
23 Vernon Street, Croydon (HO126)
These timber Californian Bungalows compare as timber bungalows with a transverse
roof form and prominent front porch. They exhibit key characteristic of the style and
have a high level of integrity.

18 James Street compares favourably to the above properties. All are timber Californian
Bungalows built on generous garden blocks in the 1920s. All exhibit characteristics typical of
the style and retain a high level of integrity.

Statement of Significance
What is Significant?
18 James Street, Ringwood, built 1927-28, is significant. The timber garage is also significant.
How is it significant?
18 James Street, Ringwood is of local architectural significance to the City of Maroondah.

Why is it significant?
The house at 18 James Street, Ringwood exhibits a number of characteristics typical of the
Californian Bungalow style. The style was popular in Ringwood and surrounding suburbs
during the interwar years when a number of housing estates were developed in Ringwood and
in the Maroondah area more generally. The addition of the ‘matching’ garage, from a later, but
contemporary period enhances the significance. Characteristics associated with the Californian
Bungalow style include: a simple transverse form enclosed by a low pitched gabled roof, clad
in patterned Marseilles tiles; wide eaves and exposed rafter ends; a generous front porch located
across the front of the house, and enclosed by a separate wide gabled roof form which faces the
street; verandah details including paired timber posts over brick piers, an arched timber ladder
frieze, and a simple timber balustrade; timber shingles to the front facing gable; two squared
brick chimneys are located either side of the roof ridge on the southern side of the house;
identical timber double hung sash windows with six panes to the upper sashes, located on either
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side of the entry; and paired timber entry doors located centrally across the façade. (Criterion
D)
Planning Control Recommendations
Recommendations for the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay (Clause 43.01) in the Maroondah
Planning Scheme:
External Paint Colours
Is a permit required to paint an already painted surface?
Internal Alteration Controls
Is a permit required for internal alterations?
Tree Controls
Is a permit required to remove a tree?
Victorian Heritage Register
Is the place included on the Victorian Heritage
Register?
Incorporated Plan
Does an Incorporated Plan apply to the site?
Outbuildings and fences exemptions
Are there outbuildings and fences which are not exempt
from notice and review?
Prohibited uses may be permitted
Can a permit be granted to use the place for a use which
would otherwise be prohibited?
Aboriginal Heritage Place
Is the place an Aboriginal heritage place which is
subject to the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage
Act 2006?
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HOUSE – 22 James Street Ringwood
Prepared by: Context

Address: 22 James Street, Ringwood
Survey Date: August 2016
Name:
Architect:
Place Type: Residential House
Builder:
Grading: Significant
Construction Date: 1924-26
Extent of Overlay: To title boundaries
Architectural Style: Interwar Period (c.1919-c.1940)

Figure 1 22 James Street

Historical themes
The following themes apply to the Jubilee Park area in Ringwood.
Thematic and contextual history of
Victoria’s Framework of Historical
Maroondah (2003)
Themes (Heritage Council of Victoria,
2011)
• Theme 6: Transport, 6.1 Railways, 6.1.1 Opening of
the Lilydale and Ferntree Gully Railway lines, 6.1.2
Electrification
• Theme 8: Urban Development 8.1 Early residential
subdivisions, 8.2 Post-war transformation into a suburb

• Theme 3: Connecting Victorians by transport and
communication, 3.3 Linking Victorians by rail

• Theme 6: Building towns, cities and the garden state,
6.3 Shaping the suburbs
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Locality History - Ringwood
Ringwood is part of the City of Maroondah, located to the east of Melbourne within close view
of the Dandenong Ranges. This area of Melbourne is part of the Traditional Country of the
Wurundjeri, the people of the Woi wurrung language group who made up one of the five
groups of the Kulin Nation. Many of the placenames within the municipality are Aboriginal.
Soon after European settlement, this rich undulating country was taken up by squatters for
pastoral land and was also utilised by timber-cutters. By the second half of the nineteenth
century, the focus in the district had shifted to farming, which became more sophisticated and
varied with orcharding and market gardening. Mining and brick-making were also minor
industries.
The construction of the railway line from Melbourne to Lilydale was a major factor in the
development of Melbourne’s eastern suburbs. Since the line opened in 1882, Melbourne has
developed along the line, and over time as land adjacent to it was settled, suburbs have radiated
from its stations. The completion of the railway line shifted the original Ringwood township at
East Ringwood closer to the railway line and Ringwood Railway Station (Peterson and Barrett
2003:7-8). A siding was constructed at Ringwood with a goods shed in 1887. In 1889, when the
Ringwood to Ferntree Gully line was opened and the siding was elevated to junction status, a
station building was erected at Ringwood (Peterson and Barrett 2003:40). Despite increased
land sales in the district from 1882, development was sluggish through the 1880s and virtually
came to a standstill during the 1890s depression. By the turn of the twentieth century,
Ringwood’s population remained relatively small at 488 people (Peterson and Barrett 2003:42).
The opening of new co-operative cool stores at Ringwood Railway Station in 1911 did much to
aid local fruit-growers and boosted the local economy. The announcement the same year by
Victorian Railways of its plans to electrify all Melbourne’s suburban lines, and the country
lines closer to Melbourne, led to a boom in land sales in the district. In 1913, 50 new shops and
dwellings were built in Ringwood. The imminent connection to the Melbourne water supply,
and the connection to an electricity supply in 1915, were also key reasons for increased interest
in land development in Ringwood during this period.
The electrification of the Lilydale line as far as Ringwood had commenced in 1913, but was
delayed due to World War I. This was part of the final group of lines to be electrified, finally
opening for service at the end of January 1923 (Peterson and Barrett 2003:41-42).
Electrification reduced travelling time on the Lilydale line by up to 29 per cent, and services
between Melbourne and the district were increased to hourly intervals. These previously
isolated farming communities were now only a 45-minute train-ride from Melbourne, making
them prime sites for residential development. Prices of land and houses in Ringwood
skyrocketed, with properties no sooner advertised than being sold. Many of the new estates
were in close proximity to railway stations, indicating that access to transport to Melbourne was
an important consideration to vendors.
There was increased residential development in Ringwood following World War I, including a
number of early War Service Homes, and land sales intensified by the early 1920s. By 1924,
with greater development of the suburb, Ringwood separated from the Shire of Lillydale and
the Borough of Ringwood was declared. The new residential estates, however, remained
officially outside the bounds of suburban Melbourne. Even in 1924 the eastern boundary of the
metropolitan area, as defined by the MMBW, did not extend as far as Ringwood (Peterson,
2003: 50-51).
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Development slowed with the onset of the Depression in 1929 and then later with the austerity
measures of World War II. Ringwood experienced another significant period of growth in the
postwar period when Melbourne’s outer suburbs were consolidated and further extended.
Ringwood offered cheap land that was attractive to new home-owners, including returned
servicemen. People were also drawn to the area on account of its green open space and scenic
views. The suburban frontier pushed further east in the 1950s and 1960s, and many of the
vacant house blocks created in the frenetic subdivisions in Ringwood of the 1920s were not
fully infilled until the postwar years. With increasing levels of car ownership in Melbourne,
Ringwood experienced increased through-traffic on weekends and the suburb developed as a
regional centre. The City of Ringwood was declared in 1960 and the Eastland shopping centre
was opened at Ringwood in 1967.
Place History
The Interwar bungalow at 22 James Street, originally recorded as Section 11, Allotment 21 in
the Parish of Ringwood, was built in 1924. James Street was created in 1885 at the beginning of
the ‘land boom’ in Melbourne, as part of the Ringwood Station Estate, one of the earliest
subdivisions in Ringwood (Carter, SLV). The estate comprised 93 ‘grand villa and business
sites’ in James Street, William (now Kendall) Street, the south side of Railway Avenue and the
east side of Wantirna Road. However, the subdivision was unsuccessful. Only two lots were
sold in 1890, one in 1892 and a final lot in 1901. In 1908 the remaining unsold lots were all
sold to Elizabeth Kendall (LV: V1650 F995).
In c.1924, timber worker William Henry Northrope and his wife Maude Northrope purchased
lots 20, 21 and 22. Rate book assessments record a ‘house’ on the subject site of lot 21 with a
Net Annual Value of £48, indicating its construction in 1924 (RR1). At the time, the dwelling
was only one of two existing on James Street, and as the other house has since been
demolished, no. 22 remains today as the oldest in the street (Jeffrey 2015). Originally addressed
as 20 James Street, the property number did not change to its present no. 22 until after 1950
(RR1-6).
The Northropes were owner-occupiers of the property until the late 1930s to early 1940s, when
they began leasing out the dwelling to various tenants. Maud Northrope is recorded as being the
sole owner of the property from 1928 until at least 1950.
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Description and Integrity
This single storey detached bungalow is located on the west side of the street. It sits behind a
generous front garden with a recent timber picket fence.
Built in the interwar period, the double fronted weatherboard house integrates characteristics
associated with both the ‘Queen Anne’ style of the Federation era
as well as characteristics associated with the interwar Californian Bungalow style.
This blending of styles suggests that the transition between styles was not always clear and
distinct.
The overall form of the house resembles the asymmetrical and complex form typical of the
style of the Edwardian/Federation era. It features a projecting wings at the front and the side,
and a return verandah with a boxed bay window across the corner. By contrast, the low-slung
roof and wide front gable are more closely associated with the Californian Bungalow style.
Detailing associated with the ‘Queen Anne’ style includes boxed bay windows to the projecting
bays and across the verandah corner, with narrow double hung windows with highlight
windows above; a small arched window at the end of the verandah; half timbering to the gable
ends (thought typically the gables would be deeper); and a three panel, leadlight entry door with
leadlight to the side lights.
Detailing associated with the Californian Bungalow style includes timber detailing to the front
verandah including paired solid timber posts and elongated timber blade brackets; a timber
gable ventilator to the upper gabled end; and a simple brick chimney with rendered top.
The house retains a high level of integrity.
Comparative Analysis
The interwar period was characterised by a variety of housing styles, and the preference for the
detached bungalow on a garden allotment. In Ringwood and in the current City of Maroondah,
a number of housing estates were opened up during the 1920s, offering relatively modest but
pleasant housing on large garden blocks, within a landscaped/semi-rural setting.
The Californian Bungalow was one of the most popular styles of the interwar period. It had a
strong reference to nature with its solid, low slung form and feature materials such as timber
and stone used to detail various elements of the building. The ‘Queen Anne’ style was a popular
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style in the Federation era. It was characterised by a complex form with projecting wings and
verandahs arranged asymmetrically in a picturesque fashion. Roofs were steeply pitched, and
ornamentation included decorative cast iron or timber verandah details and leadlight windows.
22 James Street can be compared with the following bungalows in Ringwood and other parts of
the City of Maroondah, listed as Individually Significant on the Heritage Overlay:
• 149-151 Warrandyte Road, Ringwood North (HO131)
This large brick bungalow has a complex form with a projecting wing to one side and a
return verandah. The low-slung roof has gabled ends facing the street. It is a rare
example of the type on the heritage overlay. Detailing characteristic of varying styles is
well integrated to present as a cohesive transitional house.
• 327 Mt Dandenong Road, Croydon (HO114)
A timber elevated Californian Bungalow with a pyramidal hipped roof built in the
1920s. The house also has other characteristics more typically associated with the
Federation era, including a complex plan with return verandah and a steeply pitched
roof.
The James Street house compares as an example of a transitional house exhibiting
characteristics associated with two styles. Houses like these are underrepresented on the
Heritage Overlay. There are a number of examples of more typical Californian
Bungalows on the Heritage Overlay, but examples of transitional houses are rarer in the
municipality, with no examples in the suburb of Ringwood.

Statement of Significance
What is Significant?
22 James Street, Ringwood, built in 1924-26, is significant.
How is it significant?
22 James Street, Ringwood is of local architectural and aesthetic significance to the City of
Maroondah.
Why is it significant?
22 James Street, Ringwood integrates a number of characteristics associated with both the
Federation era ‘Queen Anne’ style and the Californian Bungalow style of the interwar period.
The overall form of the house resembles the asymmetrical and complex form typical of the
style of the ‘Queen Anne’ style. It features a projecting wings at the front and the side, and a
return verandah with a boxed bay window across the corner. By contrast, the low-slung roof
and wide front gable are more closely associated with the Californian Bungalow style.
(Criterion D)
Detailing associated with the ‘Queen Anne’ style includes boxed bay windows to the projecting
bays and across the verandah corner, with narrow double hung windows with highlight
windows above; a small arched window at the end of the verandah; half timbering to the gable
ends (thought typically the gables would be deeper); and a three panel, leadlight entry door with
leadlight to the side lights. Detailing associated with the Californian Bungalow style includes
timber detailing to the front verandah including paired solid timber posts and elongated timber
blade brackets; a timber gable ventilator to the upper gabled end; and a simple brick chimney
with rendered top. (Criterion D and E)
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The house retains a high level of integrity.

Planning Control Recommendations
Recommendations for the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay (Clause 43.01) in the Maroondah
Planning Scheme:
External Paint Colours
Is a permit required to paint an already painted surface?
Internal Alteration Controls
Is a permit required for internal alterations?
Tree Controls
Is a permit required to remove a tree?
Victorian Heritage Register
Is the place included on the Victorian Heritage
Register?
Incorporated Plan
Does an Incorporated Plan apply to the site?
Outbuildings and fences exemptions
Are there outbuildings and fences which are not exempt
from notice and review?
Prohibited uses may be permitted
Can a permit be granted to use the place for a use which
would otherwise be prohibited?
Aboriginal Heritage Place
Is the place an Aboriginal heritage place which is
subject to the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage
Act 2006?
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APPENDIX E – SUMMARY MAP SHOWING RECOMMENDED
HO, NCO AND REZONING AREAS
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SUMMARY MAP - showing areas recommended for HO, NCO and rezoning
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Summary map showing areas of existing HO and recommended new HO
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Summary map showing areas of new Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ)
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Summary map - area of new Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO)
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APPENDIX F – PLANNING SCHEME BASE MAPS TO
PROVIDE TO DEPARMENT FOR AMENDMENT
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Ellison Street Precinct (HO98) Extension

Apply
HO98
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Haig Street Precinct

Apply Heritage Overlay to blue shaded area.
Pink shaded area shows existing Heritage Overlay
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Kendall Street Precinct

Apply Heritage Overlay to blue shaded area.
Pink shaded area shows existing Heritage Overlay
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5 Caroline Street Ringwood

Apply Heritage Overlay to blue shaded area.
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20 Caroline Street Ringwood

Apply Heritage Overlay to blue shaded area.
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18 James Street Ringwood

Apply Heritage Overlay to blue shaded area.
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22 James Street Ringwood

Apply Heritage Overlay to blue shaded area
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APPENDIX G – REVISED SCHEDULE TO THE HERITAGE
OVERLAY
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11/05/2017

SCHEDULE TO THE HERITAGE OVERLAY

Proposed C91

The requirements of this overlay apply to both the heritage place and its associated land.
PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO1

House
67-73 Alto Avenue, Croydon

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO2

Croydon Community School, Formerly Croydon Yes
State School, 177-181 Mount Dandenong Road,
corner of Anzac Street, Croydon

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO3

“Aringa”
7 Aringa Court, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO4

“Boonong”
273 Bayswater Road, Bayswater North

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO5

Ringwood Cellars, Former Blood Brothers Yes
Premier Store
1 Bedford Road, Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO6

Italianate House
11 - 15 Bedford Road, Ringwood

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO7

1st Ringwood Scout Hall Bill Wilkins Lodge
Bedford Road, Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO8

House
15 Braeside Avenue, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO9

Manna Gum Eucalyptus viminalis
No
H.E. Parker Reserve, 154 Heathmont Road,
Heathmont, south bank, near BMX jumps,
Bungalook Creek, 80m upstream from
Dandenong Creek, Bayswater

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO10

Lemon-scented Gum Corymbia citriodora
5 Camelia Court, Croydon South

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO11

Population of Elderberry Panax Polyscias No
sambucifolia
Bayswater Golf Range, Canterbury Road,
Bayswater

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO12

Swamp Gum Eucalyptus ovata
24 Carroll Avenue, Croydon

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO13

Croydon Central Maternal & Child Health Centre, No
202- 210 Mt Dandenong Road, Croydon

No

No

No

Yes
Ref No H0054

No

No

HO14

Gifford Memorial Church
22 Croydon Road, Croydon

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO15

Candlebark Eucalyptus rubida
16 Delatite Court, Warranwood

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO16

Candlebark Eucalyptus rubida
18 Delatite Court, Warranwood

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO17

Silver Peppermint Eucalyptus tenuiramis
No
Devon Street car park, 4 - 16 Devon Street,
Croydon

No

Yes

No

No

No

No
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO18

Yellow Box Eucalyptus melliodora
No
Nature strip tree, south east corner of Mountain
View Road and Dickasons Road, Heathmont

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO19

Glenbrae and Golden English Oak Quercus No
robur concoria
147-151 Dorset Road, Croydon

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

HO22

“Sunnyview”
427-429 Dorset Road, Croydon

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO23

Eucalyptus Tree (ignorabilis x viminalis)
No
Dorset Gardens Hotel, 335-341 Dorset Road,
Croydon, south east corner of the site

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO24

Algerian Oak Quercus canariensis
No
Eastfield Park, 119-139 Eastfield Road,
Croydon, 20 metres north of 97 Eastfield Road,
Croydon

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO25

White Stringybark Eucalyptus globoidea
No
Cheong Wildflower Sanctuary, 1-29 Eastfield
Road, Croydon, 120 metres along northern
boundary from western point, then 30 metres
directly south

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO26

Pre-school, Former East Ringwood School
Everard Road, Ringwood East

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO27

Former Ringwood State School
32 Greenwood Avenue, Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO28

Greenwood Park Kindergarten
9 Greenwood Avenue, Ringwood

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO29

“Wellington Park”
17 Highfield Avenue, Warranwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO30

“Wyreena”
13 – 23 Hull Road, Croydon

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO31

Manna Gum Eucalyptus viminalis
No
West corner of 32 Junction Street, Ringwood on
reserve

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO32

Weeping
Scotch
Elm
camperdownii
45 Lacey Street, Croydon

globra No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO34

Four Candlebark Eucalyptus rubidas
No
Little John Reserve, 76 Little John Road,
Warranwood (Council land)

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO35

Smooth-barked Apple Angonhera costata
No
70-76 Longview Road, Croydon South (Nature
strip)

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO36

Messmate Stringybark Eucalyptus obliqua
90-92 Longview Road, Croydon South

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO37

Former State Savings Bank of Victoria
50 Main Street, Croydon

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO39

Ringwood Railway Station
Maroondah Highway, Ringwood

-

-

-

-

Yes
Ref No H1587

No

No
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO40

Ringwood Memorial Clock tower
Yes
Corner Maroondah Highway & Warrandyte
Road, Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO41

Former Ringwood Fire Station & two adjoining Yes
flats
253-257 Maroondah Highway, Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO42

English Oak Quercus robur
310-312 Maroondah Highway, Ringwood

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO43

Red Box Eucalyptus polyanthemos
35-37 Merrill Crescent, Warranwood

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO44

“Linden”
5 Moss Court, Croydon North

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO45

Red Ironbark Eucalyptus triacarpa
No
Nature strip of 41 Mount Dandenong Road,
Ringwood East

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO46

Long-leaf Box Eucalyptus goniocalyx
No
Former Benedictine Monastery Site, 22-24
Murray Road, 10 metres south of 6 Banool Court,
Croydon

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO47

Two Pencil Pines Cupressus torulosa and house No
144-146 Mount Dandenong Road, corner of
Vernon Street, Croydon

No

Yes

No

No

No

No
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO48

English/Algerian Oak Quercus robor/canaviensis No
The front garden of Croydon Community School,
177-181 Mount Dandenong Road, corner of
Anzac Street, Croydon

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO49

“Jenkins Cottage”
334 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO50

Manna Gum Eucalyptus viminalis
No
Small reserve directly north of 2-4 New Street,
Ringwood (Vic Roads land)

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO51

Manna Gum Eucalyptus viminalis
No
South side of Mullum Mullum Creek,
approximately 75 metres west north west of 2-4
New Street, Ringwood

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO52

Lemon-scented Gum Corymbia citriodora
45 Oliver Street, Ringwood

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO53

House, formerly known as ‘Pinemount’
17-21 Panorama Avenue, Ringwood North

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO54

Narrow-leaf Peppermint Tree Eucalyptus radiata No
59 Power Street, Croydon North

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO55

Manna Gum Eucalyptus viminalis
No
20 metres east of the eastern boundary of 125127 Loughnan Road, Ringwood, North of Mullum
Mullum Creek

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO56

“Kleinert Homestead”
4 Reilly Court, Croydon South

No

Yes

No

No

No

No
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

HO57

Birribindi
77 Richardson Road, Croydon North

HO58

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Yes

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Manna Gum Eucalyptus viminalis
No
Reynolds Avenue Reserve, Reynolds Avenue,
Ringwood, 29 metres east of the western end of
by-pass acoustic wall, then 11 metres northern
of by-pass acoustic wall

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO60

Candlebark Eucalyptus viminalis
4 Salvia Court, Warranwood

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO61

Two Manna Gums Eucalyptus viminalis
No
Scott Street Reserve, Scott Street,45 metres
west of the pedestrian bridge, Heathmont
(Council reserve)

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO62

“Strathallyn”
2B Strathallyn Road, Ringwood

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO63

Manna Gum (Hybrid) Eucalyptus viminalis
No
Suda Avenue Reserve, Suda Avenue,
Ringwood, southern end of reserve, 15 metres
north west of drainage underpass.

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO64

Silver-leafed
Stringybark
Eucalyptus No
cephalocarpa
7-8 Tereddan Drive, part of Bungalook
Conservation Reserve, 10 metres from the east
boundary and approximately 130 metres from
the south boundary, Kilsyth South.

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO65

“Rothsaye”
2 Unsworth Road, Ringwood North

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO67

Wantirna Road North Precinct
4, 6 & 8 Wantirna Road, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO68

Wantirna Road South Precinct
18, 20, 22 & 24 Wantirna Road, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO71

St. Paul’s Parish House, Former Glamorgan and Yes
St Paul’s Anglican Church
40 Warrandyte Road (Corner of Ringwood
Bypass), Ringwood

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO72

House
10-12 Warrandyte Road, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO73

House
16 Warrandyte Road, Ringwood

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO74

House
18 Warrandyte Road, Ringwood

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO75

House
127 Warrandyte Road, Ringwood North

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO76

Red Box Eucalyptus polyanthemos
No
Warranwood Reserve (top of hill), 75 Bemboka
Road, 50 metres north of Kelly Court,
Warranwood

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO77

Lemon-scented Gum Corymbia citriodora
8 Wattle Avenue, Ringwood

No

Yes

No

No

No

No
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO78

Candlebark Eucalyptus rubida
49 Wellington Park Drive, Warranwood

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO79

Candlebark Eucalyptus rubida
53 Wellington Park Drive, Warranwood

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO80

Nine English Oak Quercus robur
No
Wellington Park Reserve, 2-4 Wellington Park
Drive and 6-8 Hutchins Court, Warranwood

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO82

“Cherry Hill”
19 Wonga Road, Ringwood North

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO83

“Dunstaffnage”
81 Wonga Road, Ringwood North

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO84

“Chipping”
16 Wonga Road, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO85

“Banool”
57-59 Wonga Road, Ringwood North

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO86

“Silvern Birches”
13 – 23 Hull Road, Croydon

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO87

Messmate Stringybark Eucalyptus obliqua
8 Yallambee Way, Croydon

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO89

Patrick Hegarty House
20 Byways Drive, Ringwood East

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO90

Row of Cypress Cupressus macrocarpa
No
2a Cameron Road (trees are on the San Remo
Road frontage), Ringwood North

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO91

Former Croydon Fire Station
14 Croydon Road, Croydon

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

HO92

War Memorial – World War I, World War II, No
Korea and Vietnam
Roundabout at Wicklow Avenue, Croydon Road,
Kent Avenue and Railway Crescent, Croydon

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO93

Rangeview
130 Croydon Road, Croydon

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO94

House
141-143 Dorset Road, Croydon

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO95

Tudor Lodge
148-150 Dorset Road, Croydon

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

HO96

House
263 Dorset Road, Croydon

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO98

Ellison Street Precinct
4-18 Ellison Street Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO99

House
6 Hill Street, Ringwood East

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO100

The Oxford Shop, D & G Burns Chemist, Clip & Yes
Curl, The Craft Cubby, Castlefield, et al.
161 Main Street, Croydon

No

No

No

No

Yes

No
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO101

House & Evan Mackley Fine Art Gallery
5-7 Maroondah Highway, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

HO103

Toll gate obelisk and plaque
Yes
Brushy Park, 435 Maroondah Highway, Croydon
North

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO104

William Barak memorial
Yes
Brushy Park, 435 Maroondah Highway, Croydon
North

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO105

Californian Bungalow
149 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO106

Streamlined Modern House
153 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO107

Costume Capers Dance Art
197-207 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

HO108

Croydon Entertainment Centre
202-210 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

HO109

Cupressus macrocarpa Monterey cypress No
windbreak at Croydon Oval
217-283 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO110

Mount Dandenong Road Precinct 1
Yes
272 and 280 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

HO111

Californian Bungalow
298 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO112

Mount Dandenong Road Precinct 2
Yes
313-315 & 317 Mount Dandenong Road,
Croydon

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO113

Californian Bungalow
316 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO114

Mount Dandenong Road Precinct 3
Yes
327, 331 & 333 Mount Dandenong Road,
Croydon

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO115

Mount Dandenong Road Precinct 4
340 & 342 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO116

Dunalister Park
36 Mulawa Street, Croydon

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO117

Ringwood North Primary School
172-180 Oban Road, Ringwood North

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

HO118

Holy Trinity Anglican Church
47 Patterson Street, Ringwood East

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

HO119

Emery House
50 Pine Crescent, Ringwood North

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO120

Pitt Street Precinct
20, 22 & 24 Pitt Street Pitt Street, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO121

Former Ringwood Ambulance Depot
28 Pitt Street, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO122

Luther College
1-37 Plymouth Road, Croydon Hills

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

HO123

Orchard Remnants
Strathfield Parade, Croydon

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO124

Taylors Road Precinct
3 & 5 Taylors Road, Croydon

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO125

Anglican Church of St John the Divine
5-9 Toorak Avenue,

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

HO126

Vernon Street Precinct
Yes
1/13-15, 17, 18, 19, 21 & 23 Vernon Street,
Croydon

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO127

Coolangatta
47 Warrandyte Road, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO128

House
49 Warrandyte Road, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

HO129

Two semi-detached dwellings
76 & 76A Warrandyte Road, Ringwood

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

HO130

Three rows of Pinus Radiata Monterey Pines
125A Warrandyte Road, Ringwood North

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO131

Rosebank
149-151 Warrandyte Road, Ringwood North

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

HO132

Wilana Street Precinct
10 & 12 Wilana Street, Ringwood

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No
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PS
Map
Ref

Heritage Place

External
Paint
Controls
Apply?

HO133

Melbourne Rudolf Steiner School
213 Wonga Road, Warranwood

No

HO134

Former Sacred Heart Monastery (now Sacred No
Heart Parish complex)
35 Wicklow Avenue, Croydon

HO135

Iron Gates, Fence, Driveway and Cypress Yes
plantings (former Sacred Heart Monastery, now
Mingarra Retirement Living Village)

Internal
Alteration
Controls
Apply?

No

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Yes

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

No

No

Yes

No

Yes - former Yes
Monastery
chapel,
including
aisles, Parish
offices, Hall,
Dining Room,
main
and
secondary
stairwells,
Meeting
Rooms and
Library.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

77‐115 Mt Dandenong Road, Croydon
HO136

1 Aringa Court, Heathmont

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO139

House
29 Bedford Road, Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Interim
control
expiry
date:
29/12/20
17
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Map
Ref

Heritage Place
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Paint
Controls
Apply?
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Alteration
Controls
Apply?

Tree
Controls
Apply?

Outbuildings or
fences which
are not exempt
under Clause
43.01-3

Included on
the Victorian
Heritage
Register
under the
Heritage Act
1995?

Prohibited
uses may
be
permitted?

Name of
Incorporated
Plan under
Clause 43.01-2

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

HO140

Haig Street Precinct
2-34 & 3-31 Haig Street, Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO141

Kendall Street Precinct
20-32 & 21-35 Kendall Street, Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO142

House
5 Caroline Street, Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

HO143

House and front fence
20 Caroline Street, Ringwood

No

No

No

Yes – brick and No
steel pipe front
fence

No

No

HO144

House and garage
18 James Street, Ringwood

No

No

No

Yes
–
timber No
garage at rear of
house

No

No

HO145

House
22 James Street, Ringwood

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
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APPENDIX H – SUGGESTED CHANGES TO LOCAL POLICY
AT CLAUSE 21.04
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PROPOSED CHANGES
21.04

Heritage

21.04-1

Overview

Recognition of Maroondah’s heritage is crucial to the development of a vibrant and confident
community. Heritage values include aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for
past, present or future generations. Heritage significance may be embodied in the place itself,
its fabric, setting, use, associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects.
Places may have a range of values for different individuals or groups and assist with creating
this sense of community.
Maroondah has a diverse range of heritage places, which date from both the indigenous and
post contact settlement periods. Heritage places have been identified on scattered sites
throughout the municipality, in the Heritage Study Stage 2, Maroondah City Council, 2003 and in
and around the Jubilee Park area, Ringwood, in the Jubilee Park Heritage and Neighbourhood
Character Study, 2018.
21.04-2

Objectives, strategies and implementation

Objective 1
To identify and plan for the future conservation, protection, enhancement and appropriate use
and development of heritage places in Maroondah.
Strategy
Identify and document the cultural heritage value and thematic history of pre-European and
post contact settlement in the municipality.
Objective 2
To appropriately manage heritage resources, in order to conserve their cultural heritage values
and integrity.
Strategies
Promote sympathetic design and sustainable development on the subject land or abutting
natural and cultural heritage places.
Educate owners of natural or cultural heritage sites and other interested parties of the
responsibilities and privileges associated with the process of heritage conservation.
Objective 3
To promote heritage values throughout the municipality.
Strategies
Increase general public awareness of heritage resources within Maroondah by identifying and
promoting their cultural value and historical role.
Develop a program for the appropriate management of heritage resources, to ensure their
preservation and to maintain historic integrity.
Implementation
These strategies will be implemented by:
Local policy and exercise of discretion
Engaging the services of a specialist heritage consultant/consultancy to provide advice on
issues in relation to heritage places.
Encouraging the retention and re-use of heritage places..
Zones and overlays
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Applying the Heritage Overlay to all sites with cultural or natural heritage value in the
municipality, as identified through a Statement of Significance.
Future strategic work
Reviewing and updating existing strategies in relation to heritage to ensure that the
recommendations for protection remain relevant.
Identifying additional places and precincts of natural or cultural heritage value .
Actively pursuing the listing of cultural heritage assets in the planning scheme, the Victorian
Heritage Register, or any other heritage register which recognises and/or protects the value of
the identified place.
Preparing urban design and development guidelines for additions and alterations to heritage
properties.
Establishing a framework for consistent decision making in respect of planning applications
for heritage preservation.
Other actions
Reference documents
Maroondah Heritage Identification Study, Maroondah City Council, 1998
Maroondah Heritage Study Stage 2, Maroondah City Council, 2003
Jubilee Park Heritage and Neighbourhood Character Study 2018
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